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AP World History, Summer Assignment 

AP World History Summer Assignment 

Purpose 

The purpose of this summer assignment is to familiarize you with subject ma�er and style of 
historical interpreta�on u�lized in the AP World History course.  You are expected to prac�ce your 
reading and note-taking skills which will be cri�cal to success in this course.  

The Assignment 

This assignment consists of two parts.  BOTH parts must be completed to receive credit.  

Part 1: Chapter Review Activities 

As you read each of the chapters from  Traditions and Encounters  by Bentley (a�ached are chapters 
10-13), you will complete the related chapter review ac�vi�es.  Your chapter review ac�vi�es 
should be completed in blue or black ink or dark pencil. 

Comple�on of all five review ac�vi�es is a requirement of your summer assignment.  The last of 
these ac�vi�es will help you write the essay in Part 2.  Addi�onally, you will have an exam over the 
informa�on included in the chapters provided at the end of the first week of school. 

Part 2: Essay 

You will write one essay related to the last review ac�vity.  Your essay should be clear and detailed. 
The essay should include content-specific vocabulary related to the topic and u�lize specific 
examples discussed in the text.  

Esssay Speicifications: 

● The file format for your essay should be either MS Word or Google Doc. It would be best to 
use your school account.  

● The essay should be typed in 12 point font, Times New Roman, and single-spaced.  
● You do not need to re-type the prompt in your essay.  
● Your essay should be 4 paragraphs (introduc�on & three body paragraphs) 
● Your answers should be between 400 and 600 words in length.  
● The essay will be submi�ed to turni�n.com on the first day of school.  

Essay Prompt:  

Explain similari�es and/or differences between life in ancient Greece and Rome.  Compare at 
least three of the following topics: government;  economy and trade;  society and family life; or 
philosophy and religion. 

Grading Criteria: 

Item Description Point Value 
Chapter Review 
ac�vi�es 

1 ac�vity for each of the 4 chapters and one 
comparison ac�vity 

60 points 

Essay The essay clearly addresses the ques�on and 
meets the length requirement 

40 points 
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Name:  _________________________________  

Chap 10: Review: Mediterranean Society - The Greek Phase 
Rearrange the following events into the correct chronological order.  Re-write the event in the correct order 
below including both the le�er and descrip�on. 

a) Alexander burns the Persian palace complex in Persepolis  
b) Athens and other Aegean Sea ci�es form the Delian League  
c) Athens is forced into uncondi�onal surrender to Sparta  
d) Darius I of Persia invades the Greek mainland  
e) Greeks build colonies in Asia Minor  
f) Minoans build the Knossos palace complex  
g) Mycenaeans devise their script, Linear B  
h) Pericles commissioned the building of the Parthenon  
i) Philip of Macedonia completes his conquest of Greece  
j) The Ptolemaic dynasty begins its rule of Egypt 
k) Plato writes the  Republic  which examines ideas of jus�ce in the city-states.  

 

1st event:     f) Minoans build the Knossos palace complex                                                                                . 

2nd event: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

3rd event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

4th event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

5th event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

6th event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

7th event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

8th event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

9th event: ____________________________________________________________________________  

10th event: ___________________________________________________________________________  

11th event: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Name:  _________________________________  

Chap 11 Review: Mediterranean Society - The Roman Phase 
Identify the causes and effects of each of these events. 

Long-Term Cause Short-Term Cause Event Short-Term Effect Long-Term Effect 

  The Roman 
Republic is 
established. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  The Roman 
Republic 
defeats 
Carthage after 
three  wars. 
 
 
 

  

  Octavius 
Augustus 
Caesar 
becomes 
emperor. 
 
 
 

  

  Constantine 
legalizes 
Christianity. 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  Roman Empire 
begins to 
decline. 
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Name:  _________________________________  

Chap 12 Review: Cross Cultural Exchanges 
Match the terms below to ques�ons.  Terms may be used more than once or not at all. 
 

1. Theodosius 
2. Nicaea 
3. Chang’an 
4. Diocle�an 
5. Zhang Qian 
6. A�la 
7. St. Augus�ne 
8. Alaric 
9. Nestorians 
10. Edict of Milan 
11. Manichaeism 
12. Constan�ne 

13. Rajas 
14. Mani 
15. Foreign merchants 
16. Persepolis 
17. Yellow Turban rebellion 
18. An�och.  
19. Alexandria. 
20. Wang Mang revolt 
21. Constan�nople 
22. Sultans 
23. Odovacer 
24. Buddha 

  
_____ A. Chris�an thinkers who stressed the human nature of Jesus  

_____ B. Roman emperor who proclaimed Chris�anity the official religion of the empire  

_____ C. Leader of the Huns whose invasion caused chaos in the Roman Empire  

_____ D. Religion that a�empted to incorporate Zoroastrian, Chris�an, and Buddhist elements  

_____ E. Visigoth leader who sacked Rome in 410 C.E.  

_____ F. Proclama�on that allowed Chris�ans to openly prac�ce their religion  

_____ G. The eastern terminus of the silk roads  

_____ H. Divided the Roman Empire in half  

_____ I. Early church council that decided that Jesus possessed both human and divine natures  

_____ J. Founded an eastern capital for the Roman Empire  

_____ K. Thinker who tried to harmonize Chris�an and Platonic thought  

_____ L. The first reigning Roman emperor to convert to Chris�anity 

_____ M. In the west the silk roads terminated in the Turkish port of 

_____ N. The expanding influence of India was shown by the fact that Southeast Asian kings called 
themselves 

_____ O. A�er 340 C.E., the capital of the Roman world became 

_____ P. In 476 C.E., Rome finally fell to 

_____ Q. Buddhism was spread to China by 

_____ R. In the year 184 C.E., peasant discontent in China led to an uprising known as the 
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Name:  _________________________________  

Chap 13 Review: The Commonwealth of Byzantium 
For each of the following people or terms, write 1 to 2 sentences that explains importances of these 
concepts or individuals in the context of this chapter. 

1. Jus�nian 

2. Theodora 

3. Leo III 

4. Prince Vladimir 

5. St. Cyril 

6. St. Methodius 

7. Caesaropapism 

8. Iconoclasm 

9. Schism 

10. Theme 

11. Saljuqs 
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Name:  _________________________________  
Chap 10 and 11 Comparison: Life in Greece vs Life in Rome 
Take notes on the similari�es and difference between these two Mediterranean civiliza�ons.  You can use 
bullet points.  Use a highlighter or underline to iden�fy any  similarities  you observe. 

 Greece Rome 

Govern- 
ment 

  

Economy 
& Trade 

  

Society & 
Family Life 

  

Philosophy 
& Religion 
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10 Mediterranean Society: 
The Greek Phase 



     

  

Early Development of Greek Society 
Minoan and Mycenaean Societies 

The World of the Polls 

Greece and the Larger World 
Greek Colonization 

Conflict with Persia 

The Macedonians and the Coming of Empire 

The Hellenistic Empires 

The Fruits of Trade: 
Greek Economy and Society 
Trade and the Integration of the Mediterranean Basin 

Family and Society 

The Cultural Life of Classical Greece 
Rational Thought and Philosophy 

Popular Religion and Greek Drama 

Hellenistic Philosophy and Religion 

 

      

 

For a man who perhaps never existed, Homer has been a profoundly influential figure. Ac-

cording to tradition, Homer composed the two great epic poems of ancient Greece, the Iliad 
and the Odyssey. In fact, scholars now know that bards recited both poems for generations 

before Homer lived—the mid-eighth century B.C.E., if he was indeed a historical figure. Some 

experts believe that Homer was not a real man so much as a convenient name for several 

otherwise anonymous scribes who committed the Iliad and the Odyssey to writing. Others be-

lieve that a man named Homer had a part in preparing a written version of the epics, but 

that others also contributed significantly to his work. 

Whether Homer ever really lived or not, the epics attributed to him deeply influenced the 

development of classical Greek thought and literature. The Iliad offered a Greek perspective 

on a campaign waged by a band of Greek warriors against the city of Troy in Anatolia during 

the twelfth century B.C.E. The Odyssey recounted the experiences of the Greek hero Odysseus 

as he sailed home after the Trojan war. The two works described scores of difficulties faced 

by Greek warriors—not only battles with Trojans but also challenges posed by deities and 

monsters, conflicts among themselves, and even psychological barriers that individuals had 

to surmount. Between them, the two epics preserved a rich collection of stories that literary 

figures mined for more than a millennium, reworking Homer's material and exploring his 

themes from fresh perspectives. 

Quite apart from their significance as literary masterpieces, the Iliad and the Odyssey also 

testify to the frequency and normality of travel, communication, and interaction in the Mediter-

ranean basin during the second and first millennia B.C.E. Both works portray Greeks as expert 

and fearless seamen, almost as comfortable aboard their ships as on land, who did not hesi-

tate to venture into the waters of what Homer called the 'wine-dark sea" in pursuit of their 

goals. Homer lovingly described the sleek galleys in which Greek warriors raced across the 

waters, sometimes to plunder the slower but heavily laden cargo vessels that plied the Mediter-

ranean sea lanes, more often to launch strikes at enemy targets. He even had Odysseus con-

struct a sailing ship single-handedly when he was shipwrecked on an island inhabited only by 

a goddess. The Iliad and the Odyssey make it clear that maritime links touched peoples through-

out the Mediterranean basin in Homer's time and, further, that Greeks were among the most 

prominent seafarers of the age. 

Already during the second millennium B.C.E., Phoenician merchants had established links 

between lands and peoples at the far ends of the Mediterranean Sea. During the classical era, 

however, the Mediterranean basin became much more tightly integrated as Greeks, and later 

 

 

OPPOSITE: The theater at Delphi. 
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Romans as well, organized commercial exchange and sponsored interaction throughout the re-

gion. Under Greek and Roman supervision, the Mediterranean served not as a barrier but, 

rather, as a highway linking Anatolia, Egypt, Greece, Italy, France, Spain, north Africa, and even 

southern Russia (by way of routes through the Black Sea). 

Ancient Greece differed from classical societies in other lands. Early in the classical era, the 

Greeks lived in autonomous city-states. Only after the late third century B.C.E. did they play 

prominent roles in the large, centralized empire established by their neighbors to the north in 

Macedon. Yet from the seventh through the second centuries B.C.E., the Greeks integrated the 

societies and economies of distant lands through energetic commercial activity over the 

Mediterranean sea lanes. They also generated a remarkable body of moral thought and philo-

sophical reflection. Just as the traditions of classical Persia, China, and India shaped the cultural 

experiences of those lands, the traditions of the Greeks profoundly influenced the long-term 

cultural development of the Mediterranean basin, Europe, and southwest Asia as well. 

Early Development of Greek Society 
Humans inhabited the Balkan region and the Greek peninsula from an early but in-
determinate date. During the third millennium B.C.E., they increasingly met and min-
gled with peoples from different societies who traveled and traded in the Mediterranean 
basin. As a result, early inhabitants of the Greek peninsula built their societies under 
the influence of Mesopotamians, Egyptians, Phoenicians, and others active in the re-
gion. Beginning in the ninth century B.C.E., the Greeks organized a series of city-states, 
which served as the political context for the development of classical Greek society. 

Minoan and Mycenaean Societies 

During the late third millennium B.C.E., a sophisticated society arose on the island of 
Crete. Scholars refer to it as Minoan society, after Minos, a legendary king of ancient 
Crete. Between 2000 and 1700 B.C.E., the inhabitants of Crete built a series of lavish 
palaces throughout the island, most notably the enormous complex at Knossos deco-
rated with vivid frescoes depicting Minoans at work and play. These palaces were the 
nerve centers of Minoan society: they were residences of rulers, and they also served as 
storehouses where officials collected taxes in kind from local cultivators. Palace officials 
devised a script known as Linear A, in which written symbols stood for syllables rather 
than words, ideas, vowels, or consonants. Although linguists have not yet been able to 
decipher Linear A, it is clear that Cretan administrators used the script to keep detailed 
records of economic and commercial matters. 

Between 2200 and 1450 B.C.E., Crete was a principal center of Mediterranean 
commerce. Because of its geographic location in the east-central Mediterranean, Crete 
received early influences from Phoenicia and Egypt. By 2200 B.C.E. Cretans were trav-
eling aboard advanced sailing craft of Phoenician design. Minoan ships sailed to 
Greece, Anatolia, Phoenicia, and Egypt, where Cretan wine, olive oil, and wool were 
exchanged for grains, textiles, and manufactured goods. Archaeologists have discov-
ered pottery vessels used as storage containers for Minoan wine and olive oil as far 
away as Sicily. After 1600 B.C.E. Cretans established colonies on Cyprus and many is-
lands in the Aegean Sea, probably to mine local copper ores and gain better access to 
markets where tin was available. 

After 1700 B.C.E. Minoan society experienced a series of earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, and tidal waves. Most destructive was a devastating volcanic eruption 

Knossos 

Decline of 
Minoan Society 
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A magnificent fresco 
from the town of 

Akrotiri on the island 
of Thera depicts a 
busy harbor, showing 
that Akrotiri traded 
actively with Crete 
and other Minoan 
sites. The volcanic 
eruption of Thera 
about 1628 B.C.E. 

destroyed Akrotiri. 

about 1628 B.C.E. on the island of Thera (Santorini) north of Crete. Between 1600 
and 1450 B.C.E., Cretans embarked on a new round of palace building to replace 
structures destroyed by those natural catastrophes: they built luxurious complexes 
with indoor plumbing and drainage systems and even furnished some of them with 
flush toilets. After 1450 B.C.E., however, the wealth of Minoan society attracted a se-
ries of invaders, and by 1100 B.C.E. Crete had fallen under foreign domination. Yet 
the Minoan traditions of maritime trade, writing, and construction deeply influenced 
the inhabitants of nearby Greece. 

Beginning about 2200 B.C.E. migratory Indo-European peoples filtered over the Mycenaean Society 
Balkans and into the Greek peninsula. By 1600 B.C.E. they had begun to trade with 
Minoan merchants and visit Crete, where they learned about writing and large-scale 
construction. They adapted Minoan Linear A to their language, which was an early 
form of Greek, and devised a syllabic script known as Linear B. After 1450 B.C.E. 

they also built massive stone fortresses and palaces throughout the southern part of 
the Greek peninsula, known as the Peloponnesus. Because the fortified sites offered 
protection, they soon attracted settlers who built small agricultural communities. 
Their society is known as Mycenaean, after Mycenae, one of their most important 
settlements. 

From 1500 to 1100 B.C.E., the Mycenaeans expanded their influence beyond 
peninsular Greece. They largely overpowered Minoan society, and they took over the 
Cretan palaces, where they established craft workshops. Archaeologists have un-
earthed thousands of clay tablets in Linear B that came from the archives of Myce-
naean rulers in Crete as well as peninsular Greece. The Mycenaeans also established 
settlements in Anatolia, Sicily, and southern Italy. 

About 1200 B.C.E. the Mycenaeans engaged in a conflict with the city of Troy in Chaos in the Eastern 
Anatolia. This Trojan war, which Homer recalled from a Greek perspective in his Mediterranean 
Iliad, coincided with invasions of foreign mariners in the Mycenaean homeland. In- 
deed, from 1100 to 800 B.C.E. chaos reigned throughout the eastern Mediterranean 	  
region. Invasions and civil disturbances made it impossible to maintain stable govern- Mycenaean (meye-seh-
ments or even productive agricultural societies. Mycenaean palaces fell into ruin, the NEE-uhn) 



The Lion Gate at Mycenae illustrates the heavy 

fortifications built by Myceneans to protect their 

settlements. 
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The Polis 

Sparta 

population sharply declined, and peo-
ple abandoned most settlements. Many 
inhabitants of the Greek peninsula 
fled to the islands of the Aegean Sea, 
Anatolia, or Cyprus. Writing in both 
Linear A and Linear B disappeared. 
The boisterous character of the era 
comes across clearly in Homer's works. 
Though set in an earlier era, both the 
Iliad and the Odyssey reflect the tu-
multuous centuries after 1100 B.C.E. 

They portray a society riven with con-
flict, and they recount innumerable 
episodes of aggression, treachery, and 
violence alongside heroic bravery and 
courage. 

The World of the Polls 
In the absence of a centralized state 
or empire, local institutions took the 
lead in restoring political order in 
Greece. The most important institu-
tion was the city-state, or polis. The 
term polls originally referred to a 
citadel or fortified site that offered 
refuge for local communities during 
times of war or other emergencies. 
These sites attracted increasing pop-
ulations, and many of them gradually 
became lively commercial centers. 
They took on an increasingly urban 

character and extended their authority over surrounding regions. They levied taxes on 
their hinterlands and appropriated a portion of the agricultural surplus to support the 
urban population. By about 800 B.C.E. many poleis (the plural of polis) had become 
bustling city-states that functioned as the principal centers of Greek society. 

The poleis took various political forms. Some differences reflected the fact that 
poleis emerged independently and elaborated their traditions with little outside influ- 
ence. Others arose from different rates of economic development. A few poleis de- 
veloped as small monarchies, but most were under the collective rule of local 
notables. Many fell into the hands of generals or ambitious politicians—called 
"tyrants" by the Greeks—who gained power by irregular means. (The tyrants were 
not necessarily oppressive despots: indeed, many of them were extremely popular 
leaders. The term tyrant referred to their routes to power rather than their policies.) 
The most important of the poleis were Sparta and Athens, whose contrasting consti- 
tutions illustrate the variety of political styles in classical Greece. 

Sparta was situated in a fertile region of the Peloponnesus. As their population 
and economy expanded during the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.E., the Spartans 
progressively extended their control over the Peloponnesus. In doing so, they re- 
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duced neighboring peoples to the status of helots, servants of the Spartan state. Al-
though they were not chattel slaves, the helots also were not free. They could form 
families, but they could not leave the land. Their role in society was to provide agri-
cultural labor and keep Sparta supplied with food. By the sixth century B.C.E., the 
helots probably outnumbered the Spartan citizens by more than ten to one. With 
their large subject population, the Spartans were able to cultivate the Peloponnesus 
efficiently, but they also faced the constant threat of rebellion. As a result, the Spar-
tans devoted most of their resources to maintaining a powerful and disciplined mili-
tary machine. 

In theory, Spartan citizens were equal in status. To discourage the development of 
economic and social distinctions, Spartans observed an extraordinarily austere lifestyle 
as a matter of policy. They did not wear jewelry or elaborate clothes, nor did they pam-
per themselves with luxuries or accumulate private wealth on a large scale. They gener-
ally did not even circulate coins made of precious metals but, instead, used iron bars 

Map  10.1 Classical 
Greece, 800-350 B.C.E. Note 
the mountainous topography 
of the Greek peninsula and 
western Anatolia. To what ex-
tent did geography encourage 
Greeks to venture into the 
Mediterranean Sea? 

Spartan Society 
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A painted cup produced in Sparta about 550 B.C.E. depicts hunters 

attacking a boar. Spartans regarded hunting as an exercise that 

helped to sharpen fighting skills and aggressive instincts. 

for money. It is for good reason, then, that the adjective 
spartan refers to a lifestyle characterized by simplicity, 
frugality, and austerity. 

Distinction among the ancient Spartans came not 
by wealth or social status, but by prowess, discipline, 
and military talent, which the Spartan educational sys- 
tem cultivated from an early age. All boys from families 

of Spartan citizens left their homes at age seven and went 
to live in military barracks, where they underwent a rigor- 

ous regime of physical training. At age twenty they began 
active military service, which they continued until retirement. 

Spartan authorities also prescribed vigorous physical exercise for 
girls in hopes that they would bear strong children. When they 

reached age eighteen to twenty, young women married and had occa-
sional sexual relations, but did not live with their husbands. Only at about age thirty 
did men leave the barracks and set up households with their wives and children. 

By the fourth century B.C.E., Spartan society had lost much of its ascetic rigor. 
Aristocratic families had accumulated great wealth, and Spartansliad developed a 
taste for luxury in food and dress. Nevertheless, Spartan society stood basically on 
the foundation of military discipline, and its institutions both relief ted and rein-
forced the larger society's commitment to military values. In effect, Sparta sought to 
maintain public order—and discourage rebellion by the helots—by creating a mili-
tary state that could crush any threat. 

In Athens as in Sparta, population growth and economic development caused 
political and social strain, but the Athenians relieved tensions by establishiig a gov-
ernment based on democratic principles. Whereas Sparta sought to impose order by 
military means, Athens sought to negotiate order by considering the interests of the 
polis's various constituencies. Citizenship was by no means open to all residents: 
only free adult males from Athens played a role in public affairs, leaving foreigners, 
slaves, and women with no direct voice in government. In seeking to resolve social 
problems, Athenians opened government offices to all citizens and broadened the 
base of political participation in classical Greece. 

During the seventh century B.C.E., an increasing volume of maritime trade brought 
prosperity to Attica, the region around Athens. The principal beneficiaries of that pros-
perity were aristocratic landowners, who also controlled the Athenian government. As 
their wealth grew, the aristocrats increased their landholdings and cultivated them with 
greater efficiency. Owners of small plots could not compete and fell heavily into debt. 
Competitive pressures often forced them to sell their holdings to aristocrats, and debt 
burdens sometimes overwhelmed them and pushed them into slavery. 

By the early sixth century B.C.E., Attica had a large and growing class of people ex-
tremely unhappy with the structure of their society and poised to engage in war against 
their wealthy neighbors. Many poleis that experienced similar economic co itions 
suffered decades of brutal civil war between aristocrats and less privileg classes. In 
Athens, however, an aristocrat named Solon served as a mediator be en classes, and 
he devised a solution to class conflict in Attica. 

Athens 

Athenian Society 



The image of Pericles, wearing a helmet that symbolizes 

his post as Athenian leader, survives in a Roman copy of a 

Greek statue. 
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Solon forged a compro- 	 Solon and Athenian 

	

mise between the classes. He 	 Democracy 
allowed aristocrats to keep 
their lands—rather than con-
fiscate them and redistribute 
them to landless individuals, 
as many of the less privileged 
preferred—but he cancelled 
debts, forbade debt slavery, 
and liberated those already 
enslaved for debt. To ensure 
that aristocrats would not un-
dermine his reforms, Solon 
also provided representation 
for the common classes in 
the Athenian government by 
opening the councils of the 
polis to any citizen wealthy 
enough to devote time to 
public affairs, regardless of 
his lineage. Later reformers 
went even further. During 
the late sixth and fifth cen-
turies B.C.E., Athenian lead-
ers increased opportunities 
for commoners to participate 
in government, and they paid 
salaries to officeholders so fi-
nancial hardship would not 
exclude anyone from service. 

	

Those reforms gradually 	 Pericles 
transformed Athens into a democratic state. The high tide of Athenian democracy 
came under the leadership of the statesman Pericles. Though he was of aristocratic 
birth, Pericles was the most popular Athenian leader from 461 B.C.E. until his death in 
429 B.C.E. He wielded enormous personal influence in a government with hundreds 
of officeholders from the common classes, and he supported building programs that 
provided employment for thousands of construction workers and laborers. Under the 
leadership of Pericles, Athens became the most sophisticated of the poleis, with a vi- 
brant community of scientists, philosophers, poets, dramatists, artists, and architects. 
Little wonder, then, that in a moment of civic pride, Pericles boasted that Athens was 
"the education of Greece." 

Greece and the Larger World 
As the poleis prospered, Greeks became increasingly prominent in the larger world of 
the Mediterranean basin. They established colonies along the shores of the Mediter-
ranean and the Black Sea, and they traded throughout the region. Eventually, their po-
litical and economic interests brought them into conflict with the expanding Persian 
empire. During the fifth century B.C.E., a round of intermittent war between the Greeks 
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Greek Colonies 

and the Persians ended in stalemate, but in the next century Alexander of Macedon 
toppled the Achaemenid empire. Indeed, Alexander built an empire stretching from 
India to Egypt and Greece. His conquests created a vast zone of trade and communi-
cation that encouraged commercial and cultural exchange on an unprecedented scale. 

Greek Colonization 
By about 800 B.C.E. the poleis were emerging as centers of political organization in 
Greece. During the next century increasing population strained the resources avail-
able in the rocky and mountainous Greek peninsula. To relieve population pressures, 
the Greeks began to establish colonies in other parts of the Mediterranean basin. Be-
tween the mid-eighth and the late sixth centuries B.C.E., they founded more than four 
hundred coldnies along the shores of the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea. 

The Greeks established their first colonies in the central Mediterranean during the 
early eighth century B.C.E. The most popular sites were Sicily and southern Italy, par-
ticularly the region around modern Naples, which was itself originally a Greek colony 
called Neapolis ("new polls"). These colonies provided merchants not only with fer-
tile fields that yielded large agricultural surpluses but also with convenient access to 
the copper, zinc, tin, and iron ores of central Italy. By the sixth century B.C.E., Greek 
colonies dotted the shores of Sicily and southern Italy, and more Greeks lived in these 
colonies than in the Greek peninsula itself. By 600 B.C.E. the Greeks had ventured 
even farther west and established the important colony of Massalia (modern Mar-
seilles) in what is now southern France. 

Greek colonies arose also in the eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea. Hundreds 
of islands in the Aegean Sea beckoned to a maritime people such as the Greeks. 
Colonists also settled in Anatolia, where their Greek cousins had established communi-
ties during the centuries of political turmoil after 1100 B.C.E. During the eighth and 

Map 10.2 Classical 
Greece and the Mediterra-
nean basin, 800-500 B.C.E. 

All the Greek colonies were 
located on the coastlines of the 
Mediterranean Sea and the 
Black Sea. In what ways did the 
colonies serve as links between 
Greece and the larger Mediter-
ranean region? 



r  Two Greek ships under sail, a merchant vessel (left) and a 
galley (right) powered by oars as well as sails. 
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seventh centuries B.C.E., 

Greeks ventured into the 
Black Sea in large numbers 
and established colonies all 
along its shores. These set-
tlements offered merchants 
access to rich supplies of 
grain, fish, furs, timber, 
honey, wax, gold, and am-
ber as well as slaves cap-
tured in southern Russia 
and transported to markets 
in the Mediterranean. 

Unlike their counter-
parts in classical Persia, 
China, and India, the Greeks 
did not build a centralized 
imperial state. Greek colo-
nization was not a process controlled by a central government so much as an ad hoc 
response of individual poleis to population pressures. Colonies often did not take 
guidance from the poleis from which their settlers came but, rather, relied on their 
own resources and charted their own courses. 

Nevertheless, Greek colonization sponsored more communication, interaction, Effects of Greek 
and exchange than ever before among Mediterranean lands and peoples. From the Colonization 
early eighth century B.C.E., colonies facilitated trade between their regions and the 
poleis in peninsular Greece and Anatolia. At the same time, colonization spread Greek 
language and cultural traditions throughout the Mediterranean basin. Moreover, the 
Greek presence quickened the tempo of social life, especially in the western Mediter- 
ranean and the Black Sea. Except for a few urban districts surrounding Phoenician 
colonies in the western Mediterranean, these regions were home mostly to small-scale 
agricultural societies organized by clans. As Greek merchants brought wealth into these 
societies, local clan leaders built small states in areas such as Sicily, southern Italy, south- 
ern France, the Crimean peninsula, and southern Russia where trade was especially 
strong. Thus Greek colonization had important political and social effects throughout 
the Mediterranean basin. 

Conflict with Persia 

During the fifth century B.C.E., their links abroad brought the poleis of the Greek 
peninsula into direct conflict with the Persian empire in a long struggle known as the 
Persian Wars (500-479 B.c.E.). As the Persian emperors Cyrus and Darius tightened 
their grip on Anatolia, the Greek cities on the Ionian coast became increasingly rest-
less. In 500 B.C.E. they revolted against Persian rule and expelled the Achaemenid 
administrators. In support of their fellow Greeks and commercial partners, the Athe-
nians sent a fleet of ships to aid the Ionian effort. Despite that gesture, Darius re-
pressed the Ionian rebellion by 493 B.C.E. 

To punish the Athenians and forestall future interference in Persian affairs, Da-
rius then mounted a campaign against peninsular Greece. In 490 B.C.E. he sent an 
army and a fleet of ships to attack Athens. Although greatly outnumbered, the Athe-
nians routed the Persian army at the battle of Marathon and then marched back to 
Athens in time to fight off the Persian fleet. 

The Persian Wars 
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Ten years later Darius's successor, Xerxes, decided to avenge the Persian losses. 
In 480 B.C.E. he dispatched a force consisting of perhaps one hundred thousand 
troops and a fleet of one thousand ships to subdue the Greeks. The Persian army 
succeeded in capturing and burning Athens, but a Greek fleet led by Athenians shat-
tered the Persian navy at the battle of Salamis. Xerxes himself viewed the conflict 
from a temporary throne set up on a hillside overlooking the narrow strait of water 
between Athens and the island of Salamis. The following year a Greek force at Plataea 
routed the Persian army, whose survivors retreated to Anatolia. 

Greeks and Persians continued to skirmish intermittently for more than a cen-
tury, although their conflict did not expand into full-scale war. The Persian rulers 
were unwilling to invest resources in the effort to conquer small and distant Greece, 
and after Xerxes' reign they faced domestic problems that prevented them from 
undertaking foreign adventures. For their part, the Greeks had neither the resources 
nor the desire to challenge the Persian empire, and they remained content with main-
taining their independence. 

The Delian League 	Once the Persian threat subsided, however, serious conflict arose among the 
Greek poleis themselves. After the Persian Wars, the poleis created an alliance known 
as the Delian League to discourage further Persian actions in Greece. Because of its 
superior fleet, Athens became the leader of the alliance. In effect, Athens supplied 
the league's military force, and the other poleis contributed financial support, which 
went largely to the Athenian treasury. Indeed, those contributions financed much of 
the Athenian bureaucracy and the vast construction projects that employed Athenian 
workers during the era of Pericles' leadership. In the absence of a continuing Persian 
threat, however, the other poleis resented having to make contributions that seemed 
to benefit only the Athenians. 

The Peloponnesian 	Ultimately, the tensions resulted in a bitter and destructive civil conflict known as 
War 	 the Peloponnesian War (431-404 B.C.E.). Both in peninsular Greece and throughout 

the larger Greek world, poleis divided into two armed camps under the leadership of 
Athens and Sparta, the most powerful of the poleis and the principal contenders for 
hegemony in the Greek world. The fortunes of war favored first one side, then the 
other, but by 404 B.C.E. the Spartans and their allies had forced the Athenians to un-
conditional surrender. Sparta's victory soon generated new jealousies, however, and 
conflicts broke out again. During the decades following Athenian surrender, hege-
mony in the Greek world passed to Sparta, Thebes, Corinth, and other poleis. 

The Peloponnesian War was both a debilitating and a demoralizing conflict. The 
historian Thucydides wrote a detailed history of the war, and even though he was 
himself a loyal native of Athens, he did not hide the fact that Athenians as well as 
other parties to the conflict adopted brutal tactics. Athenians bullied smaller commu-
nities, disregarded the interests and concerns of other poleis, insisted that allies res-
olutely toe the Athenian line, and subjected insubordinate communities to severe 
punishments. When the small island of Melos refused to acknowledge the authority of 
Athens, for example, Thucydides reported that Athenian forces conquered the island, 
massacred all the men of military age, and sold the women and children into slavery. 
As a result of that and other atrocities, Athens lost its reputation as the moral and in-
tellectual leader of the Greek people and gained notoriety as an arrogant, insensitive 
imperialist power. Meanwhile, as the Peloponnesian War divided and weakened the 
world of the Greek poleis, a formidable power took shape to the north. 

The Macedonians and the Coming of Empire 

The Kingdom 	Until the fourth century B.C.E., the kingdom of Macedon was a frontier state north of 
of Macedon 	 peninsular Greece. The Macedonian population consisted partly of cultivators and 
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Pericles organized the construction of numerous marble buildings, partly with funds collected from poleis belonging to 

the Delian League. Most notable of his projects was the Parthenon, a temple dedicated to the goddess Athena, which 

symbolizes the prosperity and grandeur of classical Athens. 

partly of sheepherders who migrated seasonally between the mountains and the valleys. 
Although the Macedonians recognized a king, semiautonomous clans controlled polit-
ical affairs. 

Proximity to the wealthy poleis of Greece brought change to Macedon. From the 
seventh century B.C.E., the Greek cities traded with Macedon. They imported grain, 
timber, and other natural resources in exchange for olive oil, wine, and finished prod-
ucts. Macedonian political and social elites, who controlled trade from their side of 
the border, became well acquainted with Greek merchants and their society. 

During the reign of King Philip II (359-336 B.C.E.), Macedon underwent a thor- Philip of Macedon 
ough transformation. Philip built a powerful military machine that enabled him to 
overcome the traditional clans and make himself the ruler of Macedon. His military 
force featured an infantry composed of small landowners and a cavalry staffed by 
aristocrats holding large estates. During the fourth century B.C.E., both elements 
proved to be hardy, well trained, and nearly invincible. 

When Philip had consolidated his hold on Macedon, he turned his attention to two 
larger prizes: Greece and the Persian empire. During the years following 350 B.C.E., 

Philip moved into northern Greece, annexing poleis and their surrounding territo-
ries. The poleis recognized the Macedonian threat, but the Peloponnesian War had 
poisoned the atmosphere so much that the poleis could not agree to form an alliance 
against Philip. Thus as he moved into Greece, Philip faced nothing more than small 
forces patched together by shifting and temporary alliances. By 338 B.C.E. he had 
overcome all organized resistance and brought Greece under his control. 

Philip intended to use his conquest of Greece as a launching pad for an invasion Alexander 
of Persia. He did not have the opportunity to carry out his plans, however, because of Macedon 
an assassin brought him down in 336 B.C.E. The invasion of Persia thus fell to his 
son, the young Alexander of Macedon, often called Alexander the Great. 

At the age of twenty, Alexander succeeded Philip as ruler of an expanding empire. Alexander's 
He soon began to assemble an army of about forty-eight thousand men to invade the. Conquests 
Persian empire. Alexander was a brilliant strategist and an inspired leader, and he inher- 
ited a well-equipped, well-disciplined, highly spirited veteran force from his father. By 



I Wearing a lion skin around his head, Alexander 

the warrior plunges into battle with Persian 

forces in this carving from his sarcophagus. 
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333 B.C.E. Alexander had subjected 
Ionia and Anatolia to his control; 
within another year he held Syria, 
Palestine, and Egypt; by 331 B.C.E. he 
controlled Mesopotamia and prepared 
to invade the Persian homeland. He 
took Pasargadae and burned the 
Achaemenid palace at Persepolis late 
in 331 B.C.E., and he pursued the 
dispirited Persian army for another 
year until the last Achaemenid ruler 
fell to an assassin. Alexander estab-
lished himself as the new emperor of 
Persia in 330 B.C.E. 

By 327 B.C.E. Alexander had larger 
ambitions: he took his army into In- 
dia and crossed the Indus River, en- 
tering the Punjab. He subjected local 
rulers and probably would have con-

tinued to campaign in India except that his troops refused to proceed any farther 
from home. By 324 B.C.E. Alexander and his army had returned to Susa in Meso-
potamia, where they celebrated their exploits in almost continuous feasting. Alexan-
der busied himself with plans for governing his empire and for conducting further 
explorations. In June of 323 B.C.E., however, after an extended round of feasting and 
drinking, he suddenly fell ill and died at age thirty-three. 

During the course of a meteoric career, Alexander proved to be a brilliant con-
queror, but he did not live long enough to construct a genuine state for his vast realm 
or to develop a system of administration. He established cities throughout the lands he 
conquered and reportedly named about seventy of them Alexandria in his own honor. 
Alexander also toyed with some intriguing ideas about governing his empire, notably a 
scheme to marry his officers to Persian women and create a new ruling class of Greek, 
Macedonian, and Persian ancestry, but his early death prevented him from turning that 
plan into a coherent policy. So long as he lived, he relied on established institutions 
such as the Persian satrapies to administer the lands he conquered. 

The Hellenistic Era 

The Hellenistic Empires 
When Alexander died, his generals jockeyed for position in hopes of taking over choice 
parts of his realm, and by 275 B.C.E. they had divided the empire into three large 
states. Antigonus took Greece and Macedon, which his Antigonid successors ruled 
until the Romans established their authority in the eastern Mediterranean during the 
second century B.C.E. Ptolemy took Egypt, which the Ptolemaic dynasty ruled until 
the Roman conquest of Egypt in 31 B.C.E. Seleucus took the largest portion, the for-
mer Achaemenid empire stretching from Bactria to Anatolia, which his Seleucid suc-
cessors ruled until the Parthians displaced them during the second century B.C.E. 

Historians refer to the age of Alexander and his successors as the Hellenistic age—
an era when Greek cultural traditions expanded their influence beyond Greece (Hel-
las) to a much larger world. During the centuries between Alexander's death and the 
expansion of the Roman empire in the eastern Mediterranean, the Hellenistic empires 
governed cosmopolitan societies and sponsored interactions between peoples from 
Greece to India. Like imperial states in classical Persia, China, and India, the Hellenis- 



Sources from the Past 

Arrian on the Character of Alexander of Macedon 

One of the earliest surviving accounts of Alexander's life and career is that of Flavius Arrianus Xenophon, better known 
as Arrian. Although Greek, Arrian served in the armies of the early Roman empire and developed a strong interest in 
military history. About the middle of the second century C.E., he composed his work on Alexander, drawing on contem-
porary accounts that no longer survive. Here he assesses Alexander's character. 

He had great personal beauty, invincible power of en-
durance, and a keen intellect; he was brave and adven-
turous, strict in the observance of his religious duties, 
and hungry for fame. Most temperate in the pleasures 
of the body, his passion was for glory only, and in that 
he was insatiable. He had an uncanny instinct for the 
right course in a difficult and complex situation, and was 
most happy in his deductions from observed facts. In 
arming and equipping troops and in his military disposi-
tions he was always masterly. Noble indeed was his 
power of inspiring his men, of filling them with confi-
dence, and, in the moment of danger, of sweeping away 
their fear by the spectacle of his own fearlessness. When 
risks had to be taken, he took them with the utmost 
boldness, and his ability to seize the moment for a swift 
blow, before his enemy had any suspicion of what was 
coming, was beyond praise. No cheat or liar ever caught 
him off his guard, and both his word and his bond were 
inviolable. Spending but little on his own pleasures, he 
poured out his money without stint for the benefit of 
his friends. 

Doubtless, in the passion of the moment Alexander 
sometimes erred; it is true that he took some steps to-
wards the pomp and arrogance of the Asiatic kings: but 
I, at least, cannot feel that such errors were very heinous, 
if the circumstances are taken fairly into consideration. 
For, after all, he was young; the chain of his successes 
was unbroken, and, like all kings, past, present, and to 
come, he was surrounded by courtiers who spoke to 
please, regardless of what evil their words might do. On 
the other hand, I do indeed know that Alexander, of all 
the monarchs of old, was the only one who had the no-
bility of heart to be sorry for his mistakes . . . 

. . . As for his reputed heavy drinking, Aristoboulos 
[one of Alexander's generals who composed an ac-
count of the conqueror that was available to Arrian but 

that does not survive] declares that his drinking bouts 
were prolonged not for their own sake—for he was 
never, in fact, a heavy drinker—but simply because he 
enjoyed the companionship of his friends. 

Anyone who belittles Alexander has no right to do 
so on the evidence only of what merits censure in him; 
he must base his criticism on a comprehensive view of 
his whole life and career. But let such a person, if black-
guard Alexander he must, first compare himself with 
the object of his abuse: himself, so mean and obscure, 
and, confronting him, the great King with his unparal-
leled worldly success, the undisputed monarch of two 
continents [Europe and Asia], who spread the power of 
his name over all the earth. Will he dare to abuse him 
then, when he knows his own littleness and the trivial-
ity of his own pursuits, which, even so, prove too much 
for his ability? 

It is my belief that there was in those days no nation, 
no city, no single individual beyond the reach of Alexan-
der's name; never in all the world was there another like 
him, and therefore I cannot but feel that some power 
more than human was concerned in his birth; indica-
tions of this were, moreover, said to be provided at the 
time of his death by oracles; many people saw visions 
and had prophetic dreams; and there is the further evi-
dence of the extraordinary way in which he is held, as 
no mere man could be, in honour and remembrance. 
Even today, when so many years have passed, there have 
been oracles, all tending to his glory, delivered to the 
people of Macedon. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

On the basis of Arrian's characterization, do you think 
Alexander had strong potential to become an effective 
governor as well as a talented conqueror? 

SOURCE: Arrian. The Campaigns of Alexander. Trans. by Aubrey de Selincourt. Rev. by J. R. Hamilton. 
London: Penguin, 1971, pp. 395-98. 
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tic empires helped to integrate the economies and societies of distant regions. They 
facilitated trade, and they made it possible for beliefs, values, and religions to spread 
over greater distances than ever before. 
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500 	 1000 	 1500 mi 

1000 	 2000 	 3000 km 

Map 10.3 Alexander's empire, ca. 323 B.C.E. Compare the boundaries of Alexander's empire with those of the Achaemenid empire 
as depicted in Map 7.1. How was Alexander able to bring such extensive territories under his control? 

The Antigonid Empire 	Although the Antigonid realm of Greece and Macedon was the smallest of the Hel- 
lenistic empires, it benefited handsomely from the new order. There was continual ten-
sion between the Antigonid rulers and the Greek cities, which sought to retain their 
independence by forming defensive leagues that stoutly resisted Antigonid efforts to 
control the Greek peninsula. The poleis often struck bargains with the Antigonids, of-
fering to recognize their rule in exchange for tax relief and local autonomy. Internal 
social tensions also flared, as Greeks wrestled with the perennial problem of land and 
its equitable distribution. Yet cities such as Athens and Corinth flourished during the 
Hellenistic era as enormous volumes of trade passed through their ports. Moreover, 
the overpopulated Greek peninsula sent large numbers of colonists to newly founded 
cities, especially in the Seleucid empire. 

The Ptolemaic Empire 	Perhaps the wealthiest of the Hellenistic empires was Ptolemaic Egypt. Greek and 
Macedonian overlords did not interfere in Egyptian society, but contented themselves 
with the efficient organization of agriculture, industry, and tax collection. They main-
tained the irrigation networks and monitored the cultivation of crops and the payment 
of taxes. They also established royal monopolies over the most lucrative industries, 
such as textiles, salt making, and the brewing of beer. 

Alexandria 	 Much of Egypt's wealth flowed to the Ptolemaic capital of Alexandria. Founded 
by Alexander at the mouth of the Nile, Alexandria served as the Ptolemies' adminis- 

	  trative headquarters, but it became much more than a bureaucratic center. Alexan- 
Ptolemaic (TAWL-oh- 	dria's enormous harbor was able to accommodate 1,200 ships simultaneously, and the 
may-ihk) 	 city soon became the most important port in the Mediterranean. Its wealth attracted 



Map10.4 The Hellenistic empires, ca. 275 B.C.E. Note the differences in size between the three Hellenistic empires. 
Consider the geographical conditions and economic potential of the three empires. 
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migrants from all parts of the Mediterranean basin and beyond. Alongside Greeks, 
Macedonians, and Egyptians lived sizable communities of Phoenicians, Jews, Arabs, 
and Babylonians. The city was indeed an early megalopolis, where peoples of different 
ethnic, religious, and cultural traditions conducted their affairs. Under the Ptolemies, 
Alexandria also became the cultural capital of the Hellenistic world. It was the site of 
the famous Alexandrian Museum—a state-financed institute of higher learning where 
philosophical, literary, and scientific scholars carried on advanced research—and of 
the equally famous Alexandrian Library, which supported the scholarship sponsored 
by the museum and which, by the first century B.C.E., boasted a collection of more 
than seven hundred thousand works. 

It was in the Seleucid realm, however, that Greek influence reached its greatest ex-
tent. The principal channels of that influence were the numerous cities that Alexander 
and his successors founded in the former Persian empire. Most of them were small 
settlements intended to serve as fortified sites or administrative centers, though some 
developed into thriving commercial centers. Greek and Macedonian colonists flocked 
to these cities, where they joined the ranks of imperial bureaucrats and administrators. 
Though few in number compared with the native populations, the colonists created a 
Mediterranean-style urban society that left its mark on lands as distant as Bactria and 
India. Emperor Ashoka of India had his edicts promulgated in Greek and Aramaic, the 
two most commonly used languages of the Hellenistic empires. 

Archaeological excavations have thrown considerable light on one of those Greek 
settlements—the Hellenistic colony at Ai Khanum on the Oxus River in ancient Bactria 

The Seleucid Empire 

Greeks in Bactria 
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(modern-day Afghanistan). The colony at Ai Khanum was founded either by Alexander 
of Macedon or by Seleucus shortly after Alexander's death. As an integral part of the Se-
leucid empire, Bactria was in constant communication with Greece and the Mediter-
ranean world. After about 250 B.C.E. the governors of Bactria withdrew from the 
Seleucid empire and established an independent Greek kingdom. Excavations at Ai 
Khanum show that the colony's inhabitants spoke the Greek language, dressed accord-
ing to Greek fashions, read Greek literature and philosophy, and constructed buildings 
and produced works of art in Greek styles. At the same time, while honoring Greek 
gods at Greek shrines, residents of Ai Khanum also welcomed Persian and central Asian 
deities into their midst. Indeed, some Greeks even converted to Buddhism. Most promi-
nent of the converts was King Menander, who ruled in Bactria approximately 160 to 
135 B.C.E. In many ways, like the Achaemenids before them, the Hellenistic ruling 
classes constituted a thin, supervisory veneer over long-established societies that largely 
continued to observe inherited customs. Nevertheless, like classical states in Persia, 
China, and India, the Hellenistic empires brought distant lands into interaction by way 
of trade and cultural exchange. 

The Fruits of Trade: Greek Economy and Society 
The geography of the Greek peninsula posed difficult challenges for its inhabitants: 
its mountainous terrain and rocky soil yielded only small harvests of grain, and the 
southern Balkan mountains hindered travel and communication. Indeed, until the 
construction of modern roads, much of Greece was more accessible by sea than by 
land. As a result, early Greek society depended heavily on maritime trade. 

Trade and the Integration of the Mediterranean Basin 
Trade 	 Although it produced little grain, much of Greece is ideally suited to the cultivation 

of olives and grapes. After the establishment of the poleis, the Greeks discovered that 
they could profitably concentrate their efforts on the production of olive oil and 
wine. Greek merchants traded these products around the Mediterranean, returning 
with abundant supplies of grain and other items as well. 

By the early eighth century B.C.E., trade had generated considerable prosperity in 
the Greek world. Merchants and mariners linked Greek communities throughout the 
Mediterranean world—not only those in the Greek peninsula but also those in Anato-
lia, the Mediterranean islands, and the Black Sea. The populations of all these com-
munities grew dramatically, encouraging further colonization. In the colonies 
merchants offered Greek olive oil and wine for local products. Grain came from Egypt, 
Sicily, and southern Russia, salted fish from Spain and Black Sea lands, timber and 
pitch from Macedon, tin from Anatolia, and slaves from Egypt and Russia. Merchant 
ships with a capacity of four hundred tons were common in the classical Mediter-
ranean, and a few vessels had a capacity of one thousand tons. Some cities, such as 
Athens and Corinth, relied more on commerce than on agriculture for their liveli-
hood and prosperity. 

Commercial 	 Large volumes of trade promoted commercial and economic organization in the 
and Economic 	Mediterranean basin. In Greece, for example, shipowners, merchants, and money- 
Organization 	lenders routinely formed partnerships to spread the risks of commercial ventures. 

Usually, a merchant borrowed money from a banker or an individual to purchase 
cargo and rented space from a shipowner, who transported the goods and returned 
the profits to the merchant. In the event of a shipwreck, the contract became void, 
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leaving both the merchant 
and the lender to abs6ib 
their losses. 

The production of cultiva-
tors and manufacturers filled 
the holds of Mediterranean 
merchant vessels. Manufac-
turers usually operated on a 
small scale, but there are rec-
ords of pottery workshops 
with upward of sixty employ-
ees. One factory in fourth-
century Athens employed 120 
slaves in the manufacture of 
shields. Throughout the trad-
ing world of the Mediterra-
nean basin, entrepreneurs es-
tablished small businesses and 
offered their wares in the 
larger market. 

Trade links between the 
Greek cities and their colo-
nies contributed to a sense of 
a larger Greek community. 
Colonists recognized the 
same gods as their cousins in 
the Greek peninsula. They 
spoke Greek dialects, and they 
maintained commercial rela-
tionships with their native 
communities. Greeks from 
all parts gathered periodically 
to participate in panhellenic 
festivals that reinforced their 

Panhellenic Festivals 

Harvesting olives. In this painting on a vase, two men 

knock fruit off the branches while a third climbs the 

tree to shake the limbs, and another gathers olives from 

the ground. 

 

common bonds. Many of those festivals featured athletic, literary, or musical contests in 
which individuals sought to win glory for their polls. 

Best known of the panhellenic festivals were the Olympic Games. According to The Olympic Games 
tradition, in 776 B.C.E. Greek communities from all parts of the Mediterranean sent 
their best athletes to the polis of Olympia to engage in contests of speed, strength, 
and skill. Events included footracing, long jump, boxing, wrestling, javelin tossing, 
and discus throwing. Winners of events received olive wreaths, and they became cele-
brated heroes in their home poleis. The ancient Olympic Games took place every four 
years for more than a millennium before quietly disappearing from Greek life. So, al-
though they were not united politically, by the sixth century B.C.E. Greek communities 
had nevertheless established a sense of collective identity. 

During the Hellenistic era, trade drew the Greeks into an even larger world of com-
merce and communication as colonists and traders expanded the range of their opera-
tions throughout Alexander's empire and the realms that succeeded him. Caravan trade 
linked Persia and Bactria to the western regions of the Hellenistic world. Dependent 
on horses and donkeys, caravans could not transport heavy or bulky goods but, rather, 
carried luxury products such as gems and jewelry, perfumes and aromatic oils. These 
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goods all had high value relative to weight so that merchants could feed themselves 
and their animals, pay the high costs of overland transport, and still turn a profit. Traf-
fic in bulkier goods traveled the sea lanes of the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, the Per-
sian Gulf, and the Arabian Sea. 

Patriarchal Society 

Sappho 

Slavery 

Family and Society 
Homer's works portrayed a society composed of heroic warriors and their outspoken 
wives. Strong-willed human beings clashed constantly with one another and some-
times even defied the gods in pursuing their interests. These aggressive and assertive 
characters depended on less flamboyant individuals to provide them with food and 
other necessities, but Homer had no interest in discussing the humdrum lives of farm-
ers and their families. 

With the establishment of poleis in the eighth century B.C.E., the nature of Greek 
family and society came into clearer focus. Like urban societies in southwest Asia and 
Anatolia, the Greek poleis adopted strictly patriarchal family structures. Male family 
heads ruled their households, and fathers even had the right to decide whether to keep 
infants born to their wives. They could not legally kill infants, but they could abandon 
newborns in the mountains or the countryside where they would soon die of exposure 
unless found and rescued by others. 

Greek women fell under the authority of their fathers, husbands, or sons. Upper-
class women living in poleis spent most of their time in the family home, and they 
ventured outside in the company of servants or chaperones and often wore veils to 
discourage the attention of men from other families. In most of the poleis, women 
could not own landed property, but they sometimes operated small businesses such as 
shops and food stalls. The only public position open to Greek women was that of 
priestess of a religious cult. Sparta was something of a special case when it came to 
gender relations: there women participated in athletic contests, went about town by 
themselves, joined in public festivals, and sometimes even took up arms to defend the 
polis. Even in Sparta, however, men were family authorities, and men alone deter-
mined state policies. 

Literacy was common among upper-class Greek women, and a few women earned 
reputations for literary talent. Most famous of them was the poet Sappho, who com-
posed nine volumes of poetry around 600 B.C.E. Sappho, probably a widow from an 
aristocratic family, invited young women into her home for instruction in music and 
literature. Critics charged her with homosexual activity, and her surviving verse speaks 
of her strong physical attraction to young women. Greek society readily tolerated sexual 
relationships between men but frowned on female homosexuality. As a result, Sappho 
fell under a moral cloud, and only fragments of her poetry survive. 

Aristocratic families with extensive landholdings could afford to provide girls with 
a formal education, but in less privileged families all hands contributed to the welfare 
of the household. In rural families, men performed most of the outside work and 
women took care of domestic chores and wove wool textiles. In artisan families living 
in the poleis, both men and women often participated in businesses and maintained 
stands or booths in the marketplace. 

Throughout the Greek world, as in other classical societies, slavery was a promi-
nent means of mobilizing labor. Slaves came from differing backgrounds. Some were 
formerly free Greeks who entered slavery because they could not pay their debts. 
Many came from the ranks of soldiers captured in war. A large numbeecame from the 
peoples with whom the Greeks traded: slave markets at Black Sea ports sold semi- 



A slave carrying a lantern guides his drunken 
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nomadic Scythians captured in Russia, and Egyptians provided 
African slaves from Nubia and other southern regions. 

Greek law regarded all slaves as the private chattel of their 
owners, and the conditions of slaves' lives depended on the 
needs and the temperament of their owner. Physically power-
ful slaves with no special skills most often provided heavy labor 
in mines or on the estates of large landholders. Other unskilled 
slaves worked at lighter tasks as domestic servants or caretak-
ers of their owners' children. Educated slaves and those skilled 
at some craft or trade had special opportunities. Their owners 
often regarded them as economic investments, provided them 
with shops, and allowed them to keep a portion of their earn-
ings as an incentive and a reward for efficient work. 

In some cases, slaves with entrepreneurial talent succeeded 
well enough in their businesses to win their freedom. A slave 
named Pasion, for example, worked first as a porter and then as 
a clerk at a prominent Athenian bank during the late fifth and 
early fourth centuries B.C.E. Pasion developed into a shrewd 
businessman who worked efficiently and turned considerable 
profits for his masters, who in turn entrusted him with greater 
responsibilities and rewarded him for successful efforts. Ulti-
mately, Pasion gained his freedom, took over management of 
the bank, outfitted five warships from his own pocket, and won 
a grant of Athenian citizenship. 

The Cultural Life 
of Classical Greece 

During the eighth and seventh centuries B.C.E., as Greek mer-
chants ventured throughout the Mediterranean basin, they be-
came acquainted with the sophisticated cultural traditions of 
Mesopotamia and Egypt. They learned astronomy, science, mathematics, medicine, 
and magic from the Babylonians as well as geometry, medicine, and divination from 
the Egyptians. They also drew inspiration from the myths, religious beliefs, art motifs, 
and architectural styles of Mesopotamia and Egypt. About 800 B.C.E. they adapted 
the Phoenician alphabet to their language: to the Phoenicians' consonants they added 
symbols for vowels and thus created an exceptionally flexible system for representing 
speech in written form. 

During the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.E., the Greeks combined those borrowed 
cultural elements with their own intellectual interests to elaborate a rich cultural tradi-
tion. The most distinctive feature of classical Greek culture was the effort to construct 
a consistent system of philosophy based purely on reason. Greek cultural figures also 
exercised enormous influence over art, literature, and moral thought in the Mediter-
ranean basin and western Europe. 

Rational Thought and Philosophy 
The pivotal figure in the development of philosophy was Socrates (470-399 B.c.E.), Socrates 
a thoughtful and reflective Athenian driven by a powerful urge to understand human 
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Plato 

beings and human affairs in all their com-
plexity. During his youth Socrates studied 
the ideas of Greek scientists who pursued 
the interests of their Mesopotamian and 
Egyptian predecessors. Gradually, how-
ever, he became disenchanted with their 
efforts to understand the natural world, 
which he regarded as less important than 
human affairs. 

Socrates did not commit his thought to 
writing, but his disciple Plato later com-
posed dialogues that represented Socrates' 
views. Nor did Socrates expound his views 
assertively: rather, he posed questions that 
encouraged reflection on human issues, 
particularly on matters of ethics and moral-
ity. He suggested that human beings could 
lead honest lives and that honor was far 
more important than wealth, fame, or other 
superficial attributes. He scorned those who 
preferred public accolades to personal in-
tegrity, and he insisted on the need to re-
flect on the purposes and goals of life. "The 
unexamined life is not worth living," he 
held, implying that human beings had an 
obligation to strive for personal integrity, 
behave honorably toward others, and work 
toward the construction of a just society. 

In elaborating those views, Socrates 
often played the role of a gadfly who subjected traditional ethical teachings to critical 
scrutiny. This tactic outraged some of his fellow citizens, who brought him to trial 
on charges that he encouraged immorality and corrupted the Athenian youths who 
joined him in the marketplace to discuss moral and ethical issues. A jury of Athenian 
citizens decided that Socrates had indeed passed the bounds of propriety and con- 
demned him to death. In 399 B.C.E. Socrates drank a potion of hemlock sap and died 
in the company of his friends. 

Socrates' influence survived in the work of his most zealous disciple, Plato 
(430-347 B.C.E.), and in Plato's disciple Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.). Inspired by his 
mentor's reflections, Plato elaborated a systematic philosophy of great subtlety. He 
presented his thought in a series of dialogues in which Socrates figured as the princi-
pal speaker. In the earliest dialogues, written shortly after Socrates' death, Plato largely 
represented his mentor's views. As time passed, Plato gradually formulated his thought 
into a systematic vision of the world and human society. 

The cornerstone of Plato's thought was his theory of Forms or Ideas. It disturbed 
Plato that he could not gain satisfactory intellectual control over the world. The qual-
ity of virtue, for example, meant different things in different situations, as did honesty, 
courage, truth, and beauty. Generally speaking, for example, virtue required individu-
als to honor and obey their parents. But if a parent engaged in illegal behavior, virtue 
required offspring to denounce the offense and seek punishment. How was it possible, 
then, to understand virtue as an abstract quality? In seeking an answer to that ques-
tion, Plato developed his belief that the world in which we live was not the only 



Sources from the Past 

Socrates' View of Death 

In one of his earliest dialogues, the Apology, Plato offered an account of Socrates' defense of himself during his trial 
before a jury of Athenian citizens. After the jury had convicted him and condemned him to death, Socrates reflected on 
the nature of death and reemphasized his commitment to virtue rather than to wealth or fame. 

And if we reflect in another way we shall see that we may 
well hope that death is a good thing. For the state of 
death is one of two things: either the dead man wholly 
ceases to be and loses all sensation; or, according to the 
common belief, it is a change and a migration of the soul 
unto another place. And if death is the absence of all sen-
sation, like the sleep of one whose slumbers are unbro-
ken by any dreams, it will be a wonderful gain. For if a 
man had to select that night in which he slept so soundly 
that he did not even see any dreams, and had to com-
pare with it all the other nights and days of his life, and 
then had to say how many days and nights in his life he 
had slept better and more pleasantly than this night, I 
think that a private person, nay, even the great king of 
Persia himself, would find them easy to count, compared 
with the others. If that is the nature of death, I for one 
count it a gain. For then it appears that eternity is noth-
ing more than a single night. 

But if death is a journey to another place, and the 
common belief be true, that all who have died dwell 
there, what good could be greater than this, my judges? 
Would a journey not be worth taking if at the end of it, 
in the other world, we should be released from the self-
styled judges of this world, and should find the true 
judges who are said to sit in judgment below? . . . It 
would be an infinite happiness to converse with them, 
and to live with them, and to examine them. Assuredly 
there they do not put men to death for doing that. For 
besides the other ways in which they are happier than 
we are, they are immortal, at least if the common belief 
be true. 

And you too, judges, must face death with a good 
courage, and believe this as a truth, that no evil can hap-
pen to a good man, either in life, or after death. His for-
tunes are not neglected by the gods, and what has come 
to me today has not come by chance. I am persuaded 
that it is better for me to die now, and to be released 
from trouble. . . . And so I am hardly angry with my ac-
cusers, or with those who have condemned me to die. 
Yet it was not with this mind that they accused me and 
condemned me, but rather they meant to do me an in-
jury. Only to that extent do I find fault with them. 

Yet I have one request to make of them. When my 
sons grow up, visit them with punishment, my friends, 
and vex them in the same way that I have vexed you if 
they seem to you to care for riches or for anything other 
than virtue: and if they think that they are something 
when they are nothing at all, reproach them as I have 
reproached you for not caring for what they should and 
for thinking that they are great men when in fact they 
are worthless. And if you will do this, I myself and my 
sons will have received our deserts at your hands. 

But now the time has come, and we must go 
hence: I to die, and you to live. Whether life or death 
is better is known to God, and to God only. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

How does Socrates' understanding of personal morality 
and its rewards compare and contrast with the Zoro-
astrian, Buddhist, and Hindu views discussed in earlier 
chapters? 

SOURCE: F. J. Church, trans. The Trial and Death of Socrates, 2nd ed. London: Macmillan, 1886, pp. 76-78. 
(Translation slightly modified.) 
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world—indeed, it was not the world of genuine reality, but only a pale and imperfect 
reflection of the world of Forms or Ideas. Displays of virtue or other qualities in the 
world imperfectly reflected the ideal qualities. Only by entering the world of Forms or 
Ideas was it possible to understand the true nature of virtue and other qualities. The 
secrets of that world were available only to philosophers—those who applied their ra-
tional faculties to the pursuit of wisdom. 
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A mosaic from the Italian town of 
Pompeii, near Naples, depicts Plato 
(standing at left) discussing philosophical 
issues with students. Produced in the 
early first century C.E., this illustration 
testifies to the popularity of Greek 
philosophy in classical Roman society. 

Aristotle 

Though abstract, Plato's thought had important political and social implications. 
In his dialogue Republic, for example, Plato sketched an ideal state that reflected his 
philosophical views. Because philosophers were in the best position to understand ul-
timate reality, and hence to design policies in accordance with the Form or Idea of 
justice, he held that the best state was one where either philosophers ruled as kings or 
kings were themselves philosophers. In effect, then, Plato advocated an intellectual 
aristocracy: the philosophical elite would rule, and other, less intelligent, classes would 
work at functions for which their talents best suited them. 

During the generation after Plato, Aristotle elaborated a systematic philosophy 
that equaled Plato's work in its long-term influence. Though originally a disciple of 
Plato, Aristotle came to distrust the theory of Forms or Ideas, which he considered 
artificial intellectual constructs unnecessary for understanding the world. Unlike Plato, 
Aristotle believed that philosophers could rely on their senses to provide accurate in-
formation about the world and then depend on reason to sort out its mysteries. Like 
Plato, Aristotle explored the nature of reality in subtle metaphysical works, and he de-
vised rigorous rules of logic in an effort to construct powerful and compelling argu-
ments. But he also wrote on biology, physics, astronomy, psychology, politics, ethics, 
and literature. His work provided such a coherent and comprehensive vision of the 
world that his later disciples, the Christian scholastic philosophers of medieval Eu-
rope, called him "the master of those who know." 

The Greek philosophers deeply influenced the development of European and Is-
lamic cultural traditions. Until the seventeenth century c.E., most European philoso-
phers regarded the Greeks as intellectual authorities. Christian and Islamic theologians 
alike went to great lengths to harmonize their religious convictions with the philo-
sophical views of Plato and Aristotle. Thus, like philosophical and religious figures in 
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other classical societies, Plato and Aristotle provided a powerful intellectual framework 
that shaped thought about the world and human affairs for two millennia and more. 

Popular Religion and Greek Drama 
Because most Greeks of the classical era did not have an advanced education and did 
not chat regularly with the philosophers, they did not rely on systems of formal logic 
when seeking to understand their place in the larger world. Instead, they turned to 
traditions of popular culture and popular religion that shed light on human nature 
and offered guidance for human behavior. 

The Greeks did not recognize a single, exclusive, all-powerful god. Their Indo- Greek Deities 
European ancestors had attributed supernatural powers to natural elements such as 
sun, wind, and rain. Over the course of the centuries, the Greeks personified these 
powers and came to think of them as gods. They constructed myths that related the 
stories of the gods, their relations with one another, and their roles in bringing the 
world to its present state. 

In the beginning, they believed, there was the formless void of chaos out of which 
emerged the earth, the mother and creator of all things. The earth then generated 
the sky, and together they produced night, day, sun, moon, and other natural phe-
nomena. Struggles between the deities led to bitter heavenly battles, and ultimately 
Zeus, grandson of the earth and sky gods, emerged as paramount ruler of the divine 
realm. Zeus's heavenly court included scores of subordinate deities who had various 
responsibilities: the god Apollo promoted wisdom and justice, for example; the god-
dess Fortune brought unexpected opportunities and difficulties; and the Furies 
wreaked vengeance on those who violated divine law. 

Like religious traditions in other lands, Greek myths sought to explain the world Religious Cults 
and the forces that shape it. They served also as foundations for religious cults that 
contributed to a powerful sense of community in classical Greece. Many of the cults 
conducted ritual observances that were open only to initiates. One especially popular 
cult known as the Eleusinian mysteries, for example, sponsored a ritual community 
meal and encouraged initiates to observe high moral standards. 

Some cults admitted only women. Because women could not participate in legal 
and political life, the cults provided opportunities for them to play roles in society 
outside the home. The fertility cult of Demeter, goddess of grain, excluded men. In 
honor of Demeter women gathered on a hill for three days, offered sacrifices to the 
goddess, and took part in a celebratory feast. This event occurred in October or No-
vember before the planting of grain and sought to ensure bountiful harvests. 

Women were also the most prominent devotees of Dionysus, the god of wine, The Cult of Dionysus 
also known as Bacchus, although men sometimes joined in his celebration. During 
the spring of the year, when the vines produced their fruit, devotees retreated into 
the hills to celebrate Dionysus with song and dance. The dramatist Euripides offered 
an account of one such Dionysian season in his play The Bacchae. Euripides described 
the preparations for the festival and the celebrants' joyful march to the mountains. 
Spirited music and dance brought the devotees to such a state of frenzy that they fell 
on a sacrificial goat—and also a man hiding in the brush in an unwise effort to ob-
serve the proceedings—ripped the victims apart, and presented them as offerings to 
Dionysus. Though he was a skeptic who regarded much of Greek religion as sham 
and hypocrisy, Euripides nonetheless recognized that powerful emotional bonds held 
together the Dionysian community. 

During the fifth century B.C.E., as the poleis strengthened their grip on public 
and political life, the religious cults became progressively more tame. The cult of 
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Tragic Drama 

Dionysus, originally one of the most unrestrained, became one of the most thor-
oughly domesticated. The venue of the rituals shifted from the mountains to the 
polis, and the nature of the observances changed dramatically. Instead of emotional 
festivals, the Dionysian season saw the presentation of plays that honored the tradi-
tions of the polis, examined relations between human beings and the gods, or re-
flected on problems of ethics and morality. 

This transformation of Dionysus's cult set the stage for the emergence of Greek 
dramatic literature as dramatists composed plays for presentation at annual theatrical 
festivals. Of the thousands of plays written in classical Greece, only a few survive: thirty-
two tragedies and a dozen comedies have come down to the present in substantially 
complete form. Yet this small sample shows that the dramatists engaged audiences in 
subtle reflection on complicated themes. The great tragedians—Aeschylus, Sophocles, 
and Euripides—whose lives spanned the fifth century B.C.E., explored the possibilities 
and limitations of human action. To what extent could human beings act as responsi-
ble agents in society? What was their proper role when they confronted the limits that 
the gods or other humans placed on their activity? How should they proceed when the 
gods and human authorities presented them with conflicting demands? 

Comic dramatists such as Aristophanes also dealt with serious issues of human 
striving and responsible behavior. They took savage delight in lampooning the public 
and political figures of their time. The comedians aimed to influence popular atti-
tudes by ridiculing the foibles of prominent public figures and calling attention to 
the absurd consequences of ill-considered action. 

Hellenistic Philosophy and Religion 
As the Hellenistic empires seized the political initiative in the Mediterranean basin 
and eclipsed the poleis, Greek philosophy and religion lost their civic character. Be-
cause the poleis no longer controlled their destinies but, rather, figured as small ele-
ments in a large administrative machine, residents ceased to regard their polis as the 
focus of individual loyalties. Instead, they inclined toward cultural and religious al-
ternatives that ministered to the needs and interests of individuals living in a large, 
cosmopolitan society. 

The Hellenistic 	 The most popular Hellenistic philosophers—the Epicureans, the Skeptics, and 
Philosophers 	the Stoics—addressed individual needs by searching for personal tranquility and 

serenity. Epicureans, for example, identified pleasure as the greatest good. By plea-
sure they did not mean unbridled hedonism but, rather, a state of quiet satisfaction 
that would shield them from the pressures of the Hellenistic world. Skeptics refused 
to take strong positions on political, moral, and social issues because they doubted 
the possibility of certain knowledge. Rather than engage in fruitless disputes, they 
sought equanimity and left contentious issues to others. 

The most respected and influential of the Hellenistic philosophers were the Stoics, 
who considered all human beings members of a universal family. Unlike the Epicureans 
and the Skeptics, the Stoics did not seek to withdraw from the pressures of the world. 
Rather, they taught that individuals had the duty to aid others and lead virtuous lives. 
The Stoics believed that individuals could avoid anxieties caused by the pressures of 
Hellenistic society by concentrating their attention strictly on the duties that reason 
and nature demanded of them. Thus, like the Epicureans and the Skeptics, the Stoics 
sought ways to bring individuals to a state of inner peace and tranquility. 

Religions of Salvation 	Although the philosophers' doctrines appealed to educated elites, religions of sal- 
vation enjoyed surging popularity in Hellenistic society. Mystery religions promised 
eternal bliss for initiates who observed their rites and lived in accordance with their 
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doctrines. Some faiths spread across the trade routes and found followers far from 
their homelands. The Egyptian cult of Osiris, for example, became extraordinarily 
popular because it promised salvation for those who led honorable lives. Cults from 
Persia, Mesopotamia, Anatolia, and Greece also attracted disciples throughout the 
Hellenistic world. 

Many of the mystery religions involved the worship of a savior whose death and 
resurrection would lead the way to eternal salvation for devoted followers. Some 
philosophers and religious thinkers speculated that a single god might rule the entire 
universe—just as Alexander and his successors governed enormous empires on 
earth—and that this god had a plan for the salvation of all humankind. Like the Hel-
lenistic philosophies, then, religions of salvation addressed the interests of individuals 
searching for security in a complex world. 

r+ reek travelers linked the regions of the Mediterranean basin in classical times. Al-

ki though they did not build a centralized empire, the Greeks dotted the Mediterranean 
and Black Sea shorelines with their colonies, and their merchant fleets stimulated both 
commercial and cultural interactions between peoples of distant lands. Greek merchants, 
soldiers, and administrators also played prominent roles in the vast empires of Alexander 
and the Hellenistic rulers. Quite apart from their political and economic significance, the 
Greeks also left a remarkably rich cultural legacy. Greek philosophy, literature, and sci-
ence profoundly influenced the intellectual and cultural development of peoples from 

southwest Asia to western Europe. The Greek poleis and the Hellenistic cities provided 

nurturing environments for rational thought and academic pursuits, and the frequent 
travels of the Greeks promoted the spread of popular religious faiths throughout the 

Mediterranean basin and beyond. Like classical Persia, China, and India, the Mediter-
ranean basin became an integrated world. 
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About 55 C.E. Roman guards transported a prisoner named Paul of Tarsus from the port of 

Caesarea in Palestine to the city of Rome. The journey turned out to be more eventful than 

the travelers had planned. The party boarded a sailing ship loaded with grain and carrying 

276 passengers as well. The ship departed in the fall—after the main sailing season, which 

ran from May through September—and soon encountered a violent storm. For two frighten-

ing weeks crew and passengers alike worked furiously to keep the ship afloat, jettisoning 

baggage, tackle, and cargo to lighten the load as wind and rain battered the vessel. Eventu-

ally, the ship ran aground on the island of Malta, where storm-driven waves destroyed the 

craft. Yet most of the passengers and crew survived, including Paul and his guards, who spent 

three months on Malta before catching another ship to Rome. 

Paul had become embroiled in a dispute between Jews and early proponents of the fledg-

ling Christian religion. Christianity first emerged as a sect of Judaism accepted by only a small 

number of individuals who regarded Jesus of Nazareth as a savior for the Jewish community. 

By the mid-first century C.E., Christianity was attracting numerous converts throughout the 

Mediterranean basin. Paul himself was a devout Jew from Anatolia who accepted Christian 

teachings and became a zealous missionary seeking converts from outside as well as within 

the Jewish community. Indeed, he was the principal figure in the development of Christianity 

from a Jewish sect to an independent religious faith. When a crowd of Paul's enemies at-

tacked him in Jerusalem, where he was promoting his recently adopted faith, the resulting 

disturbance became so severe that authorities of the Roman imperial government intervened 

to restore order. Under normal circumstances Roman authorities would deliver an individual 

like Paul to the leaders of his ethnic community, and the laws and customs of that commu-

nity would determine the person's fate. 

Paul's case, however, was different. Knowing that Jewish leaders would condemn him 

and probably execute him, Paul asserted his rights as a Roman citizen. Although he had never 

traveled west of Greece, Paul had inherited Roman citizenship from his father. As a result, he 

had the right to appeal his case to Rome, and he did so. His appeal did not succeed. No record 

of his case survives, but tradition holds that imperial authorities executed him out of concern 

that Christianity threatened the peace and stability of the Roman state. 

Paul's experience reflects the cosmopolitan character of the early Roman empire, which by 

the first century C.E. dominated the entire Mediterranean basin. Roman administrators oversaw 

affairs from Anatolia and Palestine in the east to Spain and Morocco in the west. Roman mili-

tary forces maintained order in an empire with scores of different and sometimes conflicting 

OPPOSITE: A marble relief sculpture of about 100 C.E. depicts a crew of men working 

in a treadmill that powers a crane used in construction of a Roman temple. 	
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Romulus and Remus 

ethnic and religious groups. Like many others, Paul of Tarsus traveled freely through much of 

the Roman empire in an effort to attract converts to Christianity. Indeed, except for the integra-

tion of the Mediterranean basin by the Roman empire, Paul's message and his faith might never 

have expanded beyond the small community of early Christians in Jerusalem. 

Like the Phoenicians and Greeks before them, the Romans established close links between 

the various Mediterranean regions. As they conquered new lands, pacified them, and brought 

them into their empire, the Romans enabled merchants, missionaries, and others to travel 

readily throughout the Mediterranean basin. The Romans differed from their Phoenician and 

Greek predecessors, however, by building an extensive land empire and centralizing the ad-

ministration of their realm. At its high point the Roman empire dominated the entire Mediter-

ranean basin and parts of southwest Asia, including Anatolia, Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt, and 

north Africa, besides much of continental Europe, and even parts of Britain. 

The Roman empire also served as a forum for the communication of philosophical ideas 

and religious beliefs. Educated elites often embraced sophisticated Hellenistic philosophies, 

particularly Stoicism, which found adherents throughout the Roman empire. The larger popu-

lation took comfort in popular religious beliefs, many of which promised personal salvation to 

devout followers. Over the long term, Christianity was the most successful of the popular reli-

gions of salvation. The early Christians encountered harsh opposition and persecution from 

Roman officials. Yet the new faith took advantage of the Romans' well-organized imperial 

holdings and spread rapidly throughout the Mediterranean basin and beyond. Eventually, 

Christianity became the official religion of the Roman empire, and imperial sponsorship en-

abled Christianity to spread more effectively than before. 

From Kingdom To Republic 

Founded in the eighth century B.C.E., the city of Rome was originally a small city-state 
ruled by a single king. Late in the sixth century B.C.E., the city's aristocrats deposed the 
king, ended the monarchy, and instituted a republic—a form of government in which 
delegates represented the interests of various constituencies. The Roman republic sur-
vived for more than five hundred years, and it was under the republican constitution 
that Rome established itself as the dominant power in the Mediterranean basin. 

The Etruscans and Rome 
The city of Rome arose from origins both obscure and humble. According to the an-
cient legends, the city owed its existence to the flight of Aeneas, a refugee from Troy 
who migrated to Italy when Greek invaders destroyed his native land. Two of his de-
scendants, the twins Romulus and Remus, almost did not survive infancy because an 
evil uncle abandoned them by the flooded Tiber River, fully expecting them to drown 
or die of exposure. But a kindly she-wolf found them and nursed them to health. The 
boys grew strong and courageous, and in 753 B.C.E. Romulus founded the city of 
Rome and established himself as its first king. 

Modern scholars do not tell so colorful a tale, but they agree that Rome grew 
from humble beginnings. Beginning about 2000 B.C.E., bands of Indo-European mi-
grants crossed the Alps and settled throughout the Italian peninsula. Like their distant 
cousins in India, Greece, and northern Europe, these migrants blended with the neo-
lithic inhabitants of the region, adopted agriculture, and established tribal federations. 
Sheepherders and small farmers occupied much of the Italian peninsula, including the 
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Paintings in Etruscan tombs often represent scenes from daily life. Illustrations in the Tomb of 

the Leopards in Tarquinia depict musicians playing pipes and lyre during a banquet. 

future site of Rome itself. Bronze metallurgy appeared about 1800 B.C.E. and iron 
about 900 B.C.E. 

During the middle centuries of the first millennium B.C.E., Italy underwent rapid The Etruscans 
political and economic development. The agents of that development were the Etrus- 
cans, a dynamic people who dominated much of Italy between the eighth and fifth 
centuries B.C.E. The Etruscans probably migrated to Italy from Anatolia. They settled 
first in Tuscany, the region around modern Florence, but they soon controlled much 
of the territory from the Po River valley in northern Italy to the region around mod-
ern Naples in the south. They built thriving cities and established political and eco-
nomic alliances between their settlements. They manufactured high-quality bronze 
and iron goods, and they worked gold and silver into jewelry. They built a fleet and 
traded actively in the western Mediterranean. During the late sixth century B.C.E., 

however, the Etruscans encountered a series of challenges from other peoples, and 
their society began to decline. Greek fleets defeated the Etruscans at sea while Celtic 
peoples attacked them from Gaul (modern France). 

The Etruscans deeply influenced the early development of Rome. Like the Etrus- The Kingdom 
can cities, Rome was a monarchy during the early days after its foundation, and several of Rome 
Roman kings were Etruscans. The kings ruled Rome through the seventh and sixth 
centuries B.C.E., and they provided the city with paved streets, public buildings, defen-
sive walls, and large temples. 

Etruscan merchants drew a large volume of traffic to Rome, thanks partly to the 
city's geographical advantages. Rome enjoyed easy access to the Mediterranean by way 
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Ruins of the Roman forum, where political leaders conducted public affairs 

during the era of the republic, still stand today. 

of the Tiber River, but since it was not on the coast, it did not run the risk of invasion 
or attack from the sea. Already during the period of Etruscan dominance, trade routes 
from all parts of Italy converged on Rome. When Etruscan society declined, Rome was 
in a strong position to play a more prominent role both in Italy and in the larger 
Mediterranean world. 

The Roman Republic and Its Constitution 
Establishment 	In 509 B.C.E. the Roman nobility deposed the last Etruscan king and replaced the 
of the Republic 	monarchy with an aristocratic republic. At the heart of the city, they built the Roman 

forum, a political and civic center filled with temples and public buildings where 
leading citizens tended to government business. They also instituted a republican 
constitution that entrusted executive responsibilities to two consuls who wielded 
civil and military power. Consuls were elected by an assembly dominated by heredi-
tary aristocrats and wealthy classes, known in Rome as the patricians, and they served 
one-year terms. The powerful Senate, whose members were mostly aristocrats with 
extensive political experience, advised the consuls and ratified all major decisions. Be-
cause the consuls and the Senate both represented the interests of the patricians, 
there was constant tension between the wealthy classes and the common people, 
known as the plebeians. 

Conflicts between 	During the early fifth century B.C.E., relations between the classes became so 
Patricians and 	strained that the plebeians threatened to secede from Rome and establish a rival settle- 
Plebeians 	 ment. To maintain the integrity of the Roman state, the patricians granted plebeians 

the right to elect officials, known as tribunes; who represented theirinterests in the 
Roman government. Originally plebeians chose two tribunes, but the number even-
tually rose to ten. Tribunes had the power to intervene in all political matters, and 
they possessed the right to veto measures that they judged unfair. 

Although the tribunes provided a voice in government for the plebeians, the patri-
cians continued to dominate Rome. Tensions between the classes persisted for as long 
as the republic survived. During the fourth century B.C.E., plebeians became eligible 
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Expansion of the Roman republic to 146 B.C.E. By the mid-second century B.C.E., the Roman republic controlled extensive territories 
outside Italy. Consider the ways Roman expansion encouraged interactions and exchanges throughout the Mediterranean region. 

to hold almost all state offices and gained the right to have one of the consuls come 
from their ranks. By the early third century, plebeian-dominated assemblies won the 
power to make decisions binding on all of sRome. Thus, like fifth-century Athens, re-
publican Rome gradually broadened the base of political participation. 

Constitutional compromises eased class tensions, but they did not solve all politi-
cal problems confronted by the republic. When faced with civil or military crises, the 
Romans appointed an official, known as a dictator, who wielded absolute power for a 
term of six months. By providing for strong leadership during times of extraordinary 
difficulty, the republican constitution enabled Rome to maintain a reasonably stable 
society throughout most of the republic's history. Meanwhile, by allowing various 
constituencies a voice in government, the constitution also helped to prevent the 
emergence of crippling class tensions. 

The Expansion of the Republic 
While the Romans dealt constructively with internal problems, external challenges 
mounted. During the fifth century B.C.E., for example, Rome faced threats not only 
from peoples living in the neighboring hills but also from the Etruscans. Beyond Italy 
were the Gauls, a powerful Celtic people who on several occasions invaded Italy. Be-
tween the fourth and second centuries B.C.E., however, a remarkable expansion of 
power and influence transformed Rome from a small and vulnerable city-state to the 
center of an enormous empire. 

First the Romans consolidated their position in central Italy. During the fifth and 
early fourth centuries B.C.E., the Romans founded a large regional state in central 
Italy at the expense of the declining Etruscans and other neighboring peoples. Their 
conquests gave them access to the iron industry built by the Etruscans and greatly 
expanded the amount of land under Roman control. 

During the later fourth century, the Romans built on their early conquests and 
emerged as the predominant power in the Italian peninsula. The Romans secured 
control of the peninsula partly because they established military colonies in regions 
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Expansion in the 
Mediterranean 

The Punic Wars 

they overcame and partly because of a generous policy toward the peoples they con-
quered. Instead of ruling them as vanquished subjects, the Romans often exempted 
them from taxation and allowed them to govern their internal affairs. Conquered peo-
ples in Italy enjoyed the right to trade in Rome and take Roman spouses. Some gained 
Roman citizenship and rose to high positions in Roman society. The Romans forbade 
conquered peoples from making military or political alliances, except with Rome, and 
required them to provide soldiers and military support. Those policies provided the 
political, military, and diplomatic support Rome needed to put down occasional re-
bellions and to dominate affairs throughout the Italian peninsula. 

With Italy under its control, Rome began to play a major role in the affairs of the 
larger Mediterranean basin and to experience conflicts with other Mediterranean pow-
ers. The principal power in the western Mediterranean during the fourth and third 
centuries B.C.E. was the city-state of Carthage, located near modern Tunis. Originally 
established as a Phoenician colony, Carthage enjoyed a strategic location that enabled 
it to trade actively throughout the Mediterranean. From the wealth generated by that 
commerce, Carthage became the dominant political power in north Africa (excluding 
Egypt), the southern part of the Iberian peninsula, and the western region of grain-
rich Sicily as well. Meanwhile, the three Hellenistic empires that succeeded Alexander 
of Macedon continued to dominate the eastern Mediterranean: the Antigonids ruled 
Macedon, the Ptolemies ruled Egypt, and the Seleucids included wealthy Syria and 
Anatolia among their many possessions. The prosperity of the Hellenistic realms sup-
ported a thriving network of maritime commerce in the eastern Mediterranean, and as 
in the case of Carthage, commercial wealth enabled rulers to maintain powerful states 
and armies. 

The Romans clashed first with Carthage. Between 264 and 146 B.C.E., they fought 
three devastating conflicts known as the Punic Wars with the Carthaginians. Friction 
first arose from economic competition, particularly over Sicily, the most important 
source of grain in the western Mediterranean. Later on, Romans and Carthaginians 
struggled for supremacy in the region. The rivalry ended after Roman forces sub-
jected Carthage to a long siege, conquered the city, burned much of it to the ground, 
and forced some fifty thousand survivors into slavery. The Romans then annexed Car-
thaginian possessions in north Africa and Iberia—rich in grain, oil, wine, silver, and 
gold—and used those resources to finance continued imperial expansion. 

Shortly after the beginning of the Carthaginian conflict, Rome beCame embroiled 
in disputes in the eastern Mediterranean. Conflict arose partly because pirates and 
ambitious local lords ignored the weakening Hellenistic rulers and threatened re-
gional stability. On several occasions Roman leaders dispatched armies to protect the 
interests of Roman citizens and merchants, and those expeditions brought them into 
conflict with the Antigonids and the Seleucids. Between 215 and 148 B.C.E., Rome 
fought five major wars, mostly in Macedon and Anatolia, against Antigonid and Se-
leucid opponents. The Romans did not immediately annex lands in the eastern 
Mediterranean but, rather, entrusted them to allies in the region. Nevertheless, by 
the middle of the second century B.C.E., Rome clearly ranked as the preeminent 
power in the eastern as well as the western Mediterranean. 

From Republic to Empire 
Imperial expansion brought wealth and power to Rome, but wealth and power brought 
problems as well as benefits. Unequal distribution of wealth aggravated class tensions 
and gave rise to conflict over political and social policies. Meanwhile, the need to ad-
minister conquered lands efficiently strained the capacities of the republican constitu- 
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Roman expansion depended on well-equipped and highly disciplined military forces. In 

this detail from Trajan's Column, troops assume the siege formation known as the testudo 

(the "tortoise") by surrounding themselves with their shields to deflect defenders' missiles 

while approaching city walls. 

tion. During the first century B.C.E. and the first century C.E., Roman civil and military 
leaders gradually dismantled the republican constitution and imposed a centralized im-
perial form of government on the city of Rome and its empire. 

Imperial Expansion and Domestic Problems 
In Rome, as in classical China and Greece, patterns of land distribution caused seri-
ous political and social tensions. Conquered lands fell largely into the hands of 
wealthy elites, who organized enormous plantations known as latifundia. Because 
they enjoyed economies of scale and often employed slave labor, owners of latifundia 
operated at lower costs than did owners.of smaller holdings, who often had to mort-
gage their lands or sell out to their wealthier neighbors. 

During the second and first centuries B.C.E., relations between the classes became 
so strained that they led to violent social conflict and civil war. The chief proponents of 
social reform in the Roman republic were the brothers Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus. 
Just as Wang Mang, the imperial usurper of the Han dynasty, tried to bring about a re-
distribution of land resources in classical China, the Gracchi brothers worked to limit 
the amount of conquered land that any individual could hold. Those whose lands ex-
ceeded the limit would lose some of their property, which officials would then allocate 
to small farmers. Again, as in the case of Wang Mang, the Gracchi had little success be-
cause most members of the wealthy and ruling classes considered them dangerous rad-
icals and found ways to stymie their efforts. Indeed, fearing that the brothers might 
gain influence over Roman affairs, their enemies had them both assassinated—Tiberius 
in 132 B.C.E. and Gaius in 121 B.C.E. 

The experiences of the Gracchi brothers clearly showed that the constitution of the 
Roman republic, originally designed for a small city-state, might not be suitable for a 

The Gracchi Brothers 



A bust of Julius Caesar depicts a trim 
L  conqueror and a canny political leader. 
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Civil War 

large and growing empire. Formal political 
power remained in the hands of a small, 
privileged class of people in Rome, and their 
policies often reflected the interests of their 
class rather than the concerns of the empire 
as a whole. For the century following the as-
sassinations of the Gracchi brothers, Roman 
politicians and generals jockeyed for power 
and position as they sought to mobilize sup-
port. Several military commanders began to 
recruit personal armies not from the ranks 
of small farmers—traditionally the core of 
the Roman army—but from landless rural 
residents and urban workers. Because these 
troops had no economic cushion to fall back 
on, they were intensely loyal to their gen-
erals and placed the interests of the army 
before those of the state. Most important 
of these generals were Gaius Marius, who 
sided with social reformers who advocated 
redistribution of land, and Lucius Cornelius 
Sulla, a veteran of several foreign campaigns 
who allied with the conservative and aristo-
cratic classes. 

During the early first century B.C.E., 

Rome fell into civil war. In 87 B.C.E. Mar-
ius marched on Rome, placed the city 

under military occupation, and hunted down his political enemies. After Marius died 
the following year, Sulla made plans to take his place. In 83 B.C.E. he seized Rome and 
initiated a grisly slaughter of his enemies. Sulla posted lists naming proscribed individu-
als whom he labeled enemies of the state, and he encouraged the Roman populace to 
kill these individuals on sight and confiscate their properties. During a reign of terror 
that lasted almost five years, Sulla brought about the murder or execution of some ten 
thousand individuals. By the time Sulla died in 78 B.C.E., he had imposed an extremely 
conservative legislative program that weakened the influence of the lower classes and 
strengthened the hand of the wealthy in Roman politics. 

Because Sulla's program did not address Rome's most serious social problems, 
however, it had no chance to succeed over a long term. Latifundia continued to pres-
sure small farmers, who increasingly left the countryside and swelled the ranks of the 
urban lower classes. Poverty in the cities, especially Rome, led to periodic social erup-
tions when the price of grain rose or the supply fell. Meanwhile, the urban poor in-
creasingly joined the personal armies of ambitious generals, who themselves posed 
threats to social and political stability. In this chaotic context Gaius Julius Caesar inau-
gurated the process by which Rome replaced its republican constitution with a central-
ized imperial form of government. 

The Foundation of Empire 
A nephew of the general Marius, Julius Caesar favored liberal policies and social re- 
form. In spite of these well-known political sympathies, he escaped danger during the 
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reign of Sulla and the conservatives who followed him. Caesar's survival was due in 
some measure to his youth—Sulla and his supporters simply did not consider Caesar to 
be a serious threat—but partly also to a well-timed excursion to Greece and the eastern 
Mediterranean. During the decade of the 60s B.C.E., Caesar played an active role in 
Roman politics. He spent enormous sums of money sponsoring public spectacles—
such as battles between gladiators and wild animals—which helped him build a reputa-
tion and win election to posts in the republican government. This activity kept him in 
the public eye and helped to publicize his interest in social reform. During the next 
decade Caesar led a Roman army to Gaul, which he conquered and brought into the 
still-growing Roman empire. 

The conquest of Gaul helped to precipitate a political crisis. As a result of his mili-
tary victories, Caesar had become extremely popular in Rome. Conservative leaders 
sought to maneuver him out of power and regain the initiative for their own pro-
grams. Caesar refused to stand aside, and in 49 B.C.E. he turned his army toward 
Rome. By early 46 B.C.E. he had made himself master of the Roman state and named 
himself dictator—an office that he claimed for life rather than for the constitutional 
six-month term. Caesar then centralized military and political functions and brought 
them under his control. He confiscated property from conservatives and distributed it 
to veterans of his armies and other supporters. He launched large-scale building proj-
ects in Rome as a way to provide employment for the urban poor. He also extended 
Roman citizenship to peoples in the imperial provinces, and he even appointed Gauls 
to the Roman Senate. 

Caesar's policies pointed the way toward a centralized, imperial form of govern-
ment for Rome and its possessions, but the consolidation of that government had to 
wait for a new generation of leaders. Caesar's rule alienated many members of the'Ro-
man elite classes, who considered him a tyrant. In 44 B.C.E. they organized a plot to 
assassinate Caesar and restore the republic. They attacked Caesar and stabbed him to 
death in the Roman forum, but the restoration of an outmoded form of government 
was beyond their powers. Instead, they plunged Rome into a fresh round of civil con-
flict that persisted for thirteen more years. 

When the struggles ended, power belonged to Octavian, a nephew and protégé Augustus 
of Julius Caesar and the dictator's adopted son. In a naval battle at Actium in Greece 
(31 B.c.E.), Octavian defeated his principal rival, Mark Antony, who had joined forces 
with Cleopatra, last of the Ptolemaic rulers of Egypt. He then moved quickly and effi-
ciently to consolidate his rule. In 27 B.C.E. the Senate bestowed on him the tide Augus-
tus, a term with strong religious connotations suggesting the divine or semidivine nature 
of its holder. During his forty-five years of virtually unopposed rule, Augustus fashioned 
an imperial government that guided Roman affairs for the next three centuries. 

Augustus's government was a monarchy disguised as a republic. Like Julius Caesar, Augustus's 
Augustus ruled by centralizing political and military power. Yet he proceeded more Administration 
cautiously than had his patron: Augustus preserved traditional republican offices and 
forms of government and included members of the Roman elite in his government. At 
the same time, though, he fundamentally altered the nature of that government. He 
accumulated vast powers for himself and ultimately took responsibility for all impor-
tant governmental functions. He reorganized the military system, creating a new stand-
ing army with commanders who owed allegiance directly to the emperor—a reform 
that eliminated problems caused during the late republic by generals with personal 
armies. He also was careful to place individuals loyal to him in all important positions. 
Augustus served as emperor until his death in 14 C.E. During his long reign he stabi-
lized a land racked by civil war and enabled the institutions of empire to take root. 



In this statue, which emphasizes his civil and 

n;ilitary leadership in Rome, Augustus wears 

the uniform of a Roman general. 
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The Pax Romana 

Roman Roads 

Continuing Expansion 
and Integration 
of the Empire 
During the two centuries following 
Augustus's rule, Roman armies con-
quered distant lands and integrated 
them into a larger economy and soci-
ety. During republican times Rome 
already held Italy, Greece, Syria, Gaul, 
and most of the Iberian peninsula, 
with small outposts in north Africa 
and Anatolia. By Augustus's reign 
imperial holdings included much of 
southeastern Europe, most of north 
Africa, including Egypt, and sizable 
territories in Anatolia and southwest 
Asia. At its high point, during the 
early second century C.E., the Roman 
empire embraced much of Britain as 
well as a continuous belt of posses-
sions surrounding the Mediterranean 
and extending to rich agricultural re-
gions inland, including Mesopotamia. 
After Octavian's conquest of Egypt 
in 30 B.C.E., Roman forces even made 

forays deep into the kingdom of Kush, and for more than three centuries they occu-
pied a stretch of the Nile valley about 110 kilometers (70 miles) south of the river's 
first cataract near Aswan. 

Roman expansion had especially dramatic effects in European lands embraced by 
the empire. Egypt, Anatolia, Syria, and Mesopotamia had long been sites of complex 
city-based societies, but Gaul, Germany, Britain, and Spain were sparsely populated 
lands occupied by cultivators who lived in small villages. When Roman soldiers, diplo-
mats, governors, and merchants began to arrive in large numbers, they stimulated the 
development of local economies and states. They sought access to resources such as 
tin, and they encouraged local inhabitants to cultivate wheat, olives, and grapes. Local 
ruling elites allied with Roman representatives and used the wealth that came into their 
communities to control natural resources and build states on a much larger scale than 
ever before. Cities emerged where administrators and merchants conducted their busi-
ness, and the tempo of European society noticeably quickened: Paris, Lyons, Cologne, 
Mainz, London, Toledo, and Segovia all trace their origins to Roman times. 

Within the boundaries of the Roman empire itself, a long era of peace facilitated 
economic and political integration from the first to the middle of the third century 
C.E. Augustus brought peace not only to Rome, by ending the civil disturbances that 
had plagued the city for more than a century, but also to the empire. His reign in-
augurated the era known as the pax romana ("Roman peace") that persisted for two 
and a half centuries. In spite of occasional flare-ups, especially among conquered peo-
ples who resented Roman rule, the pax romana facilitated trade and communication 
throughout the region from Mesopotamia to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Like their Persian, Chinese, Indian, and Hellenistic counterparts, the Romans inte-
grated their empire by building networks of transportation and communication. Since 
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Map 11.2 The Roman empire, ca. 117 C.E. Compare this map of the Roman empire at its height with Map 11.1 showing territories controlled by 
the Roman republic almost two centuries earlier. How important was the Romans' extensive road network for the maintenance of their enormous empire? 

ancient times, Roman engineers have enjoyed a reputation as outstanding road builders. 
Roman engineers prepared a deep bed for their roads, edged them with curbs, provided 
for drainage, and then topped them off with large, flat paving stones. Their main roads 
were 6 to 8 meters (20 to 26 feet) wide —large enough to accommodate two-way traf-
fic—and even roads winding through mountains were 2 to 3 meters (6 to 10 feet) wide. 
Builders placed milestones along the roads, and the imperial postal system maintained 
stations for couriers. The roads and postal system permitted urgent travel and messages 
to proceed with remarkable speed: Tiberius, successor of Augustus as Roman emperor, 
once traveled 290 kilometers (180 miles) in a single day over Roman roads. 

Roads linked all parts of the Roman empire. One notable highway of more than 
2,500 kilometers (1,554 miles) stretched along the northeast imperial frontier from 
the Black Sea to the North Sea, parallel to the Danube and Rhine Rivers. Another road 
linked Rome to the city of Gades (modern Cadiz) in southern Spain. A road of 4,800 
kilometers (2,983 miles) ran parallel to the coast of north Africa, and numerous spurs 
reached south, enabling merchants and soldiers to range deep into the Sahara desert. 
Romans also built new roads that facilitated travel and trade in the eastern Mediter-
ranean region. One route linked the port of Berenice on the Red Sea to Alexandria, 
and others linked the towns and ports of the eastern Mediterranean seaboard to 
Palmyra, a principal way station of caravan traffic coming west from central Asia. Schol-
ars estimate the combined length of the Roman roads was greater than 80,000 kilome-
ters (50,000 miles). 

Under conditions of political stability and the pax romans, jurists constructed an 
elaborate system of law. Romans began a tradition of written law about 450 B.C.E., 

Roman Law 
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Sources from the Past 

Tacitus on Corruption in the Early Roman Empire 

Augustus's imperial regime and the pax romana brought peace and stability to the Roman empire, but some contem-
poraries thought there was a darker side to the new imperial order. Cornelius Tacitus (56-120 c.a.) was a prominent 
aristocrat and the most important historian of the early Roman empire. In his Annals, written in the early second 
century C.E., Tacitus did not deny the 'gift of peace," but he deplored the loss of political courage among Roman leaders 
after the establishment of the imperial regime. 

Famous writers have recorded Rome's early glories and 
disasters. The Augustan Age, too, had its distinguished 
historians. But then the rising tide of flattery exercised a 
deterrent effect. The reigns of [Augustus's successors as 
emperor] Tiberius, Gaius, Claudius, and Nero were de-
scribed during their lifetimes in fictitious terms, for fear 
of the consequences; whereas the accounts written after 
their deaths were influenced by raging animosities. So I 
have decided to say a little about Augustus, with special 
attention to his last period, and then go on to the reign 
of Tiberius [14-37 c.E.] and what followed... 

[Augustus] seduced the army with bonuses, and his 
cheap food policy was successful bait for civilians. In-
deed, he attracted everybody's goodwill by the enjoy-
able gift of peace. Then he gradually pushed ahead and 
absorbed the functions of the senate, the officials, and 
even the law. Opposition did not exist. War or judicial 
murder had disposed of all men of spirit. Upper-class 
survivors found that slavish obedience was the way to 
succeed, both politically and financially. They had prof-
ited from the revolution [the replacement of the repub-
lic by an imperial form of government], and so now they 
liked the security of the existing arrangement better than 
the dangerous uncertainties of the old regime. Besides, 
the new order was popular in the provinces. There, gov-
ernment by Senate and People was looked upon skepti-
cally as a matter of sparring dignitaries and extortionate 
officials. The legal system had provided no remedy 
against these, since it was wholly incapacitated by vio-
lence, favouritism, and—most of all—bribery. . 

Nobody had any immediate worries as long as Au-
gustus retained his physical powers, and kept himself 
going, and his House, and the peace of the empire. But 
when old age incapacitated him, his approaching end 
brought hopes of change. A few people started idly talk-
ing of the blessings of freedom [i.e., discussing a return 
to the republic]. Some, more numerous, feared civil war; 

others wanted it. The great majority, however, exchanged 
critical gossip about candidates for the succession. . . . 

Then two pieces of news became known simultane-
ously: Augustus was dead, and Tiberius was in control. 

The new reign's first crime was the assassination of 
Agrippa Postumus [grandson of Augustus]. He was 
killed by a staff-officer—who found it a hard task, 
though he was a persevering murderer and the victim 
[was] taken by surprise unarmed. Tiberius said nothing 
about the matter in the senate. He pretended that the 
orders came from Augustus, who was alleged to have 
instructed the colonel in charge to kill Agrippa Postu-
mus as soon as Augustus himself was dead. It is true 
that Augustus' scathing criticisms of the young man's 
behavior were undoubtedly what had prompted the 
senate to decree his banishment. But the emperor had 
never been callous enough to kill any of his relations, 
and that he should murder his own grandchild to re-
move the worries of a stepson seemed incredible. It 
would be nearer the truth to suppose that Tiberius be-
cause he was afraid, and Livia [Augustus's widow and 
mother of Tiberius by another man, but not the grand-
mother of Agrippa] through stepmotherly malevolence, 
loathed and distrusted the young Agrippa Postumus 
and got rid of him at the first opportunity... . 

Meanwhile at Rome consuls, senate, knights, pre-
cipitately became servile. The more distinguished men 
were, the greater their urgency and insincerity. They 
must show neither satisfaction at the death of one em-
peror, nor gloom at the accession of another: so their 
features were carefully arranged in a blend of tears and 
smiles, mourning and flattery. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

How might a spokesperson from the Roman imperial 
court have responded to these views of Tacitus? 

SOURCE: Tacitus. The Annals of Imperial Rome. Rev. ed. Trans. by Michael Grant. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1977, pp. 31-35. 
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Roman engineers built paved roads far from home. This road served as the main street 

through the bustling city of Ephesus in Anatolia (modern-day Turkey). 

when they promulgated the Twelve Tables as a basic law code for citizens of the early 
republic. As armies spread Roman influence throughout the Mediterranean, jurists 
worked to construct a rational body of law that would apply to all peoples under 
Roman rule. During the late republic and especially during the empire, the jurists ar-
ticulated standards of justice and gradually applied them throughout Roman territory. 
They established the principle that defendants were innocent until proven guilty, and 
they ensured that defendants had a right to challenge their accusers before a judge in 
a court of law. They also permitted judges to set aside laws that were unfair. Like trans-
portation and communication networks, Roman law helped to integrate the diverse 
lands that made up the empire, and the principles of Roman law continued to shape 
Mediterranean and European society long after the empire had disappeared. 

Economy and Society 
in the Roman Mediterranean 

The rapid expansion of Roman influence and the imposition of Roman imperial rule 
brought economic and social changes to peoples throughout the Mediterranean basin. 
Good roads and the pax romana encouraged trade between regions. Existing cities 
benefited handsomely from the wealth generated by trade, and in the lands they con-
quered, the Romans founded new cities to serve as links between local regions and the 
larger Mediterranean economy. Meanwhile, like most other peoples of classical times, 
the Romans built a strictly patriarchal society and made extensive use of slave labor. 
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Trade and Urbanization 

Commercial 	 Like other classical societies, the Roman Mediterranean experienced economic devel- 
Agriculture 	 opment and social change as the state expanded and brought new regions into its 

network of trade and communication. Agricultural production, the economic foun-
dation of the Roman empire, also underwent transformation with the expansion of 
empire and the growth of trade. Instead of planting crops for immediate local use, 
owners of latifundia concentrated on production for export. Grain from latifundia in 
north Africa, Egypt, and Sicily routinely found its way over the Roman roads and the 
Mediterranean sea lanes to the large cities of the empire. The ship that Paul of Tarsus 
boarded at Caesarea, for example, carried several hundred tons of wheat destined for 
consumers in Rome. 

Commercial agriculture played an important role in the economic specialization 
and integration of the empire. Because it was possible to import grain at favorable 
prices from lands that routinely produced large surpluses, other regions could concen-
trate on the cultivation of fruits and vegetables or on the production of manufactured 
items. Greece, for example, concentrated on olives and grapevines. Syria and Palestine 
produced fruits, nuts, and wool fabrics. Gaul produced grain, supplied copper, and 
began to experiment with the cultivation of grapevines. Spain produced high-quality 
olive oil as well as wine, horses, and most of the precious metal used in the Roman em-
pire. Italy became a center for the production of pottery, glassware, and bronze goods. 
Archaeologists have uncovered one pottery factory north of Rome that might have 
employed hundreds of workers and that had a mixing vat capable of holding more than 
40,000 liters (10,568 gallons) of clay. 

Mediterranean Trade 	Specialized production of agricultural commodities and manufactured goods set 
the stage for vigorous trade. Sea lanes linked ports from Syria and Palestine to Spain 
and north Africa. Roman military and naval power kept the seas largely free of pirates 
so that sizable cargoes could move safely over long distances, barring foul weather. In-
deed, the Mediterranean became essentially a Roman lake, which the Romans called 
mare nostrum ("our sea"). As Roman military forces, administrators, tax collectors, 
and other officials traveled throughout the empire carrying out their duties, they joined 
the merchants in linking the Mediterranean's regions into a well-integrated network of 
communication and exchange. Archaeologists have discovered that even in remote 
rural areas, peasants routinely used high-quality pottery, ate food off fine tableware, 
consumed wines and oils imported from afar, and slept under tiled roofs. 

The City of Rome  Cities benefited handsomely from Mediterranean integration and played a promi-
nent role in promoting economic and social change. Along with taxes, tributes, booty, 
and other wealth generated by military expansion, much of the profit from Mediter-
ranean trade flowed to Rome, where it fueled remarkable urban development. In the 
first century C.E., some ten thousand statues decorated the city, along with seven hun-
dred pools, five hundred fountains, and thirty-six monumental marble arches celebrat-
ing military victories and other achievements. The Roman state financed the construction 
of temples, bathhouses, public buildings, stadiums, and perhaps most important of all, 
aqueducts that brought fresh water,into the city from the neighboring mountains. Con-
struction projects benefited from the use of concrete, invented by Roman engineers 
during the republican era, which strengthened structures and allowed builders to meet 
high standards of precision required for plumbing and water control. 

Construction provided employment for hundreds of thousands of workers. As a 
result, the population of Rome surged, and the city's economy experienced rapid 
growth. Shopkeepers, artisans, merchants, and bankers proliferated in the imperial 
capital. Economic development attracted large numbers of migrants from the country- 
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I A  wall painting from Stabiae (a small community near Pompeii destroyed by the eruption 
of Vesuvius in 79 c.E.) depicts an Italian harbor with ships, wharves, warehouses, markets, 
and decorative columns topped by statues. 

side and from foreign lands. Most received low wages as laborers, construction work-
ers, or servants, but those with skills sometimes found good employment as crafts-
men. Some who went to Rome with a bit of money established successful businesses, 
and by hard work or good fortune, a few entrepreneurs became wealthy and respected 
businessmen. 

Urban growth and development also took place beyond the capital. Some parts 
of the empire, such as Greece and Syria, had long-standing urban traditions. There 
trade and economic development brought additional prosperity. Elsewhere the Ro-
mans founded cities at strategic sites for purposes of government and administration, 
especially in Spain, Gaul, and Britain, which encouraged economic and social devel-
opment at the far reaches of the empire. 

As wealth concentrated in the cities, urban residents came to expect a variety of Roman Cities and 
comforts not available in rural areas. Merchants traveling the roads and sea lanes Their Attractions 
brought delicacies and luxury items from all parts of the Roman empire: Spanish hams, 
oysters from British waters, fine wool cloaks from Gaul, and Syrian nuts, dates, and figs 
all made their way to consumers in Rome and other prosperous cities. Roman cities 
enjoyed abundant supplies of fresh water, sometimes brought from distant mountains 
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The Paterfamilias 

Many Roman aqueducts survive to the present day. This one carried water to the city 

of Nemausus in Gaul (modern Nimes in France). The water flowed through a trough 

supported by the top layer of arches. 

by aqueducts, and elaborate sewage and plumbing systems. All sizable cities and even 
many smaller towns had public baths featuring hot and cold rooms, and often swim-
ming pools and gymnasia as well. Underground sewers carried away wastewater. 

Enormous circuses, stadiums, and amphitheaters provided sites for the entertain-
ment of the urban masses. Circuses were oval structures with tracks for chariot races, 
which were wildly popular in the Roman empire. The Circus Maximus at Rome ac-
commodated about 250,000 spectators. Entertainment in stadiums often took forms 
now considered coarse and cruel—battles to the death between gladiators or be-
tween humans and wild animals—but urban populations flocked to such events, 
which they looked on as exciting diversions from daily routine. The Roman Colos-
seum, a magnificent marble stadium and sports arena opened in 80 C.E., provided 
seating for about 50,000 spectators. The structure had a multicolored awning that 
protected viewers from sun and rain, and its construction was so precise that it was 
possible to flood the arena with water and stage mock naval battles within its walls. 

Family and Society in Roman Times 
Roman law vested immense authority in male heads of families. The Roman family 
consisted of an entire household, including slaves, free servants, and close relatives 
who lived together. Usually the eldest male ruled the household as paterfamilias ("fa-
ther of the family"). Roman law gave the paterfamilias the authority to arrange mar-
riages for his children, determine the work or duties they would perform, and punish 
them for offenses as he saw fit. He had rights also to sell them into slavery and even 
to execute them. 
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From the days of the republic, residents of Rome consumed subsidized grain imported from 

distant territories. In this painting from a tomb, workers load grain onto a boat at the port of 

Ostia, at the mouth of the Tiber River, for transport upriver to the city of Rome. 

Although legally endowed with extraordinary powers, the Roman paterfamilias 
rarely ruled tyranically over his charges. In fact, women usually supervised domestic af-
fairs in Roman households, and by the time they reached middle age, women generally 
wielded considerable influence within their families. They helped select marriage part-
ners for their offspring, and they sometimes played large roles in managing their fami-
lies' financial affairs. Although Roman law placed strict limits on the ability of women 
to receive inheritances, enforcement was inconsistent, and clever individuals found 
ways to evade the law or take advantage of its loopholes. During the third and second 
centuries B.C.E., as Roman expansion in the Mediterranean brought wealth to the capi-
tal, women came to possess a great deal of property. By the first century B.C.E., in spite 
of the authority legally vested in the paterfamilias, many women supervised the finan-
cial affairs of family businesses and wealthy estates. 

Increasing wealth had important consequences for Roman society. New classes of Wealth and 
merchants, landowners, and construction contractors accumulated enormous private Social Change 
wealth and rivaled the old nobility for prominence. The newly rich classes built pala- 
tial houses with formal gardens and threw lavish banquets with rare and exotic foods 
such as boiled ostrich, parrot-tongue pie, and tree fungus served in a sauce of fish fat, 
jellyfish, and eggs. While wealthy classes probed culinary frontiers, cultivators and 
urban masses subsisted largely on porridge and vegetables occasionally supplemented 
by eggs, fish, sausage, or meat. 

By the first century B.C.E., poverty had become a considerable problem in Rome 
and other large cities of the empire. Often unemployed, the urban masses sometimes 
rioted to express their dissatisfaction and seek improved conditions, and they readily 
provided recruits for private armies of ambitious generals such as Marius and Sulla. Im-
perial authorities never developed a true urban policy but, rather, sought to keep the 
masses contented with "bread and circuses"—subsidized grain and spectacular public 
entertainments. 

Roman society made extensive use of slave labor: by the second century C.E., slaves Slavery 
may have represented as much as one-third of the population of the Roman empire. In 
the countryside they worked mostly on latifundia, though many labored in state quar-
ries and mines. Rural slaves worked under extremely harsh conditions, often chained 
together in teams. Discontent among rural slaves led to several large-scale revolts, 

A 
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A relief carving on a Roman monument depicts some slaves serving guests at a banquet (above), 

while others work in the kitchen (below). 

especially during the second and first centuries B.C.E. During the most serious uprising, 
in 73 B.C.E., the escaped slave Spartacus assembled an army of seventy thousand rebel-
lious slaves. The Roman army dispatched eight legions, comprising more than forty 
thousand well-equipped, veteran troops, to quell the revolt. 

In the cities, conditions were much less difficult than in the countryside. Female 
slaves commonly worked as domestic servants while males toiled as servants, labor-
ers, craftsmen, shopkeepers, or business agents for their owners. Slaves who had an 
education or possessed some particular talent had the potential to lead comfortable 
lives. The first-century Anatolian slave Epictetus even became a prominent Stoic 
philosopher. He spent much of his life studying with Rome's leading intellectuals, 
and he lectured to large audiences that included high Roman officials and perhaps 
even emperors. 

More than their counterparts in rural areas, urban slaves could hope for manu-
mission as a reward for a long term of loyal service: it was common, though not 
mandatory, for masters to free urban slaves about the time they reached age thirty. 
Until freed, however, slaves remained under the strict authority of their masters, who 
had the right to sell them, arrange their family affairs, punish them, and even execute 
them for serious offenses. 

The Cosmopolitan Mediterranean 

The integration of the Mediterranean basin had important effects not only for the 
trade and economy of the Roman empire but also for its cultural and religious tradi- 
tions. As travelers ventured throughout the Mediterranean basin, they became ac- 
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quainted with other cultural and religious traditions. When migrants moved to Rome 
and other large cities, they often continued to observe their inherited traditions and 
thus contributed to the cosmopolitan cultural atmosphere of the empire. Roads and 
communication networks favored the spread of new popular religions. Most impor-
tant of these over time was Christianity, which originated as a small and persecuted 
Jewish sect. Within three centuries, however, Christianity had become the official reli-
gion of the Roman empire and the predominant faith of the Mediterranean basin. 

Greek Philosophy and Religions of Salvation 
During the early days of their history, the Romans recognized many gods and god-
desses, who they believed intervened directly in human affairs. Jupiter was the princi-
pal god, lord of the heavens. Mars was the god of war, Ceres the goddess of grain, 
Janus the god who watched the threshold of individual houses, and Vesta the god-
dess of the hearth. In addition to these major deities, most Roman households also 
honored tutelary deities, gods who looked after the welfare of individual families. 

As the Romans expanded their political influence and built an empire, they en-
countered the religious and cultural traditions of other peoples. Often they adopted 
the deities of other peoples and used them for their own purposes. From the Etrus-
cans, for example, they learned of Juno, the moon goddess, and Minerva, the god-
dess of wisdom, as well as certain religious practices, such as divination of the future 
through examination of the internal organs of ritually sacrificed animals. 

The Romans also drew inspiration from the Greek tradition of rational thought 
and philosophy. When the Romans established political hegemony in the eastern Medi-
terranean in the third and second centuries B.C.E., the most prominent school of 
thought in Hellenistic Greece was Stoicism. Recognizing that they lived in a large and 
interdependent world, the Stoics sought to identify a set of universal moral standards 
based on nature and reason that would transcend local ethical codes. 

That approach to moral thought appealed strongly to Roman intellectuals, and 
thinkers such as Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 B.c.E.) readily adopted Stoic values. 
Cicero studied in Greece and became thoroughly acquainted with both classical and 
Hellenistic schools of thought. He was a persuasive orator, and he wrote clear, elegant, 
polished Latin prose. In adapting Hellenistic thought to Roman needs, Cicero drew 
heavily from the Stoics' moral and ethical teachings. His letters and treatises empha-
sized the individual's duty to live in accordance with nature and reason. He argued 
that the pursuit of justice was the individual's highest public duty, and he scorned those 
who sought to accumulate wealth or to become powerful through immoral, illegal, or 
unjust means. Through his speeches and especially his writings, Cicero helped to estab-
lish Stoicism as the most prominent school of moral philosophy in Rome. 

While educated thinkers drew inspiration from the Greeks, the masses found com-
fort in religions of salvation that established their presence throughout the Mediter-
ranean basin and beyond. Like Stoicism, these religions clearly reflected the political 
and social conditions of the Hellenistic period: in an imperial era, when close-knit 
city-states no longer served as a focus for individual loyalties, religions of salvation 
appealed to the popular masses by providing a sense of purpose and the promise of a 
glorious future existence. 

Thek religions became prominent features of Mediterranean society during Hel-
14stic times and became increasingly noticeable in Rome during the late republic 
as migrants settled in the capital and brought their faiths with them. Under the 
Roman empire, religions of salvation flourished both in Rome and throughout the 
Mediterranean basin. Merchants, soldiers, and administrators carried their cults as 

Roman Deities 

Greek Influence 

Cicero and Stoicism 

Religions of Salvation 
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I
A  wall painting of the fourth century C.E. from a Christian catacomb depicts a group 

of pagan students gathered around their teacher, who presents a lesson in anatomy 

with the aid of a cadaver. This scene reflects the influence of Greek scientific and 

medical studies in the Roman empire. 

they conducted their business, and missionaries traveled alongside them in search of 
converts. The roads of the empire and the sea lanes of the Mediterranean thus served 
not only as trade routes and lines of official communication but also as highways for 
religions of salvation, which traveled to all the ports and large cities of the empire. 

Mithraism  Among the most popular of these religions of salvation was the cult dedicated to 
the Persian deity Mithras. In Zoroastrian mythology, Mithras was a god closely iden-
tified with the sun and light. Roman soldiers serving in the Hellenistic world, partic-
ularly Anatolia, encountered the cult of Mithras and adapted it to their interests. 
They associated Mithras less with the sun than with military virtues such as strength, 
courage, and discipline, and the cult of Mithras quickly became exceptionally popu-
lar among the Roman armed forces. 

The Mithraic religion provided divine sanction for human life and espec sially for 
purposeful moral behavior. It brought together a community that welcome -die 

	  nurtured like-minded individuals. Further, it offered hope for individuals who con- 

Mithraism (MITH-rah- 	scientiously observed the cult's teachings by promising them ecstatic and mysterious 
iz'm) 
	

union with Mithras himself. During the late republic, Mithraic altars and temples ap- 
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This mithraeum—a shrine to the god Mithras—survives beneath the church of San Clemente 

in Rome. Benches accommodated worshipers. The sculpture on the altar depicts Mithras 

sacrificing a bull to the god Apollo. 

peared in military garrisons throughout the empire. During the early centuries C.E., 

administrators and merchants also became enchanted with Mithras, and his cult at-
tracted followers among the male populations of all sizable communities and com-
mercial centers in the Roman empire. 

The cult of Mithras did not admit women, but cults dedicated to the Anatolian Cult of Isis 
mother goddess Cybele, the Egyptian goddess Isis, and other deities made a place for 
both men and women. Indeed, the cult of Isis may have been the most popular of all 
the Mediterranean religions of salvation before the rise of Christianity. Devotees built 
temples to Isis throughout the Roman empire, and they adored the Egyptian goddess 
as a benevolent and protective deity who nurtured her worshipers and helped them 
cope with the stresses of life in cosmopolitan society. Like the Mithraic religion, the 
cult of Isis and other religions of salvation attracted followers in Rome and other cities 
throughout the Mediterranean basin. The immense popularity of these religions of 
salvation provides a context that helps to explain the remarkable success of Christian-
ity in the Roman empire. 

Judaism and Early Christianity 
After the dissolution of the Jewish kingdom of David and Solomon in the tenth cen-
tury B.C.E., the Jewish people maintained their faith and their communities under vari-
ous imperial regimes: Babylonian, Achaemenid, Alexandrian, Seleucid, and Roman. All 
these empires embraced many different ethnic and religious groups and mostly toler-
ated the cultural preferences of their subjects, providing that communities paid their 
taxes and refrained from rebellious activities. In an effort to encourage political loyalty, 
these empires often created state cults that honored their emperors as gods, and they 
sometimes called for subjects to participate in the cults and revere the emperor-gods. 

That requirement created a serious problem for the strictly monotheistic Jews, who 
recognized only their god, Yahweh, as divine. Jews considered the pretensions of the 

The Jews and 
the Empire 
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The Essenes 

Jesus of Nazareth 

Jesus' Early Followers 

Paul of Tarsus 

state cults to be blasphemy, and many of them refused to pay homage to a mortal being 
who laid claim to divinity. Sometimes they even declined to pay taxes to regimes that 
required subjects io revere their emperors. Relations between Jews and imperial au-
thorities became especially tense as the Romans extended their empire in the eastern 
Mediterranean region. Between the third century B.C.E. and the first century C.E., Jews 
in Palestine mounted several rebellions against their Seleucid and Roman overlords. 
Ultimately the resistance failed, and Roman forces decisively defeated the rebels during 
the Jewish War of 66 to 70 C.E. 

While some Jews actively fought the Romans, others founded new sects that 
looked for saviors to deliver them from subjection. The Essenes formed one such 
sect. In 1947 shepherds accidentally discovered some Essene writings known as the 
Dead Sea scrolls, which have shed fascinating light on the sect and its beliefs. The 
Essenes formed their community in Palestine during the first century B.C.E. They ob-
served a strict moral code and participated in rituals designed to reinforce a sense of 
community: they admitted new members after a rite of baptism in water, and they 
took part in ritual community meals. They also looked for a savior who would de-
liver them from Roman rule and lead them in the establishment of a community in 
which they could practice their faith without interference. 

The early Christians probably had little contact with the Essenes, but they shared 
many of the same concerns. The Christians formed their community around Jesus of 
Nazareth, a charismatic Jewish teacher whom they recognized as their savior. Born 
about the year 4 B.C.E., Jesus grew up at a time of high tension between Roman over-
lords and their Jewish subjects. He was a peaceful man who taught devotion to God 
and love for fellow human beings. He attracted large crowds because of a reputation 
for wisdom and miraculous powers, especially the ability to heal the sick. 

Yet Jesus alarmed the Romans because he also taught that "the kingdom of God 
is at hand." To Jesus, the kingdom of God may well have referred to a spiritual realm 
in which God would gather those faithful to him. To Roman administrators, how-
ever, his message carried political overtones: an impending kingdom of God sounded 
like a threat to Roman rule in Palestine, especially since enthusiastic crowds routinely 
accompanied Jesus. In an effort to forestall a new round of rebellion, Roman admin-
istrators executed Jesus by fixing him to a cross in the early 30s C.E. 

Jesus' crucifixion did not put an end to his movement. Even after his execution 
Jesus' close followers strongly felt his presence and proclaimed that he had triumphed 
over death by rising from his grave. They called him "Christ," meaning "the anointed 
one," the savior who would bring individuals into the kingdom of God. They taught 
that he was the son of God and that his sacrifice served to offset the sins of those who 
had faith in him. They taught further that like Jesus, the faithful would survive death 
and would experience eternal life in the spiritual kingdom of God. Following Jesus' 
teachings, the early Christians observed a demanding moral code and devoted them-
selves uncompromisingly to God. They also compiled a body of writings—accounts 
of Jesus' life, reports of his followers' works, and letters outlining Christian teach-
ings—that gained recognition as the New Testament. Together with the Jews' Hebrew 
scriptures, which Christians referred to as the Old Testament, the New Testament be-
came the holy book of Christianity. 

Jesus and his earliest followers were all Jews. Beginning about the middle of the 
first century C.E., however, some Christians avidly sought converts from non-Jewish 
communities in the Hellenistic world and the Roman empire. The principal figure in 
the expansion of Christianity beyond Judaism was Paul of Tarsus, a Jew from Anatolia 
who zealously preached his faith, especially in the Greek-speaking eastern region of 
the Roman empire. Paul taught a Christianity that attracted the urban masses in the 



Sources from the Past 

Jesus' Moral and Ethical Teachings 

Several accounts of Jesus' life record the Sermon on the Mount in which Jesus challenged his followers to honor God and 
observe a demanding code of ethics. Here Jesus explicitly instructed his listeners to reject moral and legal principles that 
southwest Asian peoples had followed since the third millennium B.C.E. and that the Babylonian emperor Hammurabi 
had enshrined in his famous code of laws about 1750 B.C.E. Jesus enjoined them to refrain from revenge against those 
who had caused them harm, for example, and instead to repay harm with kindness. 

Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom 
of heaven. Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be 
comforted. Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit 
the earth. Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst 
after righteousness: for they shall be filled. Blessed are 
the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy. Blessed are the 
pure in heart: for they shall see God. Blessed are the 
peacemakers: for they shall be called the children of 
God. Blessed are they which are persecuted for right-
eousness's sake: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 
Blessed are ye when men shall revile you and persecute 
you and shall say all manner of evil against you falsely 
for my sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is 
your reward in heaven. . . . 

Ye have heard that it hath been said, "An eye for an 
eye, and a tooth for a tooth." But I say unto you that ye 
resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy 
right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if any man 
will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him 
have thy cloak also. And whosoever shall compel thee to 
go a mile, go with him two. Give to him that asketh 
thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not 
thou away. 

Ye have heard that it hath been said, "Thou shalt 
love thy neighbour, and hate thine enemy." But I say 

unto you, love your enemies, bless them that curse you, 
do good to them that hate you, and pray for them which 
despitefully use you and persecute you, that ye may be 
the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he 
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and 
sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust. . . . 

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; 
knock, and it shall be opened unto you. For every one 
that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth; and 
to him that knocketh it shall be opened. What man is 
there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him 
a stone? Or if he ask a fish, will he give him a serpent? If 
ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto 
your children, how much more shall your Father which 
is in heaven give good things to them that ask him? 
Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men 
should do to you, do ye even so to them. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

Compare and contrast Jesus' moral teachings with the 
Zoroastrian, Confucian, Daoist, Buddhist, Hindu, and 
Socratic views discussed in earlier chapters. 

SOURCE: Matthew 5:3-13, 5:38-45, 7:7-12 (Authorized Version). (Translation slightly modified.) 
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same way as other religions of salvation that spread widely in the Roman empire. His 
doctrine called for individuals to observe high moral standards and to place their faith 
ahead of personal and family interests. His teaching also explained the world and 
human history as the results of God's purposeful activity and so provided a framework 
of meaning for individuals' lives. Furthermore, Paul's doctrine promised a glorious 
future existence for those who conscientiously observed the faith. 

Like missionaries of other faiths, Paul was no stranger to Roman roads and Mediter-
ranean sea lanes. He traveled widely in search of converts and made several journeys 
through Greece, Anatolia, Syria, and Palestine to visit fledgling Christian communities 
and offer them guidance. His last journey took him by ship from Palestine to Rome, 
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where he took the opportunity to promote Christianity and seek converts for about 
two years before losing his appeal to the emperor and suffering execution. 

Early Christian 	For two centuries after the crucifixion of Jesus, there was no central authority for 
Communities 	the fledgling church. Rather, individual communities selected supervisors, known as 

bishops, who oversaw priests and governed their jurisdictions according to their best 
understanding of Christian doctrine. As a result, until the emergence of Rome as the 
principal seat of church authority in the third century C.E., Christians held doctrinal 
views and followed practices that varied considerably from one community to the 
next: as different groups of people adopted Christianity, they interpreted Christian 
teachings in very different ways, just as different communities had eatlier understood 
the cults of Mithras, Isis, and other deities in their own ways. 

Early Christians generated a large number of writings to express their various 
understandings of Christianity and its implications. After the third century C.E., church 
authorities suppressed many of those writings and declared them heretical. Yet dozens 
of letters, gospels, and interpretative historical accounts survive to document the com-
plexity and diversity of early Christian teachings. Some early Christians maintained that 
the faithful must accept specific doctrines, whereas others encouraged believers to find 
truth within themselves and express it in their own ways. Some religious leaders taught 
that Jesus had literally risen from the dead and come back to life, whereas others held 
that his resurrection was a spiritual rather than physical matter. Some communities for-
bade women to play active public roles in the church, but others allowed women to 
serve as priests. Some congregations permitted individuals to seek their own under-
standing of spiritual matters, but others insisted that access to spiritual truth was avail-
able only through properly ordained priests and bishops. Early Christianity was indeed 
a remarkably diverse faith. Only gradually did believers agree to recognize certain texts—
the New Testament—as authoritative scripture and adopt them as fundamental guides 
for Christian doctrine and practice. 

The Growth of 	 Like the Jews from whose ranks they had sprung, the early Christians refused to 
Early Christianity 	honor the Roman state cults or revere the emperor as a god. As a result, Roman im- 

perial authorities launched sporadic campaigns of persecution designed to eliminate 
Christianity as a threat to the empire. In spite of that repression, Christian numbers 
grew rapidly. During the first three centuries of the faith's existence, Christianity found 
its way to almost all parts of the Roman empire, and Christians established thriving 
communities throughout the Mediterranean basin and farther east in Mesopotamia 
and Iran. Rome itself had a sizable Christian population by 300 C.E. 

The remarkable growth of Christianity reflected the new faith's appeal particularly 
to the lower classes, urban populations, and women. Christianity accorded honor and 
dignity to individuals who did not enjoy high standing in Roman society, and it en-
dowed them with a sense of spiritual freedom more meaningful than wealth, power, 
or social prominence. Unlike the popular cult of Mithras, which admitted only men, 
Christianity taught the spiritual equality of the sexes and welcomed the contributions 
of both men and women. Like Mithraism and other religions of salvation, Christianity 
provided a sense of purpose and a promise of future glory for those who placed their 
faith in Jesus. Thus, although Christianity originated as a minor sect of Judaism, urban 
populations in the Roman empire embraced the new faith with such enthusiasm that 
by the third century C.E. it had become the most dynamic and influential religious 
faith in the Mediterranean basin. 
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U Roman  influence Mediterranean lands  became a tightly integrated society. The 

L..)  Roman empire provided a political structure that administered lands as distant as 

Mesopotamia and Britain. Highly organized trade networks enabled peoples throughout 

the empire to concentrate on specialized agricultural or industrial production and to  im-

port foods and other goods that they did not produce themselves. Popular religions 

spread widely and attracted enthusiastic converts. Like Confucianism and Buddhism in 

classical China and India, rational philosophy and Christianity became prominent sources 

of intellectual and religious authority in the classical Mediterranean and continued to in-

fluence cultural development in the Mediterranean, Europe, and southwest Asia over the 

long term. 

CHRONOLOGY 
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Cultural Change in the Late Roman Empire 

In the year 139 B.C.E., the Chinese emperor Han Wudi sent an envoy named Zhang Qian on 

a mission to lands west of China. The emperor's purpose was to find allies who could help 

combat the nomadic Xiongnu, who menaced the northern and western borders of the Han 

empire. From captives he had learned that other nomadic peoples in far western lands bore 

grudges against the Xiongnu, and he reasoned that they might ally with Han forces to pres-

sure their common enemy. 

The problem for Zhang Qian was that to communicate with potential allies against the 

Xiongnu, he had to pass directly through lands they controlled. Soon after Zhang Qian left Han 

territory, Xiongnu forces captured him. For ten years the Xiongnu held him in comfortable cap-

tivity: they allowed him to keep his personal servant, and they provided him with a Xiongnu 

wife, with whom he had a son. When suspicions about him subsided, however, Zhang Qian es-

caped with his family and servant. He even had the presence of mind to keep with him the yak 

tail that Han Wudi had given him as a sign of his ambassadorial status. He fled to the west and 

traveled as far as Bactria, but he did not succeed in lining up allies against the Xiongnu. While 

returning to China, Zhang Qian again fell into Xiongnu hands but managed to escape after one 

year's detention when the death of the Xiongnu leader led to a period of turmoil. In 126 B.C.E. 

Zhang Qian and his party returned to China and a warm welcome from Han Wudi. 

Although his diplomatic efforts did not succeed, Zhang Qian's mission had far-reaching 

consequences. Apart from political and military intelligence about western lands and their 

peoples, Zhang Qian also brought back information of immense commercial value. While in 

Bactria about 128 B.C.E., he noticed Chinese goods—textiles and bamboo articles—offered for 

sale in local markets. Upon inquiry he learned that they had come from southwest China by 

way of Bengal. From that information he deduced the possibility of establishing trade rela-

tions between China and Bactria through India. 

Han Wudi responded enthusiastically to that idea and dreamed of trading with peoples 

inhabiting lands west of China. From 102 to 98 B.C.E., he mounted an ambitious campaign 

that broke the power of the Xiongnu and pacified central Asia. His conquests simplified trade 

relations, since it became unnecessary to route commerce through India. The intelligence 

that Zhang Qian gathered during his travels thus contributed to the opening of the silk roads—

the network of trade routes that linked lands as distant as China and the Roman empire—and 

more generally to the establishment of relations between China and lands to the west. 

China and other classical societies imposed political and military control over vast territo-

ries. They promoted trade and communication within their own empires, bringing regions that 

had previously been self-sufficient into a larger economy and society. They also fostered the 

OPPOSITE: Ruins of the ancient city of Khocho (Gaochang), near Turpan 
on the northern silk road. 	 287 
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spread of cultural and religious traditions to distant regions, and they encouraged the con- 

struction of institutional frameworks that promoted the long-term survival of those traditions. 

The influence of the classical societies did not stop at the imperial boundaries. Nearby 

peoples regarded their powerful neighbors with a mixture of envy and suspicion, and they 

sought to share the wealth that those neighbors generated. They pursued that goal by vari-

ous means, both peaceful and violent, and relations with neighboring peoples, particularly 

nomadic peoples, became a major preoccupation of all the classical societies. 

Beyond their relations with neighboring peoples, the classical societies established a 

broad zone of communication and exchange throughout much of the earth's eastern hemi-

sphere. Trade networks crossed the deserts of central Asia and the breadth of the Indian 

Ocean. Long-distance trade passed through much of Eurasia and north Africa, from China to 

the Mediterranean basin, and to parts of sub-Saharan Africa as well. 

This long-distance trade profoundly influenced the experiences of peoples and the devel-

opment of societies throughout the eastern hemisphere. It brought wealth and access to for-

eign products, and it enabled peoples to concentrate their efforts on economic activities best 

suited to their regions. It facilitated the spread of religious traditions beyond their original 

homelands, since merchants carried their beliefs and sometimes attracted converts in the 

lands they visited. It also facilitated the transmission of disease: pathogens traveled the trade 

routes alongside commercial wares and religious faiths. Indeed, the transmission of disease 

over the silk roads helped bring an end to the classical societies, since infectious and conta-

gious diseases sparked devastating epidemics that caused political, social, and economic 

havoc. Long-distance trade thus had deep political, social, and cultural as well as economic 

and commercial implications for classical societies. 

Long-Distance Trade 
and the Silk Roads Network 

Ever since the earliest days of history, human communities have traded with one an-
other, sometimes over long distances. Before classical times, however, long-distance 
trade was a risky venture. Ancient societies often policed their realms effectively, but 
since they were relatively small and compact, extensive regions lay beyond their con-
trol. Trade passing between societies was therefore liable to interception by bandits or 
pirates. That risk increased the costs of long-distance transactions in ancient times. 

During the classical era, two developments reduced the risks associated with travel 
and stimulated long-distance trade. In the first, rulers invested heavily in the construc-
tion of roads and bridges. They undertook those expensive projects primarily for mili-
tary and administrative reasons, but roads also had the effect of encouraging trade 
within individual societies and facilitating exchanges between different societies. In the 
second, classical societies built large imperial states that sometimes expanded to the 
point that they bordered on one another: the campaigns of Alexander of Macedon, for 
example, brought Hellenistic and Indian societies into direct contact, and only small 
buffer states separated the Roman and Parthian empires. Even when they did not en-
counter each other so directly, classical empires pacified large stretches of Eurasia and 
north Africa. As a result, merchants did not face such great risk as in previous eras, the 
costs of long-distance trade dropped, and its volume rose dramatically. 

Trade Networks of the Hellenistic Era 
The tempo of long-distance trade increased noticeably during the Hellenistic era, 
partly because of the many colonies established by Alexander of Macedon and the 
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Parthian merchants and other travelers like the soldiers depicted here followed in the 

footsteps of their Achaemenid and Seleucid predecessors and became regular visitors to 

northern India. This gray schist carving from Gandhara dates from the second century B.C.E. 

Seleucid rulers in Persia and Bactria. Though originally populated by military forces 
and administrators, these settlements soon attracted Greek merchants and bankers 
who linked the recently conquered lands to the Mediterranean basin. The Seleucid 
rulers worked diligently to promote trade. They controlled land routes linking Bac-
tria, which offered access to Indian markets, to Mediterranean ports in Syria and 
Palestine. Archaeologists have unearthed hundreds of coins, pieces of jewelry, and 
other physical remains, including Greek-style sculptures and buildings, that testify to 
the presence of Greek communities in Persia and Bactria during the Hellenistic era. 

Like the Seleucids, the Ptolemies maintained land routes—in their case, routes 
going south from Egypt to the kingdom of Nubia and Meroe in east Africa—but 
they also paid close attention to sea lanes and maritime trade. They ousted pirates 
from sea-lanes linking the Red Sea to the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean. They 
also built several new ports, the most important being Berenice on the Red Sea, and 
Alexandria served as their principal window on the Mediterranean. 

Even more important, perhaps, mariners from Ptolemaic Egypt learned about the 
monsoon winds that governed sailing and shipping in the Indian Ocean. During the 
summer the winds blow regularly from the southwest, whereas in the winter they 
blow from the northeast. Knowledge of these winds enabled mariners to sail safely 
and reliably to all parts of the Indian Ocean basin. During the second century B.C.E., 

Hellenistic mariners learned the rhythm of these winds from Arab and Indian seamen 
whose ancestors had sailed before the monsoons for centuries. Merchant seamen then 
established regular links by way of the Red Sea between India and Arabia in the east 
and Egypt and the Mediterranean basin in the west. 

Establishment and maintenance of these trade routes was an expensive affair call-
ing for substantial investment in military forces, construction, and bureaucracies to 
administer the commerce that passed over the routes. But the investment paid hand-
some dividends. Long-distance trade stimulated economic development within the 
Hellenistic realms themselves, bringing benefits to local economies throughout the 
empires. Moreover, Hellenistic rulers closely supervised foreign trade and levied taxes 
on it, thereby deriving income from even foreign products. 

The Monsoon System 
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Trade in the 
Hellenistic World 

With official encouragement, a substantial trade developed throughout the Hel-
lenistic world, from Bactria and India in the east to the Mediterranean basin in the 
west. Spices, pepper, cosmetics, gems, and pearls from India traveled by caravan and 
ship to Hellenistic cities and ports. Grain from Persia and Egypt fed urban popula-
tions in distant lands. Mediterranean wine, olive oil, jewelry, and works of art made 
their way to Persia and Bactria. And throughout the region from India to the Medi-
terranean, merchants conducted a brisk trade in slaves, largely kidnapping victims or 
prisoners of war. 

Indeed, maritime trade networks through the Indian Ocean linked not only the 
large classical societies of Eurasia and north Africa but also smaller societies in east 
Africa. During the late centuries B.C.E., the port of Rhapta emerged as the principal 
commercial center on the east African coast. Archaeologists have not discovered the 
precise location of Rhapta, but it probably was located near modern Dar es Salaam in 
Tanzania. With increasing trade, groups of professional merchants and entrepreneurs 
emerged at Rhapta, and coins came into general use on the east African coast. Mer-
chants of Rhapta imported iron goods such as spears, axes, and knives from southern 
Arabia and the eastern Mediterranean region in exchange for ivory, rhinoceros horn, 
tortoise shell, and slaves obtained from interior regions. Just as trade in the Mediter-
ranean basin encouraged economic and political development in regions such as west-
ern Europe, far-flung commercial networks of the Hellenistic era fostered economic 
organization and the emergence of states in the distant lands that they brought into 
interaction. 

The Silk Roads 
The establishment of classical empires greatly expanded the scope of long-distance 
trade, as large portions of Eurasia and north Africa fell under the sway of one classi-
cal society or another. The Han empire maintained order in China and pacified much 
of central Asia, including a sizable corridor offering access to Bactria and western 
markets. The Parthian empire displaced the Seleucids in Persia and extended its au-
thority to Mesopotamia. The Roman empire brought order to the Mediterranean 
basin. With the decline of the Mauryan dynasty, India lacked a strong imperial state, 
but the Kushan empire and other regional states provided stability and security, par-
ticularly in northern India, that favored long-distance trade. 

Overland 	 As the classical empires expanded, merchants and travelers created an extensive 
Trade Routes 	network of trade routes that linked much of Eurasia and north Africa. Historians 

refer to these routes collectively as the silk roads, since high-quality silk from China 
was one of the principal commodities exchanged over the roads. The overland silk 
roads took caravan trade from China to the Roman empire, thus linking the extreme 
ends of the Eurasian landmass. From the Han capital of Chang'an, the main silk road 
went west until it arrived at the Taklamakan desert, also known as the Tarim Basin. 
This desert is one of the most dangerous and inhospitable regions of the earth: its 
very name, Taklamakan, warns that "he who enters does not come back out." The 
silk road then split into two main branches that skirted the desert proper and passed 
through oasis towns that ringed it to the north and south. The branches came to-
gether at Kashgar (now known as Kashi, located in the westernmost corner of mod-
ern China). From there the reunited road went west to Bactria, where a branch 
forked off to offer access to Taxila and northern India, while the principal route con-
tinued across northern Iran. There it joined with roads to ports on the Caspian Sea 
and the Persian Gulf and proceeded to Palmyra (in modern Syria), where it met roads 
coming from Arabia and ports on the Red Sea. Continuing west, it terminated at the 
Mediterranean ports of Antioch (in modern Turkey) and Tyre (in modern Lebanon). 
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A cave painting from the late seventh century C.E. depicts the Chinese emperor Han Wudi (seated on horse) as he 

dispatches Zhang Qian (kneeling at left) on his mission to western lands in search of an alliance against the Xiongnu. 

The silk roads also included a network of sea-lanes that sustained maritime corn- Sea-Lanes and 
merce throughout much of the eastern hemisphere. From Guangzhou in southern Maritime Trade 
China, sea-lanes through the South China Sea linked the east Asian seaboard to the 
mainland and the islands of southeast Asia. Routes linking southeast Asia with Cey-
lon (modern Sri Lanka) and India were especially busy during classical times. From 
India, sea-lanes passed through the Arabian Sea to Persia and Arabia, and through 
the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea they offered access to land routes and the Mediter-
ranean basin, which already possessed a well-developed network of trade routes. 

A wide variety of manufactured products and agricultural commodities traveled Trade Goods 
over the silk roads. Generally speaking, silk and spices traveled west from producers in 
southeast Asia, China, and India to consumers in central Asia, Iran, Arabia, and the 
Roman empire (including Egypt and north Africa as well as the European regions of 
the empire). Silk came mostly from China, the only land in classical times where culti-
vators and weavers had developed techniques for producing high-quality silk fabrics. 
The fine spices—cloves, nutmeg, mace, and cardamom—all came from southeast Asia. 
Ginger came from China, cinnamon from China and southeast Asia, pepper from 
India, and sesame oil from India, Arabia, and southwest Asia. Spices were extremely 

... 

- important commodities in classical times because they had many more uses than they 
do in the modern world. They served not only as condiments and flavoring agents 
but also as drugs, anesthetics, aphrodisiacs, perfumes, aromatics, and magical potions. 
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Map 12,1 The silk roads, 
200 B.C.E.-300 C.E. Note the 
extent of the land and sea 
routes known collectively as 
the silk roads. Consider the 
political and economic condi- 
tions that would be necessary 
for regular travel and trade 
across the silk roads. 

Apart from spices, India also exported cotton textiles and valuable exotic items such 
as pearls, coral, and ivory. 

Central Asian and Mediterranean lands exchanged a variety of manufactured goods 
and other commodities for the silks and spices that they imported. Central Asia pro-
duced large, strong horses and high-quality jade, much prized in China by stone 
carvers. From the Roman empire came glassware, jewelry, works of art, decorative 
items, perfumes, bronze goods, wool and linen textiles, pottery, iron tools, olive oil, 
wine, and gold and silver bullion. Mediterranean merchants and manufacturers often 
imported raw materials such as uncut gemstones, which they exported as finished 
products in the form of expensive jewelry and decorative items. 

Some individuals made very long journeys during classical times: Zhang Qian ven-
tured from China as far west as Bactria; Chinese merchants traveled regularly to cen-
tral Asia and Persia; several Indian embassies called on Roman emperors; Roman 
merchants traveled by sea at least as far east as southern India; and Malay merchant 
mariners sailed from the islands of southeast Asia to India and east Africa. On a few 
occasions individuals even traveled across much or all of the eastern hemisphere be-
tween China and the Roman empire. A Chinese ambassador named Gang Ying em-
barked on a mission to distant western lands in 97 C.E. and proceeded as far as 
Mesopotamia before reports of the long and dangerous journey ahead persuaded him 
to return home. And Chinese sources reported the arrival in 166 C.E. of a delegation 
claiming to represent the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius. No information survives 
to throw light on the experiences of this party—or even to confirm its identity—but 



During the first century B.C.E. Romans 

developed advanced glass-blowing 

techniques that enabled them to produce 

wares such as this jar that were popular 

with wealthy consumers. 

A Roman coin dated 189 C.E. depicts a 

merchant ship near the lighthouse at 

Alexandria. Ships like this one regularly 

picked up pepper and cinnamon from 

India along with other cargoes. 
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Roman subjects from Egypt or Syria might 
well have traveled as far as China in search 
of trading opportunities. 

Individual merchants did not usually 
travel from one end of Eurasia to the other. 
Instead, they handled long-distance trade 
in stages. On the caravan routes between 
China and Bactria, for example, Chinese 
and central Asian nomadic peoples domi-
nated trade. Rarely if ever did they go far-
ther west, however, because the Parthians 
took advantage of their power and geo-
graphic position to control overland trade 
within their boundaries and to reserve it for 
their subjects. Once it reached Palmyra, 
merchandise passed mostly into the hands 
of Roman subjects such as Greeks, Jews, 
and Armenians, who were especially active 
in the commercial life of the Mediterranean 
basin. 

Meanwhile, on the seas, other peoples 
became involved in long-distance trade. 
From south China through southeast Asia 
to Ceylon and India, the principal figures 
were Malay and Indian mariners. In the 
Arabian Sea, Persians joined Egyptian and 
Greek subjects of the Roman empire as the 
most prominent trading peoples. The Par-
thian empire largely controlled trade in the 
Persian Gulf, whereas the Ptolemaic dynasty 
and later the Roman empire dominated af-
fairs in the Red Sea. After Roman emper-
ors absorbed Egypt in the first century 
C.E., their subjects carried on an especially 
brisk trade between India and the Medi-
terranean. The Greek geographer Strabo 
reported in the early first century C.E. that 
as many as 120 ships departed annually 
from the Red Sea for India. Archaeologists 
have unearthed the remains of a Roman 
trading outpost at Arikamedu, near mod-
ern Pondicherry in southern India, and lit-
erary sources report that merchants subject 
to Roman rule established Indian colonies 
also at Muziris (near modern Cranganore), Barygaza (near modern Broach), Bar-
barikon (near modern Karachi), and other sites as well. Meanwhile, since the mid-first 
century C.E., the Romans also had dominated both the eastern and the western re-
gions of mare nostrum, the Mediterranean. 

It is impossible to determine the quantity or value of trade that passed over the 
silk roads in classical times, but it clearly made a deep impression on contemporaries. 
By the first century C.E., pepper cinnamon, and other spices graced the tables of the 

The Organization of 
Long-Distance Trade 
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I  A mosaic of the second century c.E. depicts a musician playing flutes 

and a dancer wearing a thin and revealing silk garment. 

wealthy classes in the Roman empire, where silk garments had become items of high 
fashion. Indeed, silk was in such demand that Roman merchants often stretched their 
supplies by unraveling the densely woven fabrics that came from China and then 
reweaving them into larger numbers of sheer garments that were sometimes so light 
as to be transparent. Some Romans fretted that see-through silk attire would lead to 
moral decay, and others worried that hefty expenditures for luxury items would ruin 
the imperial economy. In both cases their anxieties testified to the powerful attrac-
tion of imported silks and spices for Roman consumers. 

As it happened, long-distance trade did not cause moral or economic problems 
for the Roman empire or any other state in classical times. Indeed, it more likely 
stimulated rather than threatened local economies. Yet long-distance trade did not 
occur in a vacuum. Commercial exchanges encouraged cultural and biological ex-
changes, some of which had large implications for classical societies. 

Cultural and Biological Exchanges 
along the Silk Roads 
The silk roads served as magnificent highways for merchants and their commodities, 
but others also took advantage of the opportunities they offered to travel in relative 
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safety over long distances. Merchants, missionaries, and other travelers carried their 
beliefs, values, and religious convictions to distant lands: Buddhism, Hinduism, and 
Christianity all traveled the silk roads and attracted converts far from their original 
homelands. Meanwhile, invisible travelers such as disease pathogens also crossed the 
silk roads and touched off devastating epidemics when they found fresh populations 
to infect. Toward the end of the classical era, epidemic disease that was spread over 
the silk roads caused dramatic demographic decline especially in China and the 
Mediterranean basin and to a lesser extent in other parts of Eurasia as well. 

The Spread of Buddhism and Hinduism 
By the third century B.C.E., Buddhism had become well established in northern India, 
and with the sponsorship of the emperor Ashoka the faith spread to Bactria and Cey-
lon. Buddhism was particularly successful in attracting merchants as converts. When 
they traveled, Buddhist merchants observed their faith among themselves and ex-
plained it to others. Gradually, Buddhism made its way along the silk roads to Iran, 
central Asia, China, and southeast Asia. 

Buddhism first established a presence in the oasis towns along the silk roads—no- Buddhism in 
tably Merv, Bukhara, Samarkand, Kashgar, Khotan, Kuqa, Turpan, and Dunhuang— Central Asia 
where merchants and their caravans found food, rest, lodging, and markets. The oases 
depended heavily on trade for their prosperity, and they allowed merchants to build 
monasteries and invite monks and scribes into their communities. Because they hosted 
travelers who came from different lands, spoke different languages, and observed dif-
ferent religious practices, the oasis towns became cosmopolitan centers. As early as 
the second century B.C.E., many residents of the oases themselves adopted Buddhism, 
which was the most prominent faith of silk roads merchants for more than a millen-
nium, from about 200 B.C.E. to 1000 C.E. 

From the oasis communities Buddhism spread to the steppe lands of central Asia 
and to China. Nomadic peoples from the steppes visited the oases regularly to trade 
animal products from their herds for grains and manufactured items. They often found 
Buddhism intriguing, and in the early centuries C.E. they increasingly responded to its 
appeal. By the fourth century C.E., they had sponsored the spread of Buddhism 
throughout much of central Asia. 

By the first century B.C.E., Buddhism had also established a foothold in China. Buddhism in China 
The earliest Buddhists in China were foreign merchants—Indians, Parthians, and 
central Asian peoples—who observed their faith in the enclaves that Han dynasty of-
ficials allowed them to inhabit in Chang'an and other major cities. For several cen-
turies Buddhism remained the faith largely of these expatriate merchants, and it did 
not appeal very strongly to native Chinese. Yet the presence of monasteries and mis-
sionaries offered Buddhism the potential to attract Chinese converts. Beginning 
about the fifth century C.E., Chinese began to respond enthusiastically to Buddhism, 
which during the postclassical era became the most popular religious faith through-
out all of east Asia, including Japan and Korea as well as China. 

As Buddhism spread north from India into central Asia and China, both Bud- Buddhism and 
dhism and Hinduism also began to attract a following in southeast Asia. Once again, Hinduism in 
merchants traveling the silk roads—in this case the sea lanes through the Indian Southeast Asia 
Ocean—played prominent roles in spreading these faiths. Merchant mariners regu- 
larly plied the waters between India and southeast Asia during the late centuries B.C.E. 

By the first century C.E., clear signs of Indian cultural influence had appeared in south-
east Asia. In Java, Sumatra, and other islands, as well as in the Malay peninsula and 
territories in modern Vietnam and Cambodia, rulers of southeast Asian states called 
themselves rajas ("kings"), in the manner of Indian rulers, and they adopted Sanskrit 
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as a means of written communication. 
Many rulers converted to Buddhism, and 
others promoted the Hindu cults of 
Shiva and Vishnu. They built walled 
cities around lavish temples constructed 
in the Indian style. They appointed 
Buddhist or Hindu advisors, and they 

sought to enhance their authority by as-
sociating themselves with honored reli-
gious traditions. 

Christianity in the 
Mediterranean Basin 

Christianity in 
Southwest Asia 

The Spread of Christianity 
Early Christians faced intermittent 
persecution from Roman officials. 
During the early centuries C.E., 

Roman authorities launched a se- 
ries of campaigns to stamp out 
Christianity, since most Chris- 
tians refused to observe the 
state cults that honored em- 
perors as divine beings. Para- 
doxically, imperial officials 
viewed Christians as irreli- 
gious because they declined 

to participate in state-approved 
religious ceremonies. They also 

considered Christianity a men-
ace to society because zealous 
missionaries attacked other rli-
gions and generated some-
times violent conflict. Never-
theless, Christian missionaries 

took full advantage of the Romans' magnificent network of roads and sea-lanes, which 
enabled them to carry their message throughout the Roman empire and the Mediter- 
ranean basin. 

During the second and third centuries C.E., countless missionaries took Paul of 
Tarsus as their example and worked zealously to attract converts. One of the more 
famous was Gregory the Wonderworker, a tireless missionary with a reputation for 
performing miracles, who popularized Christianity in central Anatolia during the 
mid-third century C.E. Contemporaries reported that Gregory not only preached 
Christian doctrine but also expelled demons, moved boulders, diverted a river in 
flood, and persuaded observers that he had access to impressive supernatural powers. 
Gregory and his fellow missionaries helped to make Christianity an enormously pop-
ular religion of salvation in the Roman empire. By the late third century C.E., in spite 
of continuing imperial opposition, devout Christian communities flourished through-
out the Mediterranean basin in Anatolia, Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and north Africa as 
well as in Greece, Italy, Spain, and Gaul. 

As Christianity became a prominent source of religious inspiration within the 
Roman empire, the young faith also traveled the trade routes and found followers 
beyond the Mediterranean basin. By the second century C.E., sizable Christian corn- 

Early Buddhist sculpture in Bactria reflected the influence 

of Mediterranean and Greek artistic styles. This seated 

Buddha from the first or second century C.E. bears 

Caucasian features and wears Mediterranean-style dress. 
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munities flourished throughout Mesopotamia and Iran, and a few Christian churches 
had appeared as far away as India. Christians did not dominate eastern lands as they 
did the Roman empire, but they attracted large numbers of converts in southwest 
Asia. Indeed, beside Jews and Zoroastrians, Christians constituted one of the major 
religious communities in the region, and they remained so even after the seventh 
century C.E., when the Islamic faith of Arab Muslim conquerors began to displace 
the older religious communities. 

Christian communities in Mesopotamia and Iran deeply influenced Christian 
practices in the Roman empire. To demonstrate utter loyalty to their faith, Christians 
in southwest Asia often followed strict ascetic regimes: inspired by Indian traditions, 
they abstained from sexual contact, refused fine foods and other comforts, and some-
times even withdrew from family life and society. These practices impressed devout 
Christians in the Roman empire. By the third century C.E., some Mediterranean 
Christians had begun to abandon society altogether and live as hermits in the deserts 
of Egypt, the mountains of Greece, and other isolated locations. Others withdrew 
from lay society but lived in communities of like-minded individuals who devoted 
their efforts to prayer and praise of God. Thus ascetic practices of Christians living in 
lands east of the Roman empire helped to inspire the formation of Christian monas-
tic communities in the Mediterranean basin. 

After the fifth century C.E., Christian communities in southwest Asia and the 
Mediterranean basin increasingly went separate ways. Most of the faithful in south-
west Asia became Nestorians—followers of the Greek theologian Nestorius, who 
lived during the early fifth century and emphasized the human as opposed to the di-
vine nature of Jesus. Mediterranean church authorities rejected Nestorius's views, 
and many of his disciples departed for Mesopotamia and Iran. They soon became 

Map 12.2 The spread of 
Buddhism, Hinduism, and 
Christianity, 200 B.C.E.— 

400 C.E. Compare the routes 
taken by Buddhism, Hinduism, 
and Christianity with the routes 
followed by merchants on silk 
roads depicted on Map 121. 
How might you account for the 
similarities? 
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prominent in local Christian communities, and they introduced a strong organiza-
tional framework to the church in southwest Asia. Although they had limited deal-
ings with Mediterranean Christians, the Nestorians spread their faith east across the 
silk roads. Nestorian merchants took their faith with them on trade missions, and by 
the early seventh century they had established communities in central Asia, India, 
and China. 

The Spread of Manichaeism 

Mani and 	 The explosive spread of Manichaeism dramatically illustrated how missionary religions 
Manichaeism 	made effective use of the silk roads trading network. Manichaeism was the faith derived 

from the prophet Mani (216-272 C.E.), a devout Zoroastrian from Babylon in 
Mesopotamia. Apart from Zoroastrianism, Mani drew deep influence from Christianity 
and Buddhism. He regarded Zarathustra as the prophet of Persia, Buddha as the 
prophet of India, and Jesus as the prophet of the Mediterranean world. Because of the 
intense interaction between peoples of different societies, Mani saw a need for a 
prophet for all humanity, and he promoted a syncretic blend of Zoroastrian, Christian, 
and Buddhist elements as a religious faith that would serve the needs of a cosmopoli-
tan world. 

Mani was a dualist: he viewed the world as the site of a cosmic struggle between 
the forces of light and darkness, good and evil. He associated light with spiritual 
awareness and darkness with the material world. He urged his followers to reject 
worldly pleasures, which entangled the spirit in matter, and rise toward the light. His 
doctrine had strong appeal because it offered a rational explanation for the presence 
of good and evil in the world while also providing a means for individuals to achieve 
personal salvation and contribute to the triumph of good over evil. 

Manichaean Ethics 	Mani promoted an ascetic lifestyle and insisted that disciples observe high ethical 
standards. Devout Manichaeans, known as "the elect," abstained from marriage, 
sexual relations, fine clothing, meat, rich foods, and other personal comforts, dedi-
cating themselves instead to prayer, fasting, and ritual observances. Less zealous 
Manichaeans, known as "hearers," led more conventional lives, but they followed a 
strict moral code and provided food and gifts to sustain the elect. All Manichaeans 
looked forward to individual salvation and eternal association with the forces of light 
and good. 

Mani was a fervent missionary: he traveled widely to promote his faith, corre-
sponded tirelessly with Manichaean adherents, and dispatched disciples to lands that 
he could not visit himself. He also created a Manichaean church with its own services, 
rituals, hymns, and liturgies. His doctrine attracted converts first in Mesopotamia, and 
before Mani's death it had spread throughout the Sasanid empire and into the eastern 
Mediterranean region. In spite of its asceticism, Manichaeism appealed especially 
strongly to merchants, who adopted the faith as hearers and supported the Mani-
chaean church. By the end of the third century C.E., Manichaean communities had 
appeared in all the large cities and trading centers of the Roman empire. 

Decline of 	 Manichaeism soon came under tremendous pressure. Zoroastrian leaders urged 
Manichaeism 	the Sasanid rulers to suppress Mani's movement as a threat to public order. Mani him- 

self died in chains as a prisoner of the Sasanid emperor, who sought to use Zoroastri-
anism as a cultural foundation for the unification of his realm. Authorities in the 
Roman empire also persecuted Manichaeans, whom they suspected because of the re-
ligion's origins in the rival Sasanid empire. Indeed, during the fifth and sixth cen-
turies, political authorities largely exterminated Manichaeism in the Mediterranean 
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A cave painting from about the seventh 
century c.E. depicts a group of devout 
Manichaean faithful, whose austere 
regimen called for them to dress in plain 
white garments and keep their hair 
uncut. 

basin. Yet Manichaeism survived in central Asia, where it attracted converts among 
nomadic Turkish peoples who traded with merchants from China, India, and south-
west Asia. Like Buddhism, Hinduism, and Christianity, then, Manichaeism relied on 
the trade routes of classical times to extend its influence to new lands and peoples. 

The Spread of Epidemic Disease 
Like religious faiths, infectious and contagious diseases also spread along the trade 
routes of the classical world. Aided by long-distance travelers, pathogens had oppor-
tunities to spread beyond their original environments and attack populations with no 
inherited or acquired immunities to the diseases they caused. The resulting epidemics 
took a ferocious toll in human lives. 
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Epidemic Diseases 

Effects of 
Epidemic Diseases 

Information about human populations in classical times is scanty and full of gaps. 
Scholars often do not have records to work with and must draw inferences about 
population size from the area enclosed by city walls, the number of houses discov-
ered in a settlement, the agricultural potential of a region, and similar considerations. 
As a result, population estimates for premodern societies are rough approximations 
rather than precise figures. Moreover, within a single society, individual regions often 
had very different demographic experiences. Nevertheless, even for classical times, 
the general outlines of population history are reasonably clear. 

During the second and third centuries C.E., the Han and Roman empires suf-
fered large-scale outbreaks of epidemic disease. The most destructive diseases were 
probably smallpox and measles, and epidemics of bubonic plague may also have 
erupted. All three diseases are devastating when they break out in populations with-
out resistance, immunity, or medicines to combat them. As disease ravaged the two 
empires, Chinese and Roman populations declined sharply. 

During the reign of Augustus, the population of the Roman empire stood at about 
sixty million people. During the second century C.E., epidemics reduced Roman pop-
ulation by about one-quarter, to forty-five million Most devastating was an outbreak 
of smallpox that spread throughout the Mediterranean basin during the years 165 to 
180 C.E. The epidemic was especially virulent in cities, and it even claimed the life of 
the Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius (180 c.E.). In combination with war and inva-
sions, continuing outbreaks caused a significant population decline during the third 
and fourth centuries: by 400 C.E. the number of Romans had fallen to perhaps forty 
million. During the fifth and early sixth centuries, the Roman population stabilized, 
but an epidemic of bubonic plague broke out in the mid-sixth century and caused a 
general population decline throughout the Mediterranean region. 

Epidemics appeared slightly later in China than in the Mediterranean region. 
From fifty million people at the beginning of the millennium, Chinese population 
rose to sixty million in 200 C.E. As diseases found their way east, however, Chinese 
numbers fell back to fifty million by 400 C.E. and to forty-five million by 600 C.E. 

Thus by 600 C.E. both Mediterranean and Chinese populations had fallen by a quar-
ter to a third from their high points during classical times. 

Demographic decline in turn brought economic and social change. Trade within 
the empires declined, and both the Chinese and the Roman economies contracted. 
Both economies also moved toward regional self-sufficiency: whereas previously the 
Chinese and Roman states had integrated the various regions of their empires into a 
larger network of trade and exchange, after about 200 C.E. they increasingly estab-
lished several smaller regional economies that concentrated on their own needs in-
stead of the larger imperial market. In the Roman empire, for example, the eastern 
Mediterranean regions of Anatolia, Egypt, and Greece continued to form a larger, in-
tegrated society, but regional economies increasingly emerged in western Mediter-
ranean lands, including Italy, Gaul, Spain, and northwest Africa. 

The demographic histories of classical Persia, India, and other lands are not as clear 
as they are for China and the Roman empire. Persia most likely experienced demo-
graphic, economic, and social problems similar to those that afflicted China and the 
Mediterranean basin. India may well have suffered from epidemic disease and popula-
tion losses, although there is limited evidence for those troubles in south Asia. In east 
Asia and the Mediterranean basin, however, it is clear that epidemicdisease seriously 
weakened Chinese and Roman societies. Indeed, epidemic disease contributed to seri-
ous instability in China after the collapse of the Han dynasty, and in weakening Mediter-
ranean society, it helped bring about the decline and fall of the western Roman empire. 
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St. Cyprian on Epidemic Disease in the Roman Empire 

St. Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, was an outspoken proponent of Christianity during the early and middle decades of 
the third century C.E. When epidemic disease struck the Roman empire in 251 C.E., imperial authorities blamed the 
outbreak on Christians who refused to honor pagan gods. Cyprian refuted that charge in his treatise On Mortality, 
which described the symptoms of epidemic disease and reflected on its significance for the Christian community. 

It serves as validation of the [Christian] faith when the 
bowels loosen and drain the body's strength, when fever 
generated in bone marrow causes sores to break out in 
the throat, when continuous vomiting roils the intes-
tines, when blood-shot eyes burn, when the feet or other 
bodily parts are amputated because of infection by pu-
trefying disease, when through weakness caused by in-
juries to the body either mobility is impeded, or hearing 
is impaired, or sight is obscured. It requires enormous 
greatness of heart to struggle with resolute mind against 
so many onslaughts of destruction and death. It requires 
great loftiness to stand firm amidst the ruins of the 
human race, not to concede defeat with those who have 
no hope in God, but rather to rejoice and embrace the 
gift of the times. With Christ as our judge, we should 
receive this gift as the reward of his faith, as we vigor-
ously affirm our faith and, having suffered, advance to-
ward Christ by Christ's narrow path. . . . 

Many of us [Christians] are dying in this epidemic—
that is, many of us are being liberated from the world. 
The epidemic is a pestilence for the Jews and the pagans 
and the enemies of Christ, but for the servants of God it 
is a welcome event. True, without any discrimination, 
the just are dying alongside the unjust, but you should 
not imagine that the evil and the good face a common 
destruction. The just are called to refreshment, while the 

unjust are herded off to punishment: the faithful receive 
protection, while the faithless receive retribution. We are 
unseeing and ungrateful for divine favors, beloved 
brethren, and we do not recognize what is granted to 

How suitable and essential it is that this plague and 
pestilence, which seems so terrible and ferocious, probes 
the justice of every individual and examines the minds 
of the human race to determine whether the healthy care 
for the ill, whether relatives diligently love their kin, 
whether masters show mercy to their languishing slaves, 
whether physicians do not abandon those seeking their 
aid, whether the ferocious diminish their violence, 
whether the greedy in the fear of death extinguish the 
raging flames of their insatiable avarice, whether the 
proud bend their necks, whether the shameless mitigate 
their audacity, whether the rich will loosen their purse 
strings and give something to others as their loved ones 
perish all around them and as they are about to die with-
out heirs. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

To what extent do you think St. Cyprian was effective in 
his efforts to bring inherited Christian teachings to bear 
on the unprecedented conditions he and his followers 
faced? 

SOURCE: Wilhelm von Hartel, ed. S. Thasci Caecili Cypriani opera omnia in Corpus scriptorum 
ecclesiasticorum latinorum. Vienna: 1868, vol. 3, pp. 305-6. (Translation by Jerry H. Bentley.) 
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China after the Han Dynasty 

By the time epidemic diseases struck China, internal political problems had already 
begun to weaken the Han dynasty. By the late second century C.E., Han authorities 
had largely lost their ability to maintain order. Early in the third century C.E., the 
central government dissolved, and a series of autonomous regional kingdoms took 
the place of the Han state. With the disappearance of the Han dynasty, China experi-
enced significant cultural change, most notably an increasing interest in Buddhism. 
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Map 12.3 China after the Han dynasty, 220 CE. Compare this map with Map 8.2 showing the Han empire at its height. 
What geographical considerations might help explain why the Han empire broke up into the three kingdoms shown here? 

Internal Decay of the Han State 
The Han dynasty collapsed largely because of internal problems that its rulers could 
not solve. One problem involved the development of factions within the ranks of the 
ruling elites. Marriage alliances between imperial and aristocratic families led to the for-
mation of many factions whose members sought to advance their prospects in the im-
perial government and exclude others from important positions. That atmosphere 
led to constant infighting and backstabbing among the ruling elites, which in turn 
reduced the effectiveness of the central government. 

An even more difficult problem had to do with the perennial issue of land and its 
equitable distribution. At the turn of the millennium, the usurper Wang Mang had 
attempted to redistribute land in China, but his program did not survive his brief 
reign (9-23 c.E.). During the last two centuries of the Han dynasty, large landown-
ers gained new influence in the government. They managed to reduce their share of 
taxes and shift the burden onto peasants. They even formed private armies to ad-
vance their class interests. 



After the collapse of the Han dynasty, China 
experienced social and economic difficulty. 

Wealthy classes often traveled in ox carts 

instead of more expensive, horse-drawn 

carriages. Archaeologists found this ceramic 

model of an ox cart in a tomb from the sixth 

century C.E. 
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Peasant Rebellion 

Collapse of 
the Han Dynasty 

Sinicization of 
Nomadic Peoples 

Those developments provoked 
widespread unrest, particularly among 
peasants, who found themselves un-
der increasing economic pressure with 
no means to influence the govern-
ment. Pressures became particularly 
acute during the late second and third 
centuries when epidemics began to 
take their toll. In 184 C.E. peasant dis-
content fueled an immense uprising 
known as the Yellow Turban rebel-
lion, so called because the rebels wore 
yellow headbands that represented 
the color of the Chinese earth and 
symbolized their peasant origins. Al-
though quickly suppressed, the rebel-
lion proved to be only the first in a 
series of insurrections that plagued the 
late Han dynasty. 

Meanwhile, Han generals increas-
ingly usurped political authority. By 
190 C.E. the Han emperor had become a mere puppet, and the generals effectively ruled 
the regions controlled by their armies. They allied with wealthy landowners of their re-
gions and established themselves as warlords who maintained a kind of rough order 
based on force of arms. The generals continued to recognize an emperor for a short 
time, but in 220 C.E. they formally abolished the Han dynasty and divided the empire 
into three large kingdoms. 

Once the dynasty had disappeared, large numbers of nomadic peoples migrated 
into China, especially the northern regions, and they helped to keep China disunited 
for more than 350 years. Between the fourth and sixth centuries C.E., nomadic peo-
ples established large kingdoms that dominated much of northern China as well as 
the steppe lands. 

Cultural Change in Post-Han China 
In some ways the centuries following the fall of the Han dynasty present a spectacle of 
chaos and disorder. One kingdom toppled another, only to fall in its turn to a tempo-
rary successor. War and nomadic invasions led to population decline in much of north-
ern China. By the mid-fifth century, the region around Chang'an and Luoyang—the 
heartland of classical China—had experienced almost complete devastation because of 
armies that ravaged the region in search of food and plunder. Contemporaries reported 
that the Former Han capital of Chang'an had no more than one hundred households 
and that the Later Han capital of Luoyang resembled a trash heap more than a city. 

Beneath the disorderly surface of political events, however, several important social 
and cultural changes were taking place. First, nomadic peoples increasingly adapted to 
the Chinese environment. They took up agriculture and built permanent settlements. 
They married Chinese spouses and took Chinese names. They wore the clothes, ate 
the food, and adopted the customs of China. Some sought a formal Chinese education 
and became well versed in Chinese philosophy and literature. In short, nomadic peo-
ples became increasingly sinicized, and as the generations passed, distinctions between 
peoples of nomadic and Chinese ancestry became less and less obvious. Partly because 
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of that development, a new imperial dynasty was eventually able to reconstitute a cen-
tralized imperial state in north China. 

Second, with the disintegration of political order, the Confucian tradition lost 
much of its credibility. The original goal of Confucius and his early followers was to 
find some means to move from chaos to stability during the Period of the Warring 
States. As long as Confucian methods and principles helped to maintain order, ruling 
elites and intellectual classes honored the Confucian tradition. When the Han dy-
nasty collapsed, Confucianism seemed irrelevant. 

Individuals who in earlier centuries might have committed themselves to Confu-
cian values turned instead to Daoism and Buddhism. As in the Period of the Warring 
States, Daoism once again offered a way to find peace in a turbulent world. Origi-
nally, Daoism was a school of speculative philosophical thought that appealed mostly 
to an educated elite. After the fall of the Han, however, it became more a religious 
than a philosophical doctrine. Daoist sages not only promised salvation to those who 
observed their doctrines and rituals but also experimented with spices, herbs, and 
drugs to concoct elixirs or potions that supposedly conferred health and immortality. 
Daoism attracted widespread interest among a population afflicted by war and dis-
ease and became much more popular than before, especially because it faced less 
competition from the Confucian tradition. 

Popularity 	 Even more important than Daoism for Chinese cultural history was Buddhism. 
of Buddhism 	Until about the fourth century C.E., Buddhism was largely the faith of foreign mer- 

chants in China and attracted little interest on the part of native Chinese. After the fall 
of the Han empire, however, Buddhism received strong support from nomadic peoples 
who migrated into northern China and who in many cases had long been familiar with 
Buddhism in central Asia. Meanwhile, as a result of missionary efforts, the Indian 
faith began to attract a following among native Chinese as well. Indeed, between the 
fourth and sixth centuries C.E., Buddhism became well established in China. When a 
centralized imperial state took shape in the late sixth century C.E., Buddhism provided 
an important cultural foundation for the restoration of a unified political order. 

The Fall of the Roman Empire 

Moralists have often interpreted the fall of the Roman empire as a symbol of the tran-
sitory nature of human creations. Fascination with imperial Rome has encouraged the 
proliferation of theories—many of them quite silly—seeking to explain the fall of the 
empire as the result of some single, simple cause. By various accounts, the Roman 
empire declined and fell because of lead poisoning, radiation given off by bricks, im-
morality, or the rise of Christianity. Notwithstanding the zeal with which proponents 
have promoted pet theories, there was no single cause for the decline and fall of the 
Roman empire. Instead, a combination of internal problems and external pressures 
weakened the empire and brought an end to Roman authority in the western portion 
of the empire, whereas imperial rule continued until the fifteenth century C.E. in the 
eastern Mediterranean. In the Mediterranean basin as in China, imperial weakness 
and collapse coincided with significant cultural change, notably the increasing popu-
larity of Christianity. 

Internal Decay in the Roman Empire 
The Barracks 	As in the case of the Han dynasty, internal political problems go a long way toward 
Emperors 	 explaining the fall of the Roman empire. Like their Han counterparts, the Roman 
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emperors faced internal opposition. 
During the half century from 235 to 
284 C.E., there were no fewer than 
twenty-six claimants to the imperial 
throne. Called the "barracks emper-
ors," most of them were generals 
who seized power, held it briefly, and 
then suddenly lost it when they were 
displaced by rivals or by their muti-
nous troops. Not surprisingly, most 
of the barracks emperors died vio-
lently: only one is known for sure to 
have succumbed to natural causes. 

Apart from divisions and factions, 
the Roman empire faced problems 
because of its sheer size. Even during 
the best of times, when the emperors 
could count on abundant revenues 
and disciplined armed forces, the 
sprawling empire posed a challenge 
for central governors. After the third 
century, as epidemics spread through-
out the empire and its various regions 
moved toward local, self-sufficient 
economies, the empire as a whole be-
came increasingly unmanageable. 

Sculpture of the tetrarchs, or four corulers of 

	

The emperor Diocletian (reigned 	 Diocletian 

	

284-305 c .E.) attempted to deal 	
the Roman empire, during the late third century 

C.E.; from left, Galerius, Constantius, Diocletian, 
with this problem by dividing the  and Maximian. 
empire into two administrative dis- 
tricts. The eastern district included 
the wealthy lands of Anatolia, Syria, Egypt, and Greece, and the western district em-
braced Italy, Gaul, Spain, Britain, and north Africa. A coemperor ruled each district 
with the aid of a powerful lieutenant, and Diocletian hoped the four officials, known 
as the tetrarchs, would be able to administer the vast empire more effectively than an 
individual emperor could. Diocletian was a skillful administrator. He managed to 
bring Rome's many armies, including unpredictable maverick forces, under firm im-
perial control. He also tried to deal with a crumbling economy by strengthening the 
imperial currency, forcing the government to adjust its expenditures to its income, 
and imposing price caps to dampen inflation. His economic measures were less suc-
cessful than his administrative reforms, but they helped stabilize an economy ravaged 
by half a century of civil unrest. 

Yet Diocletian's reforms also encouraged ambition among the four top corulers and Constantine 
their generals, and his retirement from the imperial office in 305 C.E. set off a round of 
internal struggles and bitter civil war. Already in 306 C.E. Constantine, son of Dioclet-
ian's coruler Constantius, moved to stake his claim as sole emperor. By 313 C.E. he had 
defeated most of his enemies, although he overcame his last rivals only in 324 C.E. Once 
he had consolidated his grip on power, Constantine ordered the construction of a new 
capital city, Constantinople, at a strategic site overlooking the Bosporus, the strait link-
ing the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara and beyond to the wealthy eastern Mediter-
ranean. After 330 C.E. Constantinople became the capital of a united Roman empire. 
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Constantine was an able emperor. With the reunion of the eastern and western 
districts of the empire, however, he and his successors faced the same sort of admin-
istrative difficulties that Diocletian had attempted to solve by dividing the empire. As 
population declined and the economy contracted, emperors found it increasingly dif-
ficult to marshal the resources needed to govern and protect the vast Roman empire. 
The need for protection against external threats became especially acute during the 
late fourth and early fifth centuries C.E. 

Germanic Invasions and the Fall 
of the Western Roman Empire 
Apart from internal problems, the Roman empire also faced several formidable mili-
tary threats. One arose on the empire's southeastern frontiers when the Sasanid dy-
nasty toppled the Parthians in 224 C.E. and established a powerful state in Iran. Sasanid 
and Roman forces clashed repeatedly in Anatolia, Syria, and Mesopotamia as each side 
sought to consolidate its authority in border regions. Some of the conflicts dealt dev-
astating blows. In the year 260 C.E., the Roman emperor Valerian fell captive to Sasanid 
forces. He spent his last few years at the Sasanid court in Ctesiphon, where his captors 
forced him to stoop and serve as a mounting stool when the Sasanid king wanted to 
ride his horse. (After his death, the Sasanids preserved Valerian's skin as a memento of 
their victory over the Romans.) Romans and Sasanids engaged in intermittent hostili-
ties until the sixth century C.E., but a series of buffer states between the two empires 
reduced the intensity of conflict after the third century. 

Migratory Germanic peoples posed a more immediate and serious military threat 
to the Roman empire. Indeed, during the fifth century C.E., Germanic invasions 
brought an end to Roman authority in the western half of the empire, although im-
perial rule survived for an additional millennium in the eastern Mediterranean. 

Germanic Migrations  Germanic peoples had migrated from their homelands in northern Europe and 
lived on the eastern and northern borders of the Roman empire since the second cen-
tury C.E. Most notable were the Visigoths, who came originally from Scandinavia and 
Russia. Like the nomadic peoples who moved into northern China after the fall of the 
Han dynasty, the Visigoths settled, adopted agriculture, and drew deep inspiration 
from Roman society. They adapted Roman law to the needs of their society, for exam-
ple, converted to Christianity, and translated the Bible into the Visigothic language. 
They also contributed large numbers of soldiers to the Roman armies. In the interests 
of social order, however, the Romans discouraged settlement of the Visigoths and 
other Germanic peoples within the empire, preferring that they constitute buffer soci-
eties outside imperial borders. 

The Huns 	 During the late fourth century, the relationship between Visigoths and Romans 
changed dramatically when the nomadic Huns began an aggressive westward migra-
tion from their homeland in central Asia. The Huns spoke a Turkish language, and 
they probably were cousins of the nomadic Xiongnu who inhabited the central Asian 
steppe lands west of China. During the mid-fifth century C.E., the warrior-king Attila 
organized the Huns into a virtually unstoppable military juggernaut. Under Attila, 
the Huns invaded Hungary, probed Roman frontiers in the Balkan region, menaced 
Gaul and northern Italy, and attacked Germanic peoples living on the borders of the 
Roman empire. 

Collapse of the 	Attila did not create a set of political institutions or a state structure, and the 
Western Roman 	Huns disappeared as a political and military force soon after his death in 453 C.E. By 
Empire 	 that time, however, the Huns had placed such pressure on Visigoths, Ostrogoths, 

Vandals, Franks, and other Germanic peoples that they streamed en masse into the 
Roman empire in search of refuge. Once inside imperial boundaries, they encoun- 
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Map 12.4 Germanic invasions and the fall of the western Roman empire, 450-476 C.E. Many different groups invaded 
the Roman empire following many different routes. Why did the Germanic invasions concentrate on the western Roman empire? 

tered little effective resistance and moved around almost at will. They established 
settlements throughout the western half of the empire—Italy, Gaul, Spain, Britain, 
and north Africa—where populations were less dense than in the eastern Mediter-
ranean. Under the command of Alaric, the Visigoths even stormed and sacked Rome 
in 410 C.E. By the middle of the fifth century, the western part of the Roman empire 
was in shambles. In 476 C.E. imperial authority came to an ignominious end when 
the Germanic general Odovacer deposed Romulus Augustulus, the last of the Roman 
emperors in the western half of the empire. 

Unlike the Han dynasty, the Roman empire did not entirely disintegrate: imperial 
authority survived for another millennium in the eastern half of the empire, known 
after the fifth century C.E. as the Byzantine empire. In the western half, however, 
Roman authority dissolved, and nomadic peoples built successor states in regions 
formerly subject to Rome. Vandals and then Visigoths governed Spain, Franks ruled 
Gaul, Angles and Saxons invaded Britain, and Italy fell under the sway of a variety of 
peoples, including Visigoths, Vandals, and Lombards. 
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In this relief sculpture carved in the 

second century C.E., a Roman soldier 

battles Germanic forces along the 

Danube river. 

Cultural Change in the Late Roman Empire 
In the Roman empire, as in China, the collapse of the imperial state coincided with 
important social and cultural changes. The Germanic peoples who toppled the empire 
looked to their own traditions for purposes of organizing society and government. 
When they settled in the regions of the former empire, however, they absorbed a good 
deal of Roman influence. They adapted Roman law to their needs, for example, thus 
preserving one of the most important features of Roman society. Over time, the min-
gling of Roman and Germanic traditions led to the emergence of an altogether new 
society—medieval Europe. 

Prominence 	 Christianity was perhaps the most prominent survivor of the western Roman em- 
of Christianity 	pire. During the fourth century C.E., several developments enhanced its influence 

throughout the Mediterranean basin. In the first place, Christianity won recognition as 
a legitimate religion in the Roman empire. In 312 C.E., while seeking to establish him-
self as sole Roman emperor, Constantine experienced a vision that impressed on him 
the power of the Christian God. He believed that the Christian God helped him to pre-
vail over his rivals, and in 313 he promulgated the Edict of Milan, which allowed Chris-
tians to practice their faith openly in the Roman empire. At some point during his reign, 
perhaps after his edict, Constantine converted to Christianity, and in 380 C.E. the em-
peror Theodosius proclaimed Christianity the official religion of the Roman empire. By 
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the mid-fourth century, Christians 
held important political and military 
positions, and imperial sponsorship 
helped their faith to attract more con-
verts than ever before. 

Christianity also began to attract 
thoughtful and talented converts who 
articulated a Christian message for the 
intellectual elites of the Roman em-
pire. The earliest Christians had come 
largely from the ranks of ordinary 
working people, and their doctrine 
struck philosophers and the educated 
elites as both unsophisticated and un-
believable. During its first three cen-
turies, the new faith grew as a popular 
religion of salvation favored by the 
masses, rather than as a reasoned doc-
trine of intellectual substance. During 
the fourth century, however, intellec-
tual elites began to take more interest 
in Christianity. 

The most important and influen- 	 St. Augustine 
tial of these figures was St. Augustine 
(354-430 C.E.), bishop of the north 
African city of Hippo (modern-day 
Annaba in Algeria). Augustine had a 
fine education, and he was conversant with the leading intellectual currents of the day. 
During his youth he drew great inspiration from Stoicism and Platonism, and for nine 
years he belonged to a community of Manichaeans. Eventually he became disillusioned 
with both Hellenistic philosophy and Manichaeism, and in 387 C.E., while studying in 
Italy, he converted to Christianity. For the remainder of his life he worked to reconcile 
Christianity with Greek and Roman philosophical traditions, especially Platonism, and 
to articulate Christianity in terms that were familiar and persuasive to the educated 
classes. More than any others, Augustine's writings made Christianity an intellectually 
respectable alternative to Hellenistic philosophy and popular religions of salvation. 

Besides winning the right to practice their faith openly and attracting intellectual 
talent, Christian leaders constructed an institutional apparatus that transformed a 
popular religion of salvation into a powerful church. In the absence of recognized 
leadership, the earliest Christians generated a range of conflicting and sometimes 
contradictory doctrines. Some taught that Jesus was a mortal human being, others 
that he was a god, and yet others that he was both human and divine. Some allowed 
women to serve as priests and attributed great powers to Jesus' mother, Mary, and 
others restricted church offices to men and conceived of Christian deities as males. 

Early Christians might well have continued to express their understandings of their The New Testament 
faith in individual ways. During the third and fourth centuries, however, as the Roman and the Emergence of 
empire experienced political turmoil and underwent administrative changes, some Orthodox Christianity 
church leaders sought doctrinal stability and worked to define essential tenets that all 
Christians must accept. As Christians became more prominent in the Roman empire, 
state authorities also promoted efforts to standardize teachings. Emperor Constantine 
himself pushed for a clear statement of Christian doctrine that he hoped would create a 
foundation for cultural unity in the Roman empire. 

Only the colossal head of Constantine survives 
from a statue that originally stood about 
14 meters (46 feet) tall. 



Portrait of St. Augustine holding a copy 

of his most famous work, The City of God, 
which sought to explain the meaning of 

history and the world from a Christian 
point of view. 
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The Institutional 
Church 

In search of clearly defined doctrine, 
church leaders conducted intense debates 
about the quality and authority of the nu-
merous writings that the earliest Christians 
had generated expressing their understand-
ings of their newly adopted faith. Those 
writings, which numbered in the scores or 
perhaps even hundreds, included gospels 
that told the story of Jesus' life, epistles that 
outlined the authors' views of moral and re-
ligious issues, and historical accounts that 
offered interpretations of early Christian ex-
periences from different perspectives. By 
the late fourth century, church leaders were 
reaching consensus that twenty-seven short 
writings were more authoritative than the 
others, and they recognized these writings 
as canonical scriptures known later as the 
New Testament. By adopting a small num-
ber of writings as canonical, church leaders 
rejected many others as misguided, un-
truthful, or even heretical. As a result, they 
profoundly influenced the development of 
doctrine that most Christian authorities 
eventually came to recognize as the ortho-
dox or correct teaching. 

To standardize their faith, Christian 
leaders also instituted a hierarchy of church 
officials. At the top were five religious au-

thorities—the bishop of Rome and the patriarchs of Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, 
and Constantinople—who resided in the most important spiritual and political centers 
of the Roman empire. These five authorities wielded roughly equal influence in the 
larger Christian community, although the bishop of Rome enjoyed somewhat greater 
prestige than the others. (His enhanced status derived both from his claim to be the 
spiritual descendant of Jesus' chief disciple, St. Peter, and from the fact that he had his 
seat at Rome, the original imperial capital.) 

Subordinate to the five principal authorities were bishops, who presided over reli-
gious affairs in their districts, known as dioceses, which included all the prominent 
cities of the Roman empire. When theological disputes arose, the patriarchs and bish-
ops assembled in church councils to determine which views would prevail as official 
doctrine. The councils at Nicaea (325 c.E.) and Chalcedon (451 c.E.), for example, 
took up the difficult and contentious issue of Jesus' nature. Delegates at the councils 
proclaimed that Jesus was both fully human and fully divine at the same time, in con-
trast to Nestorians, Arians, and other Christian groups who held that Jesus was ei-
ther primarily human or primarily divine. The decisions and decrees of the church 
councils did not put an end to all debate, nor did they prevent new divisions and 
new grounds of contention from arising. Nevertheless, by defining the doctrines that 
most church authorities regarded as orthodox, council delegates left enduring influ-
ences on the beliefs and values of Christianity. 

As Roman imperial authority crumbled, the bishop of Rome, known as the pope 
(from the Latin papa, meaning "father"), emerged as spiritual leader of Christian patriarch (PAY-tree-ahrk) 
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communities in the western regions of the empire. As the only sources of established 
and recognized authority, the popes and the bishops of other important cities orga-
nized local government and defensive measures for their communities. They also 
mounted missionary campaigns to convert Germanic peoples to Christianity. Al-
though Roman imperial authority disappeared, Roman Christianity survived and 
served as a foundation for cultural unity in lands that had formerly made up the west-
ern half of the Roman empire. 

B y 500 C.E. classical societies in Persia, China, India, and the Mediterranean basin had 

either collapsed or fallen into decline. Yet all the classical societies left rich legacies 

that shaped political institutions, social orders, and cultural traditions for centuries to 

come. Moreover, by sponsoring commercial and cultural relations between different 

peoples, the classical societies laid a foundation for intensive and systematic cross-

cultural interaction in later times. After the third century C.E., the decline of the Han and 

Roman empires resulted in less activity over the silk roads than in the preceding three 

hundred years. But the trade routes survived, and when a new series of imperial states 

reestablished order throughout much of Eurasia and north Africa in the sixth century C.E., 

the peoples of the eastern hemisphere avidly resumed their crossing of cultural bound-

ary lines in the interests of trade and communication. 

CHRONOLOGY 

 

3rd century B.C.E. 
	 Spread of Buddhism and Hinduism to southeast Asia 

  

2nd century B.C.E. 
	 Introduction of Buddhism to central Asia 

  

 

139-126 B.C.E. 
	 Travels of Zhang Qian in central Asia 

1st century B.C.E. 	 Introduction of Buddhism to China 

 

2nd century C.E. 
	 Spread of Christianity in the Mediterranean basin and southwest Asia 

  

184 C.E. 
	 Yellow Turban rebellion 

216-272 C.E. Life of Mani 

220 C. 	 ::Collapse of the Han dynasty 

284-305 C.E. 
	 Reign of Diocletian 

 

313-337 C.E. 
	 Reign of Constantine 

313 C.E. 	 Edict of Milan and the legalization of kris tan ty in the Roman empire 

325 C.E. 
	 Council of Nicaea 

 

451 C.E. 
	 Council of Chalcedon 

476 C.E. 	 Collapse of the western Roman empire 



THE POSTCLASSICAL 
ERA, 500 TO 1000 C.E. 

The postclassical era was a period 

of major readjustment for societies 

throughout the eastern hemisphere. The 

early centuries C.E. brought turbulence and 

instability to classical societies in China, 

India, southwest Asia, and the Mediter-

ranean basin. Most of the classical empires 

collapsed under the strain of internal power 

struggles, external invasions, or a combina-

tion of the two. During the postclassical era 

the settled societies of the eastern hemi-

sphere underwent political, social, eco-

nomic, and cultural change that would 

shape their experiences over the long term. 

Indeed, the influence of the postclassical 

era continues to the present day. 

The first task that settled societies faced in the 

postclassical era was the need to restore po-

litical and social order. They went about that 

task in very different ways. In the eastern 

Mediterranean the eastern half of the Roman 

empire survived as the Byzantine empire—the 

only empire that outlasted the difficulties of 

the late classical era—but underwent political 

and social reorganization in order to deal 

with external pressures. In southwest Asia, 

Arab conquerors inspired by the recently founded Islamic 

faith overcame the Sasanid empire of Persia. In China the 

Sui and Tang dynasties restored centralized imperial au-

thority after almost four centuries of rule by competing re-

gional kingdoms and nomadic conquerors. In India, in 

contrast, centralized imperial rule did not re-

turn: authority devolved instead to a series of 

regional kingdoms, some of them quite large. 

In western Europe centralized imperial rule re-

turned only for a brief moment during the 

eighth and ninth centuries under the Caro-

lingian empire. Economic difficulties and new 

rounds of invasions, however, brought down 

the empire and encouraged devolution of au-

thority to local rulers: the result was the devel-

opment of a decentralized political order in 

western Europe. In different ways, then, all the 

settled societies of the eastern hemisphere em-

barked on a quest for political and social order 

during the centuries after the collapse of the 

classical empires. 

The reestablishment of political and social 

order enabled postclassical societies to revive 

networks of long-distance trade and participate 

more actively in processes of cross-cultural 

communication and exchange. As a result, the 

postclassical era was a time of rapid economic 

growth in most of the eastern hemisphere. The 

volume of long-distance trade increased dra- 

matically, and manufacturers began to produce 

goods explicitly for export rather than local 

consumption. Meanwhile, increased trade facil- 

itated biological and technological as well as commercial 

exchanges: agricultural crops migrated far beyond the 

lands of their origin, and improved techniques of irriga- 

tion and cultivation spread through much of Eurasia. New 

crops and improved agricultural techniques led to en- 



larged harvests and enriched diets particularly 

in China, India, and southwest Asia. 

As agricultural production increased, so 

did human population. Growing numbers of 

people devoted their efforts to trade and 

manufacturing rather than cultivation. China, 

India, and the eastern Mediterranean region 

were especially prominent sites for the pro-

duction of textiles, ceramics, and metal goods. 

Increased trade and manufacturing activity 

encouraged a remarkable round of tech-

nological invention and innovation. The mag-

netic compass, printing technologies, and 

gunpowder, for example, first appeared in 

postclassical China and then diffused to other 

lands. These inventions and others of the era 

have profoundly influenced the course of 

human history since their first appearance. 

The postclassical era was also crucially important for 

the formation and development of cultural and religious 

traditions. Islam first appeared during the postclassical 

era, and it soon became the cultural and religious foun-

dation of an expansive empire stretching from north 

Africa to northern India. Buddhism expanded beyond the 

Indian subcontinent and central Asia, attracting converts 

in China, Korea, Japan, and southeast Asia. Christianity 

was the official faith of the Byzantine empire, where the 

Eastern Orthodox church emerged and gave 

shape to a distinctive form of Christianity. 

Orthodox missionaries also spread their faith 

to formerly pagan lands throughout much of 

eastern Europe and Russia. Farther west, 

Christianity spread from the Mediterranean 

basin to western and northern Europe, where 

papal leadership guided the emergence of the 

Roman Catholic church. For a millennium and 

more, Roman Catholic Christianity served as 

the foundation for cultural unity in the politi-

cally disunited world of western and northern 

Europe. Meanwhile, quite apart from the ex-

pansion of religious faiths, the postclassical 

era also witnessed the spread of literacy and 

formal education throughout much of the 

eastern hemisphere. 

The empires and regional states of the post-

classical era disappeared long ago, but the social, eco-

nomic, and cultural legacies of the age are noticeable even 

today. Long-distance trade surged in postclassical times 

and helped to structure economic and social development 

throughout much of the eastern hemisphere. Even more 

notable, perhaps, religious and cultural traditions continue 

to flourish in lands where they first attracted converts in 

postclassical times. In some ways, then, the postclassical 

age survives even in the modern world. 
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According to the Byzantine historian Procopius, two Christian monks from Persia set out on 

a momentous journey about the middle of the sixth century C.E. The result of their travels 

was the introduction of high-quality silk production to the eastern Mediterranean. Although 

local crafts workers had long produced coarse fabrics from the cocoons of wild silkworms, 

fine silks had come to the Mediterranean only from China, where manufacturers closely 

guarded both their carefully bred strains of silkworms and the complex technology that 

yielded high-quality textiles. Mediterranean consumers did not obtain silk directly from Chi-

nese producers but, rather, through intermediaries subject to the Sasanid empire of Persia. 

According to Procopius's account, the two Christian monks observed the techniques of 

silk production during the course of a mission to China. Upon departure they hollowed out 

their walking staffs and filled them with silkworm eggs, which they smuggled out of China, 

through their native land of Persia, and into the Byzantine empire. 

The monks' motives are unknown. Perhaps they resented Sasanid religious policies fa-

voring Zoroastrians and sought to aid Christians in the Byzantine empire. Perhaps they hoped 

to receive a handsome reward for their efforts. Whatever their motives may have been, 

though, it is certain that the monks by themselves could not have introduced a full-blown silk 

industry to Byzantium. The production of fine, Chinese-style silks required more than a few 

silkworm eggs. It called also for understanding of sophisticated technologies and elaborate 

procedures that must have reached the Byzantine empire by several different routes. Thus it 

seems that Procopius simplified a complex story by focusing attention on the monks. 

In any case, Byzantine crafts workers soon learned how to breed silkworms, feed them 

mulberry leaves, unravel their cocoons, and produce high-quality silk fabrics. By the late sixth 

century, Byzantine silks matched the quality of Chinese products. Mediterranean consumers 

no longer relied on Chinese producers and Persian intermediaries, and local production of 

high-quality silk greatly strengthened the Byzantine economy. Thus Procopius's anonymous 

monks participated in a momentous transfer of technology between distant lands. Their ef-

forts contributed to the vibrance of Byzantine society, and their story highlights the signifi-

cance of cross-cultural interactions during the postclassical era. 

During the centuries after 200 C.E., most of the classical societies faced a series of prob-

lems—epidemic disease, declining population, economic contraction, political turmoil, social 

unrest, and military threats from outside—that brought about their collapse. Only in the east-

ern Mediterranean did a classical empire survive. The eastern half of the Roman empire, 

known as the Byzantine empire, withstood the various problems that brought down other 

OPPOSITE: A sixth-century icon depicting an enthroned Virgin Mary and infant Jesus 

attended by angels and saints. 	
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classical societies and survived for almost a millennium after the collapse of the western 

Roman empire in the fifth century C.E. 

The Byzantine empire did not reconstitute the larger Mediterranean society of classical 

times. The Roman empire had dominated an integrated Mediterranean basin; the Byzantine 

empire faced a mostly politically and culturally fragmented Mediterranean region. After the 

seventh century C.E., Islamic states controlled lands to the east and south of the Medi-

terranean, Slavic peoples dominated lands to the north, and western Europeans organized 

increasingly powerful states in lands to the west. 

Although it was more compact than the Roman empire, the Byzantine empire was a po-

litical and economic powerhouse of the postclassical era. Until the twelfth century, Byzantine 

authority dominated the wealthy and productive eastern Mediterranean region. Manufac-

tured goods from the Byzantine empire enjoyed a reputation for high quality in markets from 

the Mediterranean basin to India. The Byzantine empire also deeply influenced the historical 

development of the Slavic peoples of eastern Europe and Russia. Byzantine missionaries and 

diplomats introduced writing, Christianity, codified law, and sophisticated political organiza-

tion into lands settled by Slavic peoples. Because Byzantine political, economic, and cultural 

influence stretched so far, historians often refer to it as the "Byzantine commonwealth." Just 

as Greek and Roman initiative brought Mediterranean lands into a larger integrated society 

during classical times, Byzantine policies led to the formation of a large, multicultural zone of 

trade, communication, interaction, and exchange in eastern Europe and the eastern Mediter-

ranean basin during the postclassical era. 

The Early Byzantine Empire 

The Byzantine empire takes its name from Byzantion—latinized as Byzantium—a 
modest market town and fishing village that occupied a site of enormous strategic 
significance. Situated on a defensible peninsula and blessed with a magnificent natu-
ral harbor known as the Golden Horn, Byzantion had the potential to control the 
Bosporus, the strait of water leading from the Black Sea to the Sea of Marmara and 
beyond to the Dardanelles, the Aegean Sea, and the Mediterranean. Apart from its 
maritime significance, Byzantion also offered convenient access to the rich lands of 
Anatolia, southwestern Asia, and southeastern Europe. Trade routes linked Byzan-
tion to ports throughout the Mediterranean basin. 

Because of its strategic value, the Roman emperor Constantine designated Byzan-
tion as the site of a new imperial capital, which he named Constantinople ("city of 
Constantine"). He built the new capital partly because the eastern Mediterranean 
was the wealthier and more productive part of the Roman empire and partly because 
relocation enabled the imperial court to maintain close watch over both the Sasanid 
empire in Persia and the Germanic peoples who lived along the lower stretches of 
the Danube River. The imperial government moved to Constantinople after 330 C.E., 
and the new capital rapidly reached metropolitan dimensions. By the late fourth cen-
tury, it was the most important political and military center of the eastern Roman em-
pire, and it soon became the dominant economic and commercial center in the eastern 
Mediterranean basin. The city kept the name Constantinople until 1453 C.E., when it 
fell to the Ottoman Turks, who renamed it Istanbul. By convention, however, histori-
ans refer to the realm governed from Constantinople between the fifth and fifteenth 
centuries C.E. as the Byzantine empire, or simply as Byzantium, in honor of the origi-
nal settlement. 
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The Later Roman Empire and Byzantium 
The Byzantine empire originated as the eastern half of the classical Roman empire, 
which survived the collapse of the western Roman empire in the fifth century C.E. In 
its early days the Byzantine empire embraced Greece, the Balkan region, Anatolia, 
Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and northeast Africa. Byzantine rulers occasionally expanded 
their boundaries, and neighboring peoples sometimes seized portions of the Byzan-
tine empire for themselves. During the seventh and eighth centuries C.E., for example, 
the southern regions of the empire fell into the hands of Arab Muslim conquerors. 
Generally speaking, however, Byzantium figured as a major power of the eastern 
Mediterranean basin until the thirteenth century C.E. 

As the western Roman empire crumbled in the fifth century C.E., the eastern half of 
the empire remained intact, complete with roads, communications, lines of authority, 
and a set of functioning imperial institutions, all inherited from Roman predecessors. 
Yet the early Byzantine emperors faced challenges different from those of their prede-
cessors, and they built a state significantly different from the classical Roman empire. 

The principal challenges that confronted the late Roman and early Byzantine em-
pires were the consolidation of the dynamic Sasanid dynasty (224-641 c.E.) in Persia 
and the invasions of migratory peoples from the north and east. The Sasanid emperors 
sought to rebuild the Achaemenid empire of classical Persia, a goal that brought them 
into conflict with Roman forces in Mesopotamia and Syria. By the late third century, 
Roman armies had largely stabilized their eastern borders, but until their fall in the sev-
enth century, the Sasanids remained the principal foreign threat to the eastern Roman 
empire. Germanic invasions also menaced the late Roman empire. Because they did 

Map  13.1 The Byzantine 
empire and its neighbors, 
527-554 C.E. Compare this 
map with Map 11.2 showing 
the Roman empire at its height. 
How did the territories of the 
Byzantine empire differ from 
those of the classical Roman 
empire? 

The Later 
Roman Empire 
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In 260 C.E. the Sasanid emperor Shapur I (right) captured 

the Roman emperor Valerian, as depicted in this cameo 

medallion of the fourth century. 

The Early 
Byzantine State 

Caesaropapism 

The Byzantine Court 

not have adequate resources to respond strongly to the threat on all fronts, Roman au-
thorities concentrated on maintaining the integrity of the wealthy eastern portion of the 
empire. In the fifth century, for example, imperial authorities built a massive set of de-
fensive walls to shield Constantinople from invaders, and they invested resources in pro-
tection for other major cities as well. As a result, migratory peoples were rarely a serious 
threat to Constantinople or the other heavily defended cities of the eastern empire. 

Having secured their realm against Sasanids and migratory invaders, the Byzantine 
emperors built a distinctive tradition of statecraft. The most important feature of the 
Byzantine state was tightly centralized rule that concentrated power in the hands of a 
highly exalted emperor. This characteristic was noticeable already in the time of Con-
stantine, who built his new capital to lavish standards. He filled it with libraries, muse-
ums, and artistic treasures, and he constructed magnificent marble palaces, churches, 
baths, and public buildings—all in an effort to create a new Rome fit for the ruler of a 
mighty empire. 

Constantine also set a precedent by hedging his rule with an aura of divinity. As 
protector of the Christians and a baptized Christian himself, Constantine could not 
claim the divine status that some of his imperial predecessors had sought to appropri-
ate. As the first Christian emperor, however, Constantine claimed divine favor and 
sanction for his rule. He intervened in theological disputes and used his political posi-
tion to support views that he considered orthodox and condemn those that he re-
garded as heretical. Constantine initiated a policy that historians call "caesaropapism," 
whereby the emperor not only ruled as secular lord but also played an active and 
prominent role in ecclesiastical affairs. 

Particularly after the sixth century, Byzantine emperors became exalted, absolute 
rulers. According to Roman law, emperors stood above the law: theoretically, they 
wielded absolute authority in political, military, judicial, financial, and religious mat-
ters. They also enjoyed the services of a large and complex bureaucracy. Indeed, its in-
tricacy gave rise to the adjective byzantine, which suggests unnecessary complexity 
and convolution. In combination, law and bureaucracy produced an exceptionally 
centralized state. 

Even dress and court etiquette drew attention to the lofty status of Byzantine 
rulers. The emperors wore heavily bejeweled crowns and dressed in magnificent silk 
robes dyed a dark, rich purple—a color reserved for imperial use and strictly forbid-
den to those not associated with the ruling house. High officials presented them- 
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selves to the emperor as slaves, not subjects. When approaching him, they prostrated 
themselves three times and then ceremoniously kissed the imperial hands and feet 
before taking up matters of business. By the tenth century, engineers had contrived a 
series of mechanical devices that worked dazzling effects and impressed foreign en-
voys at the Byzantine court: imitation birds sang as ambassadors approached the em-
peror while mechanical lions roared and swished their tails. During an audience the 
imperial throne itself sometimes moved up and down to emphasize the awesome 
splendor of the emperor. 

Justinian and His Legacy 
The most important of the early Byzantine emperors was Justinian (reigned 527-565 Justinian and 
c.E.), an energetic and tireless worker known to his subjects as "the sleepless em- Theodora 
peror," who profoundly influenced the development of the Byzantine empire with 
the aid of his ambitious wife, Theodora. The imperial couple came from obscure ori-
gins: Justinian was born into alMacedonian peasant family, and Theodora, the daugh-
ter of a bear keeper in the circus, worked as a striptease artist before meeting the future 
emperor. Yet both Justinian and Theodora were intelligent, strong willed, and disci-
plined. Thanks to those qualities, Justinian received an excellent education, found a 
position in the imperial bureaucracy, and soon mastered the intricacies of Byzantine 
finance. Theodora proved to be a sagacious advisor: she offered Justinian advice on 
sensitive political, diplomatic, and theological issues, and she contributed to the for-
mation of a grand imperial court. 

Like Constantine, Justinian lavished resources on the imperial capital. During the 
early years of his rule, riots against high taxes had destroyed much of Constantinople. 
After Theodora persuaded him to deploy the imperial army and quash the disturbances, 
Justinian embarked on an ambitious construction program that thoroughly remade 
the city. The most notable building erected during that campaign was the church of 
Hagia. Sophia, a magnificent domed structure that later became a mosque and a mu-
seum and that ranks as one of the world's most important examples of Christian archi-
tecture. Visitors marveled at the church's enormous dome, which they likened to the 
heavens encircling the earth, and they expressed awe at the gold, silver, gems, precious 
stones, and thousands of lamps that decorated and illuminated Hagia Sophia. Over 
time, the church even acquired a reputation for working miraculous cures: its columns 
and doors reportedly healed the illnesses of people who stood beside them or rubbed 
against them. 

Justinian's most significant political contribution was his codification of Roman Justinian's Code 
law. The origins of Roman law go back to the time of the kings of Rome, and legal 
scholars worked to systematize Roman law during the Roman republic and the early 
empire. Almost immediately after taking the throne, Justinian ordered a systematic 
review of Roman law that was more thorough than any that had taken place before. 
On the basis of this work, he issued the Corpus iuris civilis (Body of the Civil Law), 
which immediately won recognition as the definitive codification of Roman law. Later 
emperors updated Roman law by adding new provisions, but Justinian's code con-
tinued to serve as a source of legal inspiration. Through Justinian's code, for example, 
Roman law influenced civil law codes throughout much of western Europe. 

Justinian's most ambitious venture was his effort to reconquer the western Roman Belisarius and 
empire from Germanic peoples and reestablish Roman authority throughout the Byzantine Conquests 
Mediterranean basin. Beginning in 533 he sent his brilliant general Belisarius on mili- 
tary campaigns that returned Italy, Sicily, northwestern Africa, and southern Spain to 
imperial rule. By the end of his reign in 565, Justinian had reconstituted a good por-
tion of the classical Roman empire. 
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Justinian wears imperial purple robes in this mosaic, from the church of San Vitale in Ravenna, 

which depicts him in the company of ecclesiastical, military, and court officials. 

Justinian's accomplishment, however, did not long survive his rule. Byzantium sim-
ply did not possess the resources to sustain Belisarius's conquests. Reconstitution of 
the Roman empire would have required a long-term occupation of reconquered re-
gions and a costly reassertion of imperial authority. Byzantine forces were unable to 
hold Rome for very long, and the city of Ravenna on Italy's Adriatic coast became the 
headquarters of Byzantine authority in the western Mediterranean. As a result, Ravenna 
possesses magnificent Byzantine art and architecture. But Justinian's dream of restor-
ing Roman authority throughout the Mediterranean basin soon faded. 

Indeed, Justinian's efforts clearly showed that the classical Roman empire was be-
yond recovery. While Justinian devoted his attention to the western Mediterranean, 
the Sasanids threatened Byzantium from the east and Slavic peoples approached from 
the north. Justinian's successors had no choice but to withdraw their resources from the 
western Mediterranean and redeploy them in the east. Even though Belisarius's re-
conquest of the western Roman empire was a spectacular military accomplishment, it 
was also something of an anachronism, since the lands of the eastern and western Medi-
terranean had already begun to follow different historical trajectories. 

Islamic Conquests and Byzantine Revival 
After the seventh century C.E., the emergence of Islam and the development of a pow- 
erful and expansive Islamic state (topics discussed in chapter 14) posed a serious chal- 
lenge to Byzantium. Inspired by their Islamic faith, Arab peoples conquered the Sasanid 
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The interior of the church of Hagia Sophia ("Holy Wisdom"), built by Justinian and transformed into a mosque 

in the fifteenth century. The dome rises almost 60 meters (197 feet) above the floor, and its windows allow 

abundant light to enter the massive structure. 

empire and overran large portions of the Byzantine empire as well. By the mid-seventh 
century, Byzantine Syria, Palestine, Egypt, and north Africa had fallen under Islamic 
rule. During the late seventh and early eighth centuries, Islamic forces threatened the 
heart of the empire and subjected Constantinople to prolonged siege (in 674-678 and 
again in 717-718). Byzantium resisted this northern thrust of Islam partly because of 
military technology Byzantine forces used a weapon known as Greek fire—a devastat-
ing incendiary weapon compounded of sulphur, lime, and petroleum—which they 
launched at both the fleets and the ground forces of the invaders. Greek fire burned 
even when floating on water and thus created a serious hazard when deployed around 
wooden ships. On land it caused panic among enemy forces, since it was very difficult 
to extinguish and often burned troops to death. As a result of this defensive effort, the 
Byzantine empire retained its hold on Anatolia, Greece, and the Balkan region. 

Though much reduced by the Islamic conquests, the Byzantine empire was more Imperial 
compact and manageable after the eighth century than was the far-flung realm of Jus- Organization 
tinian. Byzantine rulers responded to the challenge of Islam with political and social 
adjustments that strengthened the empire that remained in their hands. The most im-
portant innovation was the reorganization of Byzantine society under the theme sys-
tem, which Byzantine rulers had tentatively experimented with during earlier periods 
of hostility with Sasanid Persia. This system placed a theme (an imperial province) 
under the jurisdiction of a general, who assumed responsibility for both its military 
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Illustration in a manuscript depicts Byzantine naval forces turning Greek fire 

on their Arab enemies. 

defense and its civil administration. Generals received their appointments from the 
imperial government, which closely supervised their activities to prevent decentraliza-
tion of power and authority. Generals recruited armies from the ranks of free peasants, 
who received allotments of land in exchange for military service. The armies proved 
to be effective military forces, and the system as a whole strengthened the class of free 
peasants, which in turn solidified Byzantium's agricultural economy. The theme sys-
tem enabled Byzantine forces to mobilize quickly and resist further Islamic advances 
and also undergirded the political order and social organization of the empire from 
the eighth through the twelfth century. 

Indeed, strengthened by the theme system, Byzantium vastly expanded its influ-
ence between the late ninth and the late eleventh centuries. During the tenth century 
Byzantine forces shored up defenses in Anatolia and reconquered Syria from Arab 
Muslims. During the reign of Basil II (976-1025 c.E.), known as "Basil the Bulgar-
Slayer," Byzantine armies turned west and crushed the neighboring Bulgars, who had 
built a large and expansive kingdom in the Balkans. After his victory at the battle of 
Kleidion in 1014 C.E., Basil reportedly commanded his forces to blind fourteen thou-
sand Bulgarian survivors, though he spared one eye in a few who then guided the 
others home. By the mid-eleventh century the Byzantine empire encompassed lands 
from Syria and Armenia in the east to southern Italy in the west, from the Danube 
River in the north to Cyprus and Crete in the south. Byzantine expansion brought in 
so much wealth that Basil was able to waive the collection of taxes for two years. Once 
again, Byzantium dominated the eastern Mediterranean. 

Byzantium and Western Europe 

Tensions between 	While they went to war with their Arab Muslim and pagan Slavic neighbors, Byzan- 
Byzantium and 	tines also experienced tense ecclesiastical and political relations with their Christian 
Western European 	counterparts in the western Mediterranean. The Christian church of Constantinople 
States 	 conducted its affairs in Greek and bowed to the will of the caesaropapist emperors, 

whereas the Christian church of Rome conducted its affairs in Latin and rejected impe-
rial claims to oversee ecclesiastical matters. Ecclesiastical authorities in Byzantium re-
garded Roman Christians as poorly educated and uncouth. Church leaders in Rome 
considered their Byzantine counterparts subtle and learned but insincere and insuffi-
ciently wary of heresy. 
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Political grievances also strained relations between Byzantium and western Euro-
pean lands. During the fifth and sixth centuries, imperial authorities could do little 
more than watch as Germanic peoples established successor states to the western 
Roman empire. Visigoths, Vandals, Franks, and others imposed their rule on lands that 
Byzantine emperors regarded as their rightful inheritance. Worse yet, some of the up-
start powers claimed imperial authority for themselves. In 800, for example, the Frank-
ish ruler Charlemagne received an imperial crown from the pope in Rome; thereby 
directly challenging Byzantine claims to imperial authority over western lands. Charle-
magne's empire soon dissolved, but in 962 Otto of Saxony lodged his claim to rule as 
emperor over the western lands of the former Roman empire. Adding injury to insult, 
Otto then attacked lands in southern Italy that had been in Byzantine possession since 
the days of Justinian. 

The tenor of relations between Byzantium and western European lands emerges Liudprand 
clearly from the report of an ambassador named Liudprand of Cremona, whom Otto of Cremona 
sent on a diplomatic mission to Constantinople in 968. Liudprand described the Byzan- 
tine emperor as "a monstrosity of a man, a dwarf, fat-headed and with tiny mole's eyes; 
disfigured by a short, broad, thick beard half going gray; disgraced by a neck scarcely an 
inch long; piglike by reason of the big close bristles on his head." Liudprand despised 
Byzantine food, drink, dress, and shelter, and he denounced his diplomatic counterparts 
as slippery, scheming liars. He described Constantinople itself as a formerly prosperous 
and illustrious city that had become shabby, sleazy, and pretentious. In light of those at-
titudes, it is hardly surprising that Byzantium and western European lands experienced 
almost continuously strained relations until the fall of the Byzantine empire. 

Byzantine Economy and Society 

Byzantium dominated the political and military affairs of the eastern Mediterranean 
largely because of its strong economy. Ever since classical times, the territories em-
braced by the Byzantine empire had produced abundant agricultural surpluses, sup-
ported large numbers of crafts workers, and participated in trade with lands throughout 
the Mediterranean. The economic and social assets of the eastern Mediterranean did 
not disappear with the classical Roman empire. Instead, they continued to provide a 
solid material foundation for Byzantium, and they helped to make the Byzantine em-
pire an economic powerhouse of the postclassical era. 

Rural Economy and Society 
Until its conquest by Arab forces, Egypt was the major source of grain for Byzantium. 
Afterward, Anatolia and the lower Danube region served as the imperial breadbasket. 
All these lands produced abundant harvests of wheat, which supported large popula-
tions in Constantinople, Thessaloniki, Antioch, Trebizond, and other major cities. 
Throughout most of Byzantium's existence, Constantinople was the largest city in Eu-
rope: between the fifth and the early thirteenth centuries, its population approached or 
exceeded one million people. Only on the basis of a reliable and productive agricul-
tural economy was it possible for a city of that size to survive and flourish. 

Byzantine economy and society were strongest when the empire supported a large 
class of free peasants who owned small plots of land. Besides serving as the backbone of 
the Byzantine military system, free peasants cultivated their land intensively in hopes of 
improving their families' fortunes. As in other societies, however, wealthy individuals 
and families sought to accumulate land, the principal source of wealth in Byzantium as 
elsewhere. Especially in the early centuries of the Byzantine empire, wealthy cultivators 

The Peasantry 
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ran large estates and supervised the peasantry 
as a dependent class. Peasants did not be-
come slaves, but neither did they remain en-
tirely free. Sometimes they were bound to 
the land, forbidden to depart without per-
mission of their lords. Other times they 
worked under sharecropping arrangements, 
whereby landlords contracted landless peas-
ants to cultivate their lands in exchange for a 
large portion of the yield. Rarely did share-
croppers accumulate enough wealth to gain 
their independence: often they worked the 
same holdings for years—or for life—on terms 
set by the landlords. 

The invasions of the sixth and seventh 
centuries broke up many large estates and af-
forded peasants an opportunity to rebuild 
small holdings. The theme system strength-
ened the free peasantry by making land avail-
able to those who performed military service. 
The imperial government also made periodic 
efforts to support free peasants and prevent 
wealthy landowners from gaining control 

over their lands. During the sixth, eighth, and tenth centuries in particular, Byzantine 

authorities limited the accumulation of land by wealthy classes and thereby strength-
ened the peasantry. Over the long term, however, wealthy landowners built ever larger 
estates. From the eleventh century onward, they transformed the peasants into an in-

creasingly dependent class, and by the thirteenth century free peasants accounted for 
only a small portion of the rural population. 

Quite apart from its social effects, the accumulation of landholdings had important 
implications for financial and military affairs. Large estates did not contribute to impe-

rial tax coffers at the rate of small peasants' holdings, since wealthy landowners had the 

influence to obtain concessions and exemptions. Moreover, the decline of the free 

peasantry diminished the pool of recruits available for service in military forces orga-

nized under the theme system. Large landowners raised forces from their estates, but 

they often deployed them to advance their interests rather than those of the imperial 

government. Concentration of land and rural resources worked against the financial 

interests of the central government, and it caused political, military, and economic dif-
ficulties for the Byzantine state during the last three centuries of its existence. 

Decline of the 
Free Peasantry 

Peasants—probably sharecroppers—receive seeds and tend to 

vineyards in this painting from a Byzantine manuscript. 
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Manufacturing 
Enterprises 

Industry and Trade 

In spite of social and economic problems, Byzantium remained a wealthy land. 
Byzantine prosperity derived both from the empire's productive capacity and from 

the importance of Constantinople as a center of trade. 
Constantinople was already a major site of crafts and industry in classical times, and 

it became even more important as capital of the Byzantine empire. The city was home 

to many artisans and crafts workers, not to mention thousands of imperial officials and 

bureaucrats. Byzantine crafts workers enjoyed a reputation especially for their glass-
ware, linen and woolen textiles, gems, jewelry, and fine work in gold and silver. 

By the late sixth century, after the arrival of silkworms—in monks' walking staffs 

and no doubt by other routes as well—crafts workers had added high-quality silk tex- 
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A manuscript illustration depicts one Byzantine woman weaving cloth (left) while another 

spins thread (right). Both women veil their hair for modesty. Women workers were 

prominent in Byzantine textile production. 

tiles to the list of products manufactured in the Byzantine empire. Silk was a most im-
portant addition to the economy, and Byzantium became the principal supplier of this 
fashionable fabric to lands in the Mediterranean basin. The silk industry was so im-
portant to the Byzantine economy that the government closely supervised every step 
in its production and sale. Regulations allowed individuals to participate in only one 
activity—such as weaving, dyeing, or sales—to prevent the creation of a monopoly in 
the industry by a few wealthy or powerful entrepreneurs. 

Trade also helped to sustain the Byzantine economy. Situated astride routes going Trade 
east and west as well as north and south, Constantinople served as the main clearing- 
house for trade in the western part of Eurasia. The merchants of Constantinople main-
tained direct commercial links with manufacturers and merchants in central Asia, 
Russia, Scandinavia, northern Europe, and the lands of the Black Sea and the Mediter-
ranean basin. Even after the early Islamic conquests, Byzantine merchants dealt regu-
larly with their Muslim counterparts in Persia, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt except during 
periods of outright war between Byzantium and Islamic states. Byzantium dominated 
trade to such an extent that trading peoples recognized the Byzantine gold coin, the 
bezant, as the standard currency of the Mediterranean basin for more than half a mil-
lennium, from the sixth through the twelfth century. 

Byzantium drew enormous wealth simply from the control of trade and the levying 
of customs duties on merchandise that passed through its lands. More important, 
Byzantium served as the western anchor of a Eurasian trading network that revived the 
silk roads of classical times. Silk and porcelain came to Constantinople from China, 
spices from India and southeast Asia. Carpets arrived from Persia, woolen textiles from 
western Europe, and timber, furs, honey, amber, and slaves came from Russia and Scan-
dinavia. Byzantine subjects consumed some commodities from distant lands, but they 
redistributed most merchandise, often after adding to its value by further processing—
by fashioning jewelry out of gems imported from India, for example, or by dyeing raw 
woolen cloth imported from western Europe. 

Banks and business partnerships helped to fuel Byzantine trade. Banks advanced The Organization 
loans to individuals seeking to launch business ventures and thus made trade possible of Trade 
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A manuscript illustration from the ninth century 

depicts Byzantine shipbuilders at work. 

even when merchants did not personally possess large supplies of liquid wealth. 
Byzantine merchants often formed partnerships, which allowed them to pool their 
resources and limit their risks. Neither banking nor partnership was an altogether 
new technique: both had origins in classical Mediterranean business practices. Yet 
Byzantine businessmen made much more extensive use than their predecessors had 
of banking and cooperative partnerships, which provided both support and stimulus 
for a dynamic commercial economy.' 

Urban Life 
Constantinople had no rival among Byzantine cities. Subjects of the Byzantine em- 
pire referred to it simply as "the City." The heart of the City was the imperial palace, 



Sources from the Past 

 

The Wealth and Commerce of Constantinople 

The Spanish rabbi Benjamin of Tudela traveled throughout Europe, north Africa, and southwest Asia between 1165 
and 1173 C.E. He may have ventured as far as India, and he mentioned both India and China in his travel account. 
His main purpose was to record the conditions of Jewish communities, but he also described the many lands and about 
three hundred cities that he visited. His travels took place during an era of political decline for the Byzantine empire, 
yet he still found Constantinople a flourishing and prosperous city. 

The circumference of the city of Constantinople is eight- 	the world come before the emperor and empress with 
een miles; half of it is surrounded by the sea, and half by 

	
jugglery and without jugglery, and they introduce lions, 

land, and it is situated upon two arms of the sea, one 
	

leopards, bears, and wild asses, and they engage them in 
coming from the sea of Russia [the Black Sea], and one 	combat with one another; and the same thing is done 
from the sea of Sepharad [the Mediterranean]. 	 with birds. No entertainment like this is to be found in 

All sorts of merchants come here from the land of 
	

any other land. . . . 
Babylon, from the land of Shinar [Mesopotamia], from 	From every part of the Byzantine empire tribute is 
Persia, Media [western Iran], and all the sovereignty of 

	
brought here every year, and they fill strongholds with 

the land of Egypt, from the land of Canaan [Palestine], 	garments of silk, purple, and gold. Like unto these store- 
and the empire of Russia, from Hungary, Patzinakia 

	
houses and this wealth there is nothing in the whole 

[Ukraine], Khazaria [southern Russia], and the land of 
	

world to be found. It is said that the tribute of the city 
Lombardy [northern Italy] and Sepharad [Spain]. 	amounts every year to 20,000 gold pieces, derived both 

Constantinople is a busy city, and merchants come 	from the rents of shops and markets and from the trib- 
to it from every country by sea or land, and there is none 	ute of merchants who enter by sea or land. 
like it in the world except Baghdad, the great city of 

	
The Greek inhabitants are very rich in gold and pre- 

Islam. In Constantinople is the church of Hagia Sophia, 	cious stones, and they go clothed in garments of silk and 
and the seat of the pope of the Greeks, since Greeks do 	gold embroidery, and they ride horses and look like 
not obey the pope of Rome. There are also as many 	princes. Indeed, the land is very rich in all cloth stuffs 
churches as there are days of the year. . . . And in this 	and in bread, meat, and wine. 
church [Hagia Sophia] there are pillars of gold and sil- 	Wealth like that of Constantinople is not to be found 
ver, and lamps of silver and gold more than a man can 	in the whole world. Here also are men learned in all the 
count. 	 books of the Greeks, and they eat and drink, every man 

Close to the walls of the palace is also a place of 	under his vine and his fig-tree. 
amusement belonging to the emperor, which is called 
the Hippodrome, and every year on the anniversary of 

	FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 
the birth of Jesus the emperor gives a great entertain- 	How is it possible to account for the prosperity that 
ment there. And in that place men from all the races of 

	
Benjamin of Tudela found in Constantinople? • 

SOURCE: Benjamin of Tudela. The Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela. Trans. by M. N. Adler. 
London: H. Frowde, 1907. (Translation slightly modified.) 
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which employed twenty thousand workers as palace staff. Peacocks strutted through 
gardens filled with sculptures and fountains. Most famous was a gold fountain that 
spouted wine for imperial guests. 

Aristocrats maintained enormous palaces that included courtyards, reception halls, Housing in 
libraries, chapels, and quarters for members of the extended family as well as servants Constantinople 
and slaves. Already in the fifth century, Constantinople boasted 4,388 mansions, as 
well as 14 imperial and princely palaces. Women lived in separate apartments and did 
not receive male visitors from outside the household. Indeed, women often did not 
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participate in banquets and parties, especially when wine flowed freely or when the af-
fairs were likely to become so festive that they could compromise a woman's honor. 

The less privileged classes of Constantinople occupied less splendid dwellings. 
Artisans and crafts workers usually lived in rooms above their shops, and clerks and 
government officials lived in multistory apartment buildings. Workers and the poor 
occupied dangerous and rickety tenements, sharing kitchens and sanitary facilities 
with their neighbors. 

Attractions of 	 Even for the poor, though, the City had its attractions. As the heir to Rome, Con- 
Constantinople 	stantinople was a city of baths, which were sites of relaxation and exercise as well as 

hygienic bathing. Taverns and restaurants offered settings for social gatherings—
checkers, chess, and dice games were especially popular activities at taverns—and 
theaters provided entertainment in the form of song, dance, and striptease. Mass en-
tertainment took place in the Hippodrome, a large stadium adjacent to the imperial 
palace. There Byzantine subjects watched athletic matches, contests between wild 
animals, and circuses featuring clowns, jugglers, acrobats, and dwarfs. 

Greens and Blues 	Most popular of the City's pastimes were the chariot races that took place in the 
Hippodrome. Spectators' passions for chariot teams ran high, and until the seventh 
century they often contributed to public disturbances. Racing fans formed two fac-
tions—the Greens and the Blues—that pursued their rivalry well beyond the Hippo-
drome. Greens and Blues frequently fought in the streets and constantly sought to 
influence imperial officials to favor one group over the other. On one occasion, Greens 
and Blues united and mounted a serious popular uprising against the high taxes im-
posed by Justinian. In 532 they seized the Hippodrome and proclaimed a new em-
peror. Belisarius's army quelled the disturbance, but only after killing thousands of 
rioters. The rebellion left Constantinople in shambles, and Justinian took the oppor-
tunity to rebuild the city on a lavish scale. By the late seventh century, the rivalry be-
tween Greens and Blues had faded. The factions remained, but they increasingly took 
on the character of civic societies, and leaders of the two groups became respected of-
ficials at the imperial court. 

Classical Heritage and Orthodox Christianity 

The first Christian emperor of the Roman empire gave both his name and his faith to 
Constantinople. Like the Byzantine state, however, Byzantine Christianity developed 
along distinctive lines, and it became a faith different from the early Christianity of 
the Roman empire. The philosophy and literature of classical Greece had a much 
deeper influence in Byzantium than in western Europe, and the classical legacy helped 
to shape Byzantine education and cultural development as well as Orthodox Chris-
tianity. Byzantine church leaders disagreed with their western counterparts on mat-
ters of doctrine, ritual, and church authority. By the mid-eleventh century, differences 
between the eastern and western churches had become so great that their leaders 
formally divided Mediterranean Christianity into the Eastern Orthodox and Ronian 
Catholic churches. 

The Legacy of Classical Greece 
Although local inhabitants spoke Greek, the official language of early Constantinople 
was Latin, the language of Rome. The connection between Byzantium and Rome was 
apparent in Justinian's code of laws, which appeared in Latin. After the sixth century, 
however, Greek replaced Latin as the language of government in the Byzantine em-
pire. Byzantine scholars often did not learn to read Latin, and they drew intellectual 
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inspiration from the New Testament (originally composed in Greek) and the philoso-
phy and literature of classical Greece rather than classical Rome. 

The legacy of classical Greece was especially noticeable in Byzantine education. An Byzantine Education 
educational system was necessary because of the large bureaucracy that administered 
the empire: government machinery called for large numbers of literate and intelligent 
individuals. Byzantine aristocrats often hired tutors to provide private instruction for 
their children, girls as well as boys. But the bureaucratic workforce emerged mostly 
from a state-organized school system that offered a primary education in reading, 
writing, and grammar, followed by studies of classical Greek literature, philosophy, 
and science. 

Although most peasants and many urban workers had no formal education, basic 
literacy was widespread in Byzantine society. Besides the bureaucrats, Byzantine mer-
chants, manufacturers, clergy, and military personnel usually had at least a primary ed-
ucation. At the pinnacle of the state educational system was a school of higher learning 
in Constantinople that offered advanced instruction in law, medicine, and philosophy. 
This school functioned almost continuously from its founding in 425 C.E. until the 
end of the Byzantine empire more than one thousand years later in 1453. 

Like the educational system, Byzantine scholarship reflected the cultural legacy of Byzantine 
classical Greece. Byzantine scholars concentrated on the humanities—literature, his- Scholarship 
tory, and philosophy—rather than on the natural sciences or medicine. They produced 
commentaries on Homer, Plato, Aristotle, and other prominent figures, and their 
works served as textbooks studied in schools alongside writings from classical times. 
Byzantines with a literary education considered themselves the direct heirs of classical 
Greece, and they went to great lengths to preserve and transmit the classical legacy. In-
deed, almost all literary and philosophical works of classical Greece that survive have 
come down to the present in copies made between the tenth and twelfth centuries in 
the Byzantine empire. 

The Byzantine Church 
The influence of classical Greece was so powerful and so persistent that many Byzan-
tine elites continued to honor the pagan gods through at least the sixth century C.E. 
In the year 528, however, Emperor Justinian launched a campaign to force all re-
maining pagans to undergo Christian baptism, and in 529 he prohibited the public 
teaching of pagan philosophy in Athens, the cultural cradle of classical Greece. By 
the mid-sixth century, life was becoming increasingly difficult for those who contin-
ued to respect the pagan gods, and Christianity emerged as the dominant cultural 
community of the Byzantine empire. 

The Byzantine church was quite different from the earliest Christian community, 
which had generated many different teachings and practices. The most distinctive fea-
ture of Byzantine Christianity was its close relationship with the imperial government, 
which carefully supervised the development of church teachings and policies in the in-
terests of molding a community that would provide cultural support for the Byzantine 
state. From the time of Constantine on, caesaropapist emperors participated actively in 
religious and theological matters. Constantine himself intervened in theological de-
bates, even when the issues at stake had little or no direct political implication. In 
325 C.E., for example, Constantine organized the Council of Nicaea, which brought 
together bishops, spokesmen, and leaders from all the important Christian churches to 
consider the views of the Arians. Followers of a priest from Alexandria named Arius 
(250-336 c.E.), the Arians taught that Jesus had been a mortal human being and that 
he was a creation of God rather than a divine being coeternal with God. Yet many 
Christian theologians held to the contrary: that in a unique and mysterious way Jesus 

Church and State 
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was both a mortal human being and a manifestation of God himself, that Jesus simul-
taneously possessed fully human and fully divine natures. Although he originally fa-
vored Arian views, Constantine came to accept the alternative and personally attended 
sessions of the Council of Nicaea to support it. His presence encouraged the council to 
endorse his preferred view as orthodox and to condemn Arianism as heresy. 

Throughout Byzantine history the emperors treated the church as a department 
of state. They appointed individuals to serve as patriarch of Constantinople—the 
highest ecclesiastical official in the Byzantine church, counterpart of the pope in 
Rome—and they instructed patriarchs, bishops, and priests to deliver sermons that 
supported imperial policy and encouraged obedience to imperial authorities. This 
caesaropapism was a source of constant conflict between imperial and ecclesiastical 
authorities, and it also had the potential to generate large-scale dissent and protest 
when imperial views clashed with those of the larger society. 

The most divisive ecclesiastical policy implemented by Byzantine emperors was icon-
oclasm, inaugurated by Emperor Leo III (reigned 717-741 c.E.). By the time of Leo's 
rule, Byzantium had a long tradition of producing icons—paintings of Jesus, saints, and 
other figures of religious significance—many of which were splendid works of art. For 
most theologians these icons served a useful purpose in that they inspired the popular 
imagination and encouraged reverence for holy personages. Leo, however, became con-
vinced that the veneration of religious images was sinful, tantamount to the worship of 
physical idols. In 726 C.E. he embarked on the policy of iconoclasm (which literally 
means "the breaking of icons"), destroying religious images and prohibiting their use in 
churches. The policy immediately sparked protests and riots throughout the empire, 
since icons were extremely popular among the laity. Debates about iconoclasm raged in 
Byzantium for more than a century. Only in 843 did the iconoclasts abandon their ef-
forts. Meanwhile, the controversy demonstrated once again the willingness of Byzantine 
emperors to involve themselves directly in religious and theological matters. 

In its theology, Byzantine Christianity reflected the continuing influence of classi-
cal Greek philosophy. Christianity had originally emerged from Jewish sources. As it 
attracted adherents in the Roman empire, theologians sought ways to harmonize 
Christianity with other, long-established, cultural traditions, notably Greek philoso-
phy. A faith embracing both Christian revelation and Greek reason, they recognized, 
would have a powerful appeal. 

The influence of Greek philosophy in Christian theology was especially prominent 
in Greek-speaking Byzantium. Theologians invested a great deal of time and intellec-
tual energy in the examination of religious questions from a philosophical point of 
view. They looked to classical philosophy, for example, when seeking to understand the 
nature of Jesus and the extent to which he possessed both human and divine character-
istics. Although these debates often became extremely technical, they illustrate the 
continuing influence of classical Greek philosophy. Debates about Jesus' nature repre-
sented an effort to understand Christian doctrine in light of the terms and concepts 
that classical philosophers had employed in their analysis of the world. A school main-
tained by the patriarch of Constantinople provided instruction for clergy and church 
officials in advanced theology of this sort. Though it differed in many ways from 
Mediterranean society of classical times, Byzantium built cultural and religious tradi-
tions on a solid classical foundation. 

Monasticism and Popular Piety 
Caesaropapist emperors, powerful patriarchs, and other high church officials con- 
cerned themselves with theological and ritual matters and rarely dealt directly with the 
lay population of the Byzantine church. For their part the Byzantine laity had little 

Iconoclasm 

Greek Philosophy and 
Byzantine Theology 
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This illustration from a psalter prepared about 900 C.E. depicts an iconoclast 
whitewashing an image of Jesus painted on a wall. 

interest in fine points of theology or high-level church administration, and they posi-
tively resented policies such as iconoclasm that infringed on cherished patterns of 
worship. For religious inspiration, the laity looked less to the church hierarchy than to 
the local monasteries. 

Byzantine monasticism grew out of the efforts of devout individuals to lead espe- Asceticism 
cially holy lives. Drawing inspiration from early Christian ascetics in Egypt, Mesopo- 
tamia, and Persia, these individuals observed regimes of extreme asceticism and 
self-denial. Some abandoned society altogether and went to live in the desert or in 
caves as hermits. Others dedicated themselves to celibacy, fasting, and prayer. During 
the fifth century a few men and at least two women demonstrated their ascetic com-
mitments by perching for years at a time atop tall pillars. St. Simeon Stylite, the first 
and most famous of these "pillar saints," attracted the attention of admirers from as 
far away as Gaul. 

Because of the extreme dedication of hermits and ascetics, disciples often gath- Byzantine 
ered around them and established communities of men and women determined to Monasticism 
follow their example. These communities became the earliest monasteries of the and St. Basil 
Byzantine church. They had few rules until St. Basil of Caesarea (329-379 c.E.), the 
patriarch of Constantinople during the mid-fourth century, urged them to adopt re-
forms that enhanced their effectiveness. In Basilian monasteries, monks and nuns 
gave up their personal possessions and lived communally. They obeyed the rule of 
elected superiors, and all community members devoted themselves to work and 
prayer. After the fourth century, Basilian monasticism spread rapidly throughout the 
Byzantine empire. 
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Sources from the Past 

 

Anna Comnena on the Suppression of Bogomil Heretics 

Anna Comnena (1083-1148), daughter of the Byzantine emperor Alexius I (reigned 1081-1118), wrote the Alexiad, 

a laudatory history of her father's reign. In the following selection, she discusses his prosecution in 1110 of Bogomil 

heretics, who revived the dualist teachings of the Manichaeans. Her account makes it clear that the caesaropapist 
Byzantine emperors took seriously their commitment to the Orthodox church and their obligation to protect its interests. 

Later . . . there arose an extraordinary "cloud of here-
tics," a new hostile group, hitherto unknown to the 
Church . . . Apparently it was in existence before my fa-
ther's time, but was unperceived (for the Bogomils' sect 
is most adept at feigning virtue). No worldly hairstyles 
are to be seen among Bogomils: their wickedness is hid-
den beneath cloak and cowl. Your Bogomil wears 
a somber look; muffled up to the nose, he walks with a 
stoop, quietly muttering to himself—but inside he's a 
ravening wolf. This unpleasant race, like a serpent lurk-
ing in its hole, was brought to the light and lured out 
by my father with magical incantations. . . . 

The fame of the Bogomils had by now spread to all 
parts, for the impious sect was controlled with great cun-
ning by a certain monk called Basil. He had twelve fol-
lowers whom he called "apostles" and also dragged 
along with him certain female disciples, women of bad 
character, utterly depraved. In all quarters he made his 
wicked influence felt and when the evil, like some con-
suming fire, devoured many souls, the emperor could 
no longer bear it. He instituted a thorough inquiry into 
the heresy. . . . 

. . . Alexius condemned the heretics out of hand: 
chorus and chorus-leader alike were to suffer death by 
burning. When the Bogomils had been hunted down 
and brought together in one place, some clung to the 
heresy, but others denied the charges completely, 
protesting strongly against their accusers and rejecting 
the Bogomilian heresy with scorn. . . . 

The emperor glared at them and said, "Two pyres 
will have to be lit today. By one a cross will be planted 
firmly in the ground. Then a choice will be offered to 
all: those who are prepared to die for their Christian faith 
will separate themselves from the rest and take up posi-
tion by the pyre with the cross; the Bogomilian adher- 

ents will be thrown on the other. Surely it is better that 
even Christians should die than live to be hounded 
down as Bogomils and offend the conscience of the ma-
jority. Go away, then, all of you, to whichever pyre you 
choose" . . . 

A huge crowd gathered and stood all about them. 
Fires were then lit, burning seven times more fiercely 
than usual. . . . The flames leapt to the heavens. By one 
pyre stood the cross. Each of the condemned was given 
his choice, for all were to be burnt. Now that escape 
was clearly impossible, the orthodox to a man moved 
over to the pyre with the cross, truly prepared to suffer 
martyrdom; the godless adherents of the abominable 
heresy went off to the other. Just as they were about to 
be thrown on the flames, all the bystanders broke into 
mourning for the Christians; they were filled with in-
dignation against the emperor (they did not know of 
his plan). But an order came from him just in time to 
stop the executioners. Alexius had in this way obtained 
firm evidence of those who were really Bogomils. The 
Christians, who were victims of calumny, he released 
after giving them much advice; the rest [i.e., the Bo-
gomils] were committed once again to prison, but the 
[Bogomil] "apostles" were kept apart. Later he sent for 
some of these men every day and personally taught them, 
with frequent exhortations to abandon their abom-
inable cult. . . . And some did change for the better and 
were freed from prison, but others died in their heresy, 
still incarcerated, although they were supplied with 
plentiful food and clothing. 

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION 

Why did Byzantine rulers go to such lengths to sup-
press heresy? 

SOURCE: Anna Comnena. The Alexiad of Anna Comnena. Trans. by E. R. A. Sewter. 

Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1969, pp. 496-505. (Translation slightly modified.) 
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Unlike their counterparts in western Europe and other lands, Byzantine monas-
teries for the most part did not become centers of education, study, learning, and 
scholarship. Yet monasteries under the rule of St. Basil had a reputation for piety and 
devotion that endeared them to the Byzantine laity. Basilian monks went to great 
lengths in search of mystical union with God through meditation and prayer. Some 
employed special techniques such as controlled breathing and intensely focused gaz-
ing to bring divine illumination. Others retired to remote destinations to lead a strict 
existence. Most famous of the austere monasteries are those of Mt. Athos, a cold and 
windswept peninsula in northern Greece that has been the site of monasteries since 
the ninth century C.E. Since the eleventh century, monastic authorities have made Mt. 
Athos off-limits for all females, both human and animal, out of concern that they 
might inspire carnal thoughts among the monks. The strict devotion of the monks of 
Mt. Athos and other Basilian monasteries inspired piety among the Byzantine laity 
because the monks represented a religious faith more immediate and meaningful than 
that of the theologians and ecclesiastical bureaucrats of Constantinople. 

Monks and nuns also provided social services to their communities. They pro-
vided spiritual counsel to local laity, and they organized relief efforts by bringing 
food and medical attention to communities struck by disasters. They won the sup-
port of the Byzantine populace, too, when they vigorously opposed the policy of 
iconoclasm and fought to restore icons to churches and monasteries. Tensions some-
times arose between clergy and laity because monasteries often owned extensive tracts 
of land, and the monks had different economic interests from the peasants who 
worked the land. Nevertheless, by setting examples of devotion and by tending to 
the needs and interests of the laity, monks helped to maintain support for their faith 
in the Byzantine empire. 

Mt. Athos 

Tensions between Eastern and Western Christianity 
Byzantine Christianity developed in tension particularly with the Christian faith of 
western Europe. During the centuries following Constantine's legalization of Chris-
tianity, church leaders in Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch, Constantinople, and Rome 
exercised great influence in the larger Christian community. After Arab peoples con-
quered most of southwest Asia and introduced Islam there in the seventh century, 
the influence of the patriarchs in Jerusalem, Alexandria, and Antioch declined, leav-
ing only Constantinople and Rome as the principal centers of Christian authority. 

The tensions that developed between Constantinople and Rome mirrored politi- Constantinople 
cal strains between Byzantine and western European societies. The specific issues that and Rome 
divided the two Christian communities, however, were religious and theological. One 
was the iconoclastic movement of the eighth and ninth centuries. Western theolo-
gians regarded religious images as perfectly appropriate aids to devotion and resented 
Byzantine claims to the contrary, whereas the iconoclasts took offense at the efforts of 
their Roman counterparts to have images restored in Byzantium. 

In later centuries, Christian churches based in Constantinople and Rome disagreed 
on many other points. Some ritual and doctrinal differences concerned forms of wor-
ship and the precise wording of theological teachings—relatively minor issues that by 
themselves need not have caused deep division in the larger Christian community. 
Byzantine theologians objected, for example, to the fact that western priests shaved 
their beards and used unleavened instead of leavened bread when saying Mass. Other 
differences concerned substantive theological matters such as the precise relationship 
between God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit—all regarded as manifestations of God by 
most Christian theologians. 
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Schism As well as those ritual and doctrinal differences, the Byzantine patriarchs and 
Roman popes disputed their respective rights and powers. Patriarchs argued for the au-
tonomy of all major Christian jurisdictions, including that of Constantinople, whereas 
popes asserted the primacy of Rome as the sole seat of authority for all Christendom. 
Ultimately, relations became so strained that the eastern and western churches went 
separate ways. In 1054 C.E. the patriarch and the pope excommunicated each other, 
each refusing to recognize the other's church as properly Christian. Despite efforts at 
reconciliation, the resulting schism between eastern and western churches persists to 
the present day. In recognition of the split, historians refer to the eastern Christian 
church after 1054 as the Eastern Orthodox church and its western counterpart as the 
Roman Catholic church. 

Social Problems 

The Influence of Byzantium in Eastern Europe 

Byzantines called themselves Romaioi ("Romans"), and aristocrats sometimes traced 
their lineage to ancestors who went to Constantinople with Constantine. Yet, by about 
1000 C.E., Byzantium differed profoundly from Mediterranean society of classical 
times. Under Roman rule the Mediterranean basin had formed a coherent political and 
economic unit, as trade and cultural exchanges linked all lands and peoples of the re-
gion. By the second millennium C.E., however, a dynamic society founded on the Is-
lamic faith had seized control of the lands on the Mediterranean's southern and 
eastern rims, and Byzantines and western Europeans contested the northern rim. 
Hemmed in and increasingly pressured by Islamic and western European societies, 
Byzantium entered a period of decline beginning about the late eleventh century. 

As its Mediterranean influence waned, however, Byzantium turned its attention 
to eastern Europe and Russia. Through political, commercial, and cultural relations, 
Byzantium decisively influenced the history of Slavic peoples. The Byzantine state it-
self came to an end in the fifteenth century C.E. But because of the Byzantine com-
monwealth—the larger collection of societies in eastern Europe and the eastern 
Mediterranean basin that developed under Byzantine political, economic, and cul-
tural influence during the postclassical era—the legacy of Byzantium survives and 
continues to shape the lives of millions of people in Russia and eastern Europe. 

Domestic Problems and Foreign Pressures 
When Basil II, the "Bulgar-Slayer," died in 1025 C.E., the Byzantine empire was a po-
litical, military, and economic dynamo. Within fifty years, however, the empire was suf-
fering from serious internal weaknesses and had endured a series of military reverses. In 
fact, it had entered a long period of gradual but sustained decline from which it never 
fully recovered. Both domestic and foreign problems help to explain that decline. 

Domestic problems arose, ironically, from the success of the theme system. Generals 
who governed the themes were natural allies of local aristocrats who held large tracts of 
land. Generals and their offspring intermarried with the local aristocracies, creating an 
elite class with tremendous military, political, social, and economic power. Some of 
these powerful families resisted the policies of the imperial government and even 
mounted rebellions against central authorities. The rebels never managed to defeat the 
imperial forces, but their revolts seriously disrupted local economies. Moreover, the 
elite class accumulated vast estates that placed the free peasantry under increasing pres-
sure. Formerly the backbone of Byzantium's military system and its agricultural econ-
omy, by the mid-eleventh century the free peasantry was declining both in numbers 
and in prosperity. As a result, Byzantine military forces had fewer recruits available for 
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Map 13.2 The Byzantine empire and its neighbors, o. 1100 C.E. After the emergence of Islam, the Byzantine empire 
shrank dramatically in size. To what extent does the expansion of Islam help explain the fact that Byzantine influence 
was strongest in eastern Europe after the seventh century c.E.? 

service, and declining tax receipts from free peasants caused fiscal problems for the im-
perial government. 

As domestic problems mounted, Byzantium also faced fresh foreign challenges. Challenges 
From the west came representatives of a dynamic and expanding western European from the West 
society. Beginning in the eleventh century, vigorous economic development in west- 
ern Europe supported a remarkable round of military and political expansion. During 
the early eleventh century, the Normans—a Scandinavian people who had seized Nor-
mandy (in northern France) and settled there—established themselves as an inde-
pendent power in southern Italy. By midcentury Norman adventurers led by Robert 
Guiscard had taken control of southern Italy and expelled Byzantine authorities there. 

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the Normans and other western Eu-
ropean peoples mounted a series of crusades—vast military campaigns intended to 
recapture Jerusalem and other sites holy to Christians from Muslims—and took the 
opportunity to carve out states in the heart of the Byzantine empire. Venetian mer-
chants even managed to divert the fourth crusade (1202-1204) from its original 
mission in the eastern Mediterranean to Constantinople. Venetians had become 
prominent in the commercial life of the eastern Mediterranean, and they viewed the 
fourth crusade as an opportunity to strengthen their position against Byzantine com-
petition. As it happened, the expedition never got beyond Constantinople, which 
crusaders conquered and sacked in 1204. Byzantine forces recaptured the capital in 
1261, but the destruction of Constantinople had dealt the Byzantine empire a blow 
from which it never completely recovered. 

As Europeans expanded into Byzantine territory from the west, nomadic Turkish Challenges peoples invaded from the east. Most important among them were the Muslim from the E 
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During the sack of Constantinople in 1204, crusading forces seized and carted away Byzantine treasures of all sorts—

including the great bronze horses that now stand over the entrance to St. Mark's basilica in Venice. 

Saljuqs, who beginning in the eleventh century sent waves of invaders into Anatolia. 

Given the military and financial problems of the Byzantine empire, the Saljuqs found 

Anatolia ripe for plunder. In 1071 they subjected the Byzantine army to a demoraliz-

ing defeat at the battle of Manzikert. Byzantine factions then turned on each other 

in civil war, allowing the Saljuqs almost free rein in Anatolia. By the late twelfth cen-

tury, the Saljuqs had seized much of Anatolia, and crusaders from western Europe 

held most of the remainder. 

The loss of Anatolia—the principal source of Byzantine grain, wealth, and mili-

tary forces—sealed the fate of the Byzantine empire. A territorially truncated Byzan-

tium survived until the mid-fifteenth century, but the late Byzantine empire enjoyed 

little autonomy and continually faced fresh challenges from Italian merchants, west-

ern European adventurers, and Turkish nomads. In 1453, after a long era of decline, 

the Byzantine empire came to an end when Ottoman Turks captured Constantinople 

and absorbed its territories into their expanding realm. 

Early Relations between Byzantium and Slavic Peoples 

By the time Constantinople fell, Byzantine traditions had deeply influenced the 0=6- 

cal and cultural development of Slavic peoples in eastern Europe and Russia. Close re- Salugs (sahl-JYOOKS) 
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This illustration from a twelfth-century manu-
script depicts ninth-century incursions of Bul-
garians into Byzantine territory, culminating in 
a lecture by the Bulgarian king to the Byzantine 

I  emperor, shown here with bound hands. 
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lations between Byzantium and Slavic 
peoples date from the sixth century. 
When Justinian deployed Byzanti-
um's military resources in the west-
ern Mediterranean, Slavic peoples 
from the north took advantage of the 
opportunity to move into Byzantine 
territory. Serbs and Croats moved 
into the Balkan peninsula, and Bul-
gars established a powerful kingdom 
in the lower Danube region. 

Relations between Byzantium and 
Bulgaria were especially tense. By the 
eighth century, however, as a result of 
its wealth and sophisticated diplo-
macy, Byzantium had begun to influ-
ence Bulgarian politics and society. 
Byzantine emperors recognized Bul-
garian rulers, enhancing their status 
as legitimate sovereigns. Byzantium 
and Bulgaria entered into political, 
commercial, and cultural relations. 
Members of Bulgarian ruling families 
often went to Constantinople for a 
formal education in Greek language 
and literature and followed Byzantine 
examples in organizing their court 
and capital. 

Byzantium also sent missionaries 
to Balkan lands, and Bulgars and 
other Slavic peoples began to convert 
to Orthodox Christianity. The most 
famous of the missionaries to the 
Slays were Saints Cyril and Metho-
dius, two brothers from Thessaloniki 
in Greece. During the mid-ninth cen-
tury Cyril and Methodius conducted missions in Bulgaria and Moravia (which included 
much of the modern Czech, Slovakian, and Hungarian territories). While there, they 
devised an alphabet, known as the Cyrillic alphabet, for the previously illiterate Slavic 
peoples. Though adapted from written Greek, the Cyrillic alphabet represented the 
sounds of Slavic languages more precisely than did the Greek, and it remained in use in 
much of eastern Europe until supplanted by the Roman alphabet in the twentieth cen-
tury. In Russia and most other parts of the former Soviet Union, the Cyrillic alphabet 
survives to the present day. 

The creation of a written Slavic language enabled Slavic peoples to organize com-
plex political structures and develop sophisticated traditions of thought and literature. 
More immediately, the Cyrillic alphabet stimulated conversion to Orthodox Christian-
ity. Missionaries translated the Christian scriptures and church rituals into Slavonic, and 
Cyrillic writing helped them explain Christian values and ideas in Slavic terms. Mean-
while, schools organized by missionaries ensured that Slays would receive religious 
instruction with their introduction to basic literacy. As a result, Orthodox Christianity 
deeply influenced the cultural traditions of many Slavic peoples. 

Cyril and Methodius 

Missions to the Slays 
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The Conversion 
of Prince Vladimir 

The Growth of Kiev 

Byzantium and Russia 

North of Bulgaria another Slavic people began to organize large states: the Russians. 
About the mid-ninth century Russians created several principalities governed from 
thriving trading centers, notably Kiev. Strategically situated on the Dnieper River 
along the main trade route linking Scandinavia and Byzantium, Kiev became a 
wealthy and powerful center, and it dominated much of the territory between the 
Volga and the Dnieper from the tenth to the thirteenth century. Russian merchants 
visited Constantinople in large numbers and became well acquainted with Byzantine 
society. Russian princes sought alliances with Byzantine rulers and began to express 
an interest in Orthodox Christianity. 

About 989 Prince Vladimir of Kiev converted to Orthodox Christianity and or-
dered his subjects to follow his example. Vladimir was no paragon of virtue: he lauded 
drunkenness and reportedly maintained a harem of eight hundred girls. After his con-
version, however, Byzantine influences flowed rapidly into Russia. Cyrillic writing, lit-
eracy, and Orthodox missions all spread quickly throughout Russia. Byzantine teachers 
traveled north to establish schools, and Byzantine prists conducted services for Rus-
sian converts. For two centuries Kiev served as a conduit for the spread of Byzantine 
cultural and religious influence in Russia. 

Byzantine art and architecture dominated Kiev and other Russian cities. Icons in 
the Byzantine style encouraged popular piety, and religious images became a princi-
pal form of Russian artistic expression. The onion domes that are a distinctive feature 
of early Russian churches were the result of architects' efforts to imitate the domed 
structures of Constantinople using wood as their principal building material. 

The princes of Kiev established firm, caesaropapist control over the Russian Or-
thodox church—so called to distinguish it from the Eastern Orthodox church of the 
Byzantine empire. They also drew inspiration from Byzantine legal tradition and 
compiled a written law code for their lands. By controlling trade with Byzantium and 
other lands, they gained financial resources to build a flourishing society. In the 
eleventh century Kiev reportedly had four hundred churches and eight large market-
places. By the early twelfth century its population approached thirty thousand, and a 
fire in 1124 reportedly consumed six hundred churches. 

Eventually, Russians even claimed to inherit the imperial mantle of Byzantium. Ac-
cording to a popular theory of the sixteenth century, Moscow was the world's third 
Rome: the first Rome had fallen to Germanic invaders in the fifth century, and the sec-
ond Rome, Constantinople, had fallen to the Turks a thousand years later. Moscow 
survived as the third Rome, the cultural and religious beacon that would guide the 
world to Orthodox Christian righteousness. Inspired by this theory, missionaries took 
their Russian Orthodox faith to distant lands. During the sixteenth and later centuries, 
they brought Siberia into the fold of the Orthodox church, crossed the Bering Strait, 
and dispatched missions to Alaska and even northern California. Thus, long after the 
collapse of the eastern Roman empire, the Byzantine legacy continued to work its in-
fluence through the outward reach of the Russian Orthodox church. 
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T he Byzantine empire originated as a survivor of the classical era. Byzantium inherited 

a hardy economy, a set of governing institutions, an imperial bureaucracy, an official 

religion, an established church, and a rich cultural tradition from classical Mediterranean 

society and the Roman empire. Byzantine leaders drew heavily on that legacy as they 

dealt with new challenges. Throughout Byzantine history, classical inspiration was espe-

cially noticeable in the imperial office, the bureaucracy, the church, and the educational 

system. Yet in many ways Byzantium changed profoundly over the course of its thousand-

year history. After the seventh century the Byzantine empire shrank dramatically in size, 

and after the eleventh century it faced relentless foreign pressure from western 

Europeans and nomadic Turkish peoples. Changing times also brought transformations 

in Byzantine social and economic organization. Yet from the fifth to the twelfth century 

and beyond, Byzantium brought political stability and economic prosperity to the eastern 

Mediterranean basin, and Byzantine society served as a principal anchor supporting com-

mercial and cultural exchanges in the postclassical world. Through its political, economic, 

and cultural influence, Byzantium also helped shape the development of the larger 

Byzantine commonwealth in eastern Europe and the eastern Mediterranean basin. 
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